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Neuroblastoma in Africa: A Survey by the Franco-African Pediatric
Oncology Group

abstract

Purpose Neuroblastoma is a sympathoadrenal lineage neural crest–derived tumor. It is the third most
common childhood malignancy in the Western world. Studies from the United States show that black
patients with neuroblastoma have a greater proportion of high-risk neuroblastoma with poorer prognosis
compared with white patients. In Africa, there are few published data on the epidemiology and man-
agement of neuroblastoma. The primary aim of this study was to assess the diagnostic and therapeutic
resources available for the management of neuroblastoma within the Franco-African Pediatric Oncology
Group (GFAOP).

Methods A survey was conducted in the pediatric oncology centers of the GFAOP. Participating GFAOP
centers were Abidjan, Algiers, Bamako, Dakar, Lubumbashi, Lomé, Ouagadougou, Rabat, Tananarive
Antananarivo, and Tunis. Questionnaires were sent out by e-mail to the principal investigators at each
participating GFAOP center in December 2013.

Results Ten (62%) of 16 GFAOP centers responded to the questionnaire. Neuroblastoma represented only
3% to 5% of childhood cancers in the sub-Saharan African centers, with the exception of Antananarivo,
where it represented 7.5%. In contrast, in the northern African centers of Tunis, Rabat, and Algiers,
neuroblastoma accounted for 30%,10%, and 7% of childhood cancer, respectively. At initial diagnosis,
50% to 80% of patients had metastatic neuroblastoma in eight of 10 centers.

Conclusion Based on this survey, neuroblastoma seems to be less common in sub-Saharan Africa. The
proportion of patients with metastatic neuroblastoma seems to be higher than reported in Western
countries.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Opportunistic Breast Cancer Education and Screening in Rural
Honduras

abstract

Purpose In Honduras, the breast cancer burden is high, and access to women’s health services is low.
This project tested the connection of community-based breast cancer detection with clinical diagnosis
and treatment in a tightly linked and quickly facilitated format.

Methods The Norris Cotton Cancer Center at Dartmouth College partnered with the Honduran cancer
hospital La Liga Contra el Cancer to expand a cervical cancer screening program, which included self-
breast exam (SBE) education and clinical breast exams (CBEs), to assess patient attitudes about and
uptake of breast cancer education and screening services. The cervical cancer screening event was held
in Honduras in 2013; 476 women from 31 villages attended.

Results Half of the women attending elected to receive a CBE; most had concerns about lactation.
Clinicians referred 12 women with abnormal CBEs to La Liga Contra el Cancer for additional evaluation at
no cost. All referred patients were compliant with the recommendation and received follow-up care. One
abnormal follow-up mammogram/ultrasound result was negative on biopsy. One woman with an ag-
gressive phyllodes tumor had a mastectomy within 60 days. Multimodal education about breast cancer
screening maximized delivery of women’s health services in a low-tech rural setting.

Conclusion The addition of opportunistic breast cancer education and screening to a cervical cancer
screening event resulted in high uptake of services at low additional cost to program sponsors. Such
novel strategies to maximize delivery of women’s health services in low-resource settings, where there is
no access to mammography, may result in earlier detection of breast cancer. Close follow-up of positive
results with referral to appropriate treatment is essential.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Prostate Cancer Burden at the Uganda Cancer Institute

abstract

Purpose In Uganda, the incidence of prostate cancer is increasing at a rate of 5.2% annually. Data
describing presentation and outcomes for patients with prostate cancer are lacking.

Methods A retrospective review of medical records for men with histologically confirmed prostate cancer
at the Uganda Cancer Institute (UCI) from January 1 to December 17, 2012, was performed.

Results Our sample included 182 men whose mean age was 69.5 years (standard deviation, 9.0 years).
Patients who presented to the UCI had lower urinary tract symptoms (73%; n = 131), bone pain (18%;
n = 32), increased prostate-specific antigen (PSA; 3%; n = 5), and other symptoms (6%; n = 11). Median
baseline PSA was 91.3 ng/mL (interquartile range, 19.5-311.3 ng/mL), and 51.1% of the patients
(n = 92) had a PSA value above 100 ng/mL. Gleason score was 9 or 10 in 66.7% of the patients (n = 120).
Ninety percent (n = 136) had stage IV disease, and metastatic sites included bone (73%; n = 102),
viscera (21%; n = 29), and lymph nodes (4%; n = 5). Spinal cord compression occurred in 30.9%
(n = 55), and 5.6% (n = 10) experienced a fracture. A total of 14.9% (n = 27) underwent prostatectomy,
and 17.7% (n = 32) received radiotherapy. Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist was given to 45.3%
(n = 82), 29.2% (n = 53) received diethylstilbestrol, and 26% (n = 47) underwent orchiectomy.
Chemotherapy was administered to 21.6% (n = 39), and 52.5% (n = 95) received bisphosphonates.
During the 12months of study, 23.8% of the men (n = 43) died, and 54.4% (n = 98) were lost to follow-up.

Conclusion UCI patients commonly present with high PSA, aggressive Gleason scores, and stage
IV disease. The primary treatments are hormonal manipulation and chemotherapy. Almost 25% of
patients succumb within a year of presentation, and a large number of patients are lost to follow-up.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Cost Effectiveness of Universal Hepatitis B Virus Screening in
Patients Beginning Chemotherapy for Sarcomas or GI Stromal
Tumors

abstract

Purpose The value of screening for hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection before chemotherapy for non-
hematopoietic solid tumors remains unsettled. We evaluated the cost effectiveness of universal
screening before systemic therapy for sarcomas, including GI stromal tumors (GISTs).

Patients and Methods Drawing from the National Cancer Centre Singapore database of 1,039 patients
with sarcomas, we analyzed the clinical records of 485 patients who received systemic therapy. Using a
Markov model, we compared the cost effectiveness of a screen-all versus screen-none strategy in this
population.

Results A total of 237 patients were screened for HBV infection. No patients developed HBV reactivation
during chemotherapy. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) of
offering HBV screening to all patients with sarcomas and patients with GISTs exceeded the cost-
effectiveness threshold of SG$100,000 per QALY. This result was robust in one-way sensitivity analy-
sis. Our results show that only changes in mortality rate secondary to HBV reactivation could make the
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio cross the cost-effectiveness threshold.

Conclusion Universal HBV screening in patients with sarcomas or GISTs undergoing chemotherapy is not
cost effective at a willingness to pay of SG$100,000 per QALY and may not be required.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Management of Chemoradiation-Induced Mucositis in Head and
Neck Cancers With Oral Glutamine

abstract

PurposeHead and neck cancers are the third most common cancers worldwide. Oral mucositis is the most
common toxicity seen in patients who receive chemoradiation to treat head and neck cancer. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of oral glutamine supplementation in these patients.

Materials and Methods From December 2013 to December 2014, we randomly assigned to two arms 162
patients who had squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck. Patients in arm A were given oral
glutamine once per day, whereas those in arm B served as negative control subjects. All patients received
radiotherapy given as 70 Gy in 35 fractions over 7 weeks with an injection of cisplatin once per week.
Patients were assessed once per week to evaluate for the onset and severity of mucositis, pain, use of
analgesics, and for Ryle tube feeding.

Results We observed that 53.1% of patients developed mucositis toward the fifth week in the glutamine
arm compared with 55.5% of patients in the control arm at the third week. None in the glutamine arm
compared with 92.35% of patients in the control arm developed G3 mucositis. Rates of adverse events
like pain, dysphagia, nausea, edema, and cough, as well as use of analgesics and Ryle tube feeding, were
significantly lower in the glutamine arm than in the control arm.

Conclusion This study highlights that the onset as well as the severity of mucositis in patients receiving
glutamine was significantly delayed. None of the patients receiving glutamine developed G3 mucositis.
Hence, the findings emphasize the use of oral glutamine supplementation as a feasible and affordable
treatment option for mucositis in patients with head and neck cancers who are receiving chemoradiation.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Global Access to Radiotherapy Services: Have We Made Progress
During the Past Decade?

abstract

Purpose The global incidence of cancer is rising, particularly in low- and middle-income countries.
Radiotherapy is an important cancer treatment in the curative and palliative setting. We aimed to estimate
the global demand for and supply of radiotherapy megavoltage machines (MVMs) and assess the changes
in supply and demand during the past decade.

Materials and Methods Cancer incidences for 27 cancer types in 184 countries were extracted from the
International Agency for Research on Cancer GLOBOCAN database. The Collaboration for Cancer Out-
comes Research and Evaluation radiotherapy utilization rate (RTU) model was used to estimate the
number of patients in each country with an indication for radiotherapy for each cancer type and estimate
the demand for MVMs. The radiotherapy supply data were accessed from Directory of Radiotherapy
Centres database maintained by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Results RTU varied by country, from 32% in Mongolia to 59% in Comoros. The average optimal world RTU
was 50%, equating to 7 million people in 2012 who would benefit from radiotherapy. There remains a
deficit of more than 7,000 machines worldwide. During the past decade, the gap between radiotherapy
demand and supply has widened in low-income countries.

Conclusion RTU varies significantly between countries. Approximately half of all patients with cancer
worldwide should receive radiotherapy; however, more than 2 million people are unable to access it
because of a lack of MVMs. Low- and middle-income countries are particularly disadvantaged by this
deficit.
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Significance of Magnetic Resonance Imaging–Assessed Tumor
Response for Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer Treated With
Preoperative Long-Course Chemoradiation

abstract

Purpose To study the predictive and prognostic value of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)–assessed
tumor response after long-course neoadjuvant therapy for locally advanced rectal cancer.

Methods This study included 79 patients who had T3 or T4 and/or N+ rectal cancer treated with long-course
neoadjuvant chemoradiation. MRI-assessed tumor regression grade (mrTRG) was assessed in 64 patients.
MRIs were reviewed by the study radiologist. Surgical and pathologic reports for those who underwent
surgery were reviewed. Disease-free survival (DFS) was estimated. Progression during therapy, local re-
lapse, metastasis, and death resulting from the tumor were classified as events. Statistical significance was
calculated.

Results In 11 patients, the tumor completely disappeared on MRI; that is, it had an mrTRG of 1. All but one
patient, who chose deferred surgery, had a complete pathologic response (pCR), with a positive pre-
dictive value of nearly 100%. Of the 20 patients who had an mrTRG of 2 on MRI, six had a pCR. mrTRG 3,
mrTRG 4, and mrTRG 5 were detected in 24, six, and three patients, respectively, of whom only one patient
had a pCR. The 2-year DFS was 77%. The mrTRG was significant for DFS. The 2-year DFS was 88% for
patients with a good response versus 66% for those with a poor response (P = .046).

ConclusionMRI-assessed complete tumor response was strongly correlated with pCR and, therefore, can
be used as a surrogate marker to predict absence of viable tumor cells. Our results can be used to
implement use of mrTRGs in larger prospective correlative studies as a tool to select patients for whom
deferred surgery may be appropriate. Also, those with a poor response may be offered further treatment
options before definitive surgery.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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Adoption of Information and Communication Technologies for
Early Detection of Breast and Cervical Cancers in Low- and
Middle-Income Countries

abstract

Purpose In response to the growing burden of breast and cervical cancers, low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) are beginning to implement national cancer prevention programs. We reviewed the
literature on information and communication technology (ICT) applications in the prevention of breast and
cervical cancers in LMICs to examine their potential to enhance cancer prevention efforts.

Methods Ten databases of peer-reviewed and gray literature were searched using an automated strategy
for English-language articles on the use of mobile health (mHealth) and telemedicine in breast and
cervical cancer prevention (screening and early detection) published between 2005 and 2015. Articles
that described the rationale for using these ICTs and/or implementation experiences (successes,
challenges, and outcomes) were reviewed. Bibliographies of articles that matched the eligibility criteria
were reviewed to identify additional relevant references.

Results Of the initial 285 citations identified, eight met the inclusion criteria. Of these, four used primary
data, two were overviews of ICT applications, and two were commentaries. Articles described the
potential for mHealth and telemedicine to address both demand- and supply-side challenges to cancer
prevention, such as awareness, access, and cost, in LMICs. However, there was a dearth of evidence to
support these hypotheses.

Conclusion This review indicates that there are few publications that reflect specifically on the role of
mHealth and telemedicine in cancer prevention and even fewer that describe or evaluate interventions.
Although articles suggest that mHealth and telemedicine can enhance the implementation and use of
cancer prevention interventions, more evidence is needed.
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Cancer Pain Management Insights and Reality in Southeast Asia:
Expert Perspectives From Six Countries

executive
sum

m
ary

This expert opinion report examines the current realities of the cancer pain management landscape and
the various factors that hinder optimal pain control in six countries in Southeast Asia, describes ongoing
efforts to advance patient care, and discusses approaches for improving cancer pain management.
Information was gathered from leading experts in the field of cancer pain management in each country
through an initial meeting and subsequent e-mail discussions. Overall, there are vast disparities in cancer
pain management practices and access to opioids in the Southeast Asian countries. The experts
considered cancer pain as being generally undermanaged. Access to opioids is inadequate in most
countries, and opioid use for analgesia remains inadequate in the region. Several system-, physician-,
and patient-related barriers to adequate pain relief were identified, including widespread over-regulation
of opioid use, shortage of trained health care workers, inadequacies in pain assessment and knowledge
about managing pain, and widespread resistance among patients and physicians toward opioid treat-
ment. According to the experts, many of the ongoing initiatives in the Southeast Asian countries are
related to educating patients and physicians on cancer pain management and opioid use. Efforts to
improve opioid availability and reduce regulatory barriers in the region are limited, and much work is still
needed to improve the status of cancer pain management in the region. Enacting necessary change will
require recognition of the unique needs and resources of each country and collaboration across in-
terdisciplinary professional teams to improve cancer pain care in this region.
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More Convoluted Than a Brazilian
Soap Opera: How an Eager Chemistry
Professor and a Well-Intended but
Misguided Federal Judge Ignited an
Industry of False Hopes

If you pry into a Brazilian household around 10 PM

onaweeknight, oddsare that at least one television
set will be tuned in to Globo TV, a broadcasting
behemoth whose programs are watched by 90
million people every day. Its chief attractions are
soap operas. Ranging in themes from historic
productions to more modern issues, such as
living through an economic downturn, these usu-
ally run over a period of a few months and have
multiple characters and concomitant stories. But
not even the most creative of soap opera authors
could have thought of a story as convoluted as the
one that has been unfolding in the last semester
of 2015 and that oncologists have come to call
phosphogate.

ANVISA, the health surveillance agency of Brazil,
has a strict regulatory process for the registration
of new drugs, which is often criticized for being
too time consuming and rigorous. When it comes
to cancer drugs, the agency has historically given
marketing approval only to those medications
that have been assessed in powered randomized
clinical trials and does not accept surrogate
end points other than overall survival. As such,
medications available worldwide, such as lenali-
domide and afatinib, are not considered effective
enough and are unavailable to Brazilians. Regula-
tory issues also plague the conduct of clinical trials
because investigators and sponsors are required to
submit protocols not only to institutional ethics
committees but also to a national one, CONEP
(Comiss~ao Nacional de Ética em Pesquisa). This
dual process generates delays, with a lead time of
up to12monthsbeforea trial canbeginenrollment.
These strict regulations are currently being chal-
lenged for access to an unproven substance that is
reputed to have antineoplastic activity: synthetic
phosphoethanolamine.

A key precursor of the biosynthesis of phospho-
lipids in the cellularmembrane, andpart of the cell
signaling system either directly or via secondmes-
sengers, phosphoethanolamine, in its synthetic
version, hasbeenstudiedbyachemistry professor
in one of the campuses of the University of S~ao
Paulo, one of the most prestigious universities in
Brazil. Potential antineoplastic effects have been
demonstrated in a few preclinical studies1-4 in cell
lines and mice models5; nonetheless, no appro-
priate safety studies have been carried out in
animals or humans. That has not kept the eager
professor from manufacturing the substance in
one of the chemistry laboratories of the university
(which is not registered for producing medicines)
and distributing it to an increasing number of
patients over the years; he claims that nearly
40,000 individuals have been treated (Table 1).
In September 2015, after he retired, the university
administration finally decided to stop this non-
sensical practice. What appeared to be the end
of a problem that did not even merit a footnote in
history books actually sparked a spate of lawsuits,
forcing the university to maintain the production
and distribution of the substance not only to pa-
tientswhowerealreadyusing it butalso tonewones
who were motivated by the attention generated by
the news media when production was suspended.

In October 2015, the case reached one of the
Brazilian Federal Court judges, who ruled that
patients could continue using the substance
and that the university laboratory should not stop
making phosphoethanolamine, even though it
was not accredited to make compounds for hu-
man use. Following this decision, additional law-
suits have been brought forward to guarantee the
right to treatment for patients without taking into
consideration the lackof evidenceand thebypass-
ing of the mandated scientific and regulatory
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process of drug development. Also in October, a
hearing in theNational Congress demonstrated the
commotion of patients who placed all their hope in
the supposed drug and clamored for action. After
this meeting, the Ministry of Health created and
funded(to the tuneofUS$2.5million)a task force to
conduct preclinical studies and clinical trials to
evaluate phosphoethanolamine as a cancer treat-
ment. The upheaval and pressure from groups
of patients and family members have been so

forceful and misguided that legislators are cur-
rently evaluating the creation of a special track for
the regulation of this unproven substance. As of
this writing, thousands of lawsuits are making
their way through the court systems, and even a
fake version of the substance has become avail-
able on Internet retailing sites.

Although further study may be appropriate, the
uncontrolled distribution and use of the sub-
stance without proper evidence of its benefits
and safety constitute a hazard to public health in
Brazil. We expect that society, lawmakers, and
the judicial system will come to understand that
and redirect this wanton energy into improving
our regulatory system for clinical trials and drug
approval, speeding up the availability of truly
promising drug candidates and proven medica-
tions to our patients.
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Table 1 – Synthetic Phosphoethanolamine by the Numbers

Information Source No.

Preclinical data (PubMed) 6

Clinical trials (PubMed) 0

Ongoing clinical trials (ClinicalTrials.gov) 0

Patients treated (unpublished data) 40,000 claimed by the chemistry professor

Dose Not known/not made public

Schedule One capsule, twice a day

Google results (Portuguese) 589,000
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Neuroblastoma in Africa: A Survey by the
Franco-African Pediatric Oncology Group

abstract

Purpose Neuroblastoma is a sympathoadrenal lineage neural crest–derived tumor. It is the third most
common childhood malignancy in the Western world. Studies from the United States show that black
patients with neuroblastoma have a greater proportion of high-risk neuroblastoma with poorer prognosis
comparedwithwhite patients. In Africa, there are fewpublisheddataon theepidemiologyandmanagement
of neuroblastoma. The primary aim of this study was to assess the diagnostic and therapeutic resources
available for the management of neuroblastoma within the Franco-African Pediatric Oncology Group
(GFAOP).

Methods A survey was conducted in the pediatric oncology centers of the GFAOP. Participating GFAOP
centers were Abidjan, Algiers, Bamako, Dakar, Lubumbashi, Lomé, Ouagadougou, Rabat, Tananarive
Antananarivo, and Tunis. Questionnaires were sent out by e-mail to the principal investigators at each
participating GFAOP center in December 2013.

Results Ten (62%) of 16 GFAOP centers responded to the questionnaire. Neuroblastoma represented only
3% to 5% of childhood cancers in the sub-Saharan African centers, with the exception of Antananarivo,
where it represented 7.5%. In contrast, in the northern African centers of Tunis, Rabat, and Algiers,
neuroblastoma accounted for 30%,10%, and 7% of childhood cancer, respectively. At initial diagnosis,
50% to 80% of patients had metastatic neuroblastoma in eight of 10 centers.

Conclusion Based on this survey, neuroblastoma seems to be less common in sub-Saharan Africa. The
proportion of patients with metastatic neuroblastoma seems to be higher than reported in Western
countries.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Neuroblastoma is a family ofmalignant embryonal
tumors of young children derived from the neural
crest that affects the sympathetic chain and/or the
adrenal medulla.1,2 It accounts for 7% of child-
hood cancer and is the third most common
childhoodmalignancy after acute lymphoblastic
leukemia and brain tumors in developed coun-
tries.3 On the basis of prognostic factors (age,
stage, ploidy, MYCN status, and Shimada histo-
logic classification), the Children’s Oncology
Group stratifies neuroblastoma into low, interme-
diate, and high risk. Although intermediate- and
low-risk patients have excellent survival rates of
85% to 100%, less than 50% of high-risk patients
achieve long-term survival despite intensive mul-
timodal therapy including chemotherapy, surgery,
autologous stem-cell transplantation, radiation,
and immunotherapy.4

The incidence of neuroblastoma is lower in
black populations compared with other ethnic
groups.5,6 However, black patients seem to

have a higher proportion of high-risk disease as-
sociated with sperm-associated antigen 16 single
nucleotide polymorphism, which carries a poorer
prognosis.7-9

The Franco-African Pediatric Oncology Group
(GFAOP) is a consortium made up of pediatric
oncology centers in francophone African coun-
tries with the primary aim of supporting the
management of childhood cancer in Africa.
The treatment of childhood cancer in Africa has
made significant progress thanks to the efforts of
the GFAOP.10,11 Pediatric oncology units have
been developed in participating countries by this
consortium, but as a result of limited resources,
attention hasmostly focusedon themost common
pediatric oncology pathologies that are less re-
source intensive and have generally good progno-
sis, such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia, Burkitt
lymphoma, and Wilms tumor.

In Africa, and particularly in sub-Saharan Africa,
there is hardly any epidemiologic or survival data
on neuroblastoma.12,13 We describe the results
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of a survey initiated by the GFAOP to assess the
number of new patients with neuroblastoma, as
well as available resources for themanagement of
neuroblastoma in member institutions. The study
also assessed the feasibility of a multicenter pro-
tocol to harmonize themanagement of neuroblas-
toma within the GFAOP.

METHODS

This survey was carried out in December 2013.
Questionnaires (Data Supplement) were sent out
by e-mail to the principal investigators of member
institutions of the GFAOP. The questions focused
on epidemiology, diagnostic imaging, tumor bi-
ology, histopathology, therapeutic options, and
health care finance. The data generated were
analyzed using Epi Info 7 (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA).

RESULTS

Ten of 16 centers responded to the question-
naire, a response rate of 62%. Participating cen-
ters include Abidjan, Algiers, Bamako, Dakar,
Lubumbashi, Lomé, Ouagadougou, Rabat, Tunis,
and Antananarivo. The numbers of new patients
treated at each center per year were as follows:
Abidjan, Lubumbashi, Lomé, and Ouagadougou,
fewer than five patients; Bamako, Algiers, and
Dakar, five to20patients; Tunis andAntananarivo,
20 to 30 patients; and Rabat, 30 to 40 patients.
Neuroblastoma represented only 3% to 5% of
childhood cancers in the sub-Saharan African
centers,with theexceptionofAntananarivo,where
it represented 7.5%. In contrast, in the northern
African centers of Tunis, Rabat, and Algiers, neu-
roblastoma accounted for 30%, 10%, and 7% of
childhood cancer, respectively (Table 1). The
median age at diagnosis was 4 years (range,
8 months to 6 years), with a male-to-female sex
ratio of 2:1; the median duration of symptoms
beforediagnosiswas3months.At initial diagnosis,
50% to 80%of patients hadmetastatic neuroblas-
toma at all centers except Ouagadougou and
Rabat, where 20% to 50% of patients had meta-
static disease. Plain radiography and ultrasonog-
raphy were available at all centers. Although all
centers had either magnetic resonance imaging or
computed tomography scans, not all patients re-
ceived eithermodality in their initial treatment eval-
uation. None of the sub-Saharan centers had
metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) scans. Algiers,
Tunis, andRabatcentershadMIBGscans,butonly
in Algiers did all patients receive evaluation with
MIBG scans because the cost is borne entirely by
the government. None of the sub-Saharan centers

surveyed had the ability to measure urinary cat-
echolamines locally, and therefore, they shipped
samples overseas, which resulted in long turn-
around times ranging from35 to 45days.However,
all the northern African centers (Tunis, Rabat, and
Algiers) run urine catecholamines locally.

Morphologic evaluation of the primary tumor by
hematoxylin and eosin is available at all centers.
However, immunohistochemical characterization
is only feasible at the northern African centers of
Tunis, Rabat, and Algiers. Only the Rabat and
Tunis centers had the resources to run fluores-
cence in situhybridization or real-timequantitative
polymerase chain reaction for determination of
MYCN amplification in neuroblastoma.

Most centers used either a local or some form of
modified Western/international protocol for treat-
ing patients with neuroblastoma. Only three
centers, all sub-Saharan, did not have a neu-
roblastoma protocol (Table 2).

In sub-Saharan Africa, families paid for all med-
ical care expenses, in contrast to Algiers where
medical care was entirely government funded. In
Rabat, Tunis, and Madagascar, the cost of med-
ical care was shared between families and the
government.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of this survey, the average incidence
ofneuroblastoma is10casesper yearperpediatric
oncology center in sub-Saharan Africa. This figure
is probably an underestimation because lack of
health insurance, difficult access to health ser-
vices for populations in remote areas, poverty, and
the use of traditional medicine mean that many
patients with cancer do not reach pediatric oncol-
ogy centers.14 The incidence of neuroblastoma
was highest (30%) in Tunis. However, this may be
falsely high because patients with leukemia are
treated in adult units and, therefore, are not in-
cluded in the number of new cancer diagnoses.

The higher proportion of metastatic neuroblas-
toma at presentation in sub-Saharan centers
would strengthen the hypothesis of a genetic pre-
disposition for neuroblastoma in black patients.
Many of these metastatic patients have high-
risk neuroblastoma and, therefore, have a poor
prognosis.15,16

The diagnosis of neuroblastoma is based on the
histology of the primary tumor or on elevated urine
catecholamines (homovanillic acid and vanillyl-
mandelic acid) and involved bone marrow by
morphology.17 Sub-Saharan African centers
are unable to perform immunohistochemistry for
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diagnosis of neuroblastoma, so diagnosis is based
on the finding of small round blue cells on hema-
toxylin and eosin stains and elevation of urine
catecholamines. Unfortunately, urine catechol-
amines are unable to be run locally, and therefore,
urine samples are shipped to Western countries,
resulting in considerable delay in diagnosis.

MYCN amplification confers poor prognosis in
patients with neuroblastoma and is an extremely
important prognostic factor for risk stratification to
tailor therapy.18 Among the GFAOP centers, mo-
lecular tests forMYCN amplification are currently

only feasible at the Rabat and Tunis centers.
MYCN-amplified tumors are generally considered
high risk and are treated intensively with induc-
tion chemotherapy, surgical resection of primary
tumor, autologous stem-cell transplantation,
involved-field radiation, andmaintenance therapy
with 13-cis-retinoic acid either alone or in combi-
nation with cytokines and anti-GD2 antibody.19,20

As a result of the prohibitive financial burden, lack
of transplantation expertise, and unavailability of
adequate supportive care during the period of
prolonged myelosuppression, this therapy can-
not be adopted currently by most centers of the
GFAOP. The use of chemotherapy agents in small
or metronomic doses has gained interest in recent
times.21 Inmost centers in Africa, thismetronomic
therapeutic approach would be a reasonable
palliative alternative for patients with high-risk
neuroblastoma.22,23 The treatment of localized
neuroblastoma is essentially surgical in the ab-
sence of MYCN amplification, with a cure rate of
greater than 90%.24,25 Given that surgical resec-
tion of the primary tumor is not an issue in GFAOP
centers, attention should focus on treatment of
localized disease while a new risk stratification
system and a protocol applicable to all centers
are being developed by the GFAOP. The survival
outcomes of various treatment protocols (local
institution or modified international protocols)
used in different GFAOP (Table 2) are currently
unsatisfactory, making the case for development
of a GFAOP protocol that takes into account the
resources of member institutions.

Table 2 – Treatment Protocol and Survival in Different GFAOP Pediatric Oncology Centers

Pediatric
Oncology Unit Protocol

Type of
Protocol

Name of
Protocol/Agents OS

Abidjan Yes International CADO/CO —*

Bamako No Local VP16/CARBO/CADO , 10%

Lomé No NA NA NA

Dakar Yes International CO/CADO/PECADO OS, 38.9%; DOD, 50%; LF after
treatment, 11.1%

Ouagadougou No NA NA NA

Lubumbashi No NA NA NA

Antananarivo Yes Local — , 5%

Rabat Yes National SMHOP NBL and HR NBL 2010 —

Tunis Yes International NBL 99
VP16/CARBO/CADO (+ VP16/cisplatin for

metastatic NBL)

Localized NBL, 78%; metastatic
NBL, 10%

Algiers Yes Local — —

Abbreviations: CADO, cyclophosphamide; doxorubicin, and vincristine; CARBO, carboplatin; CO, cyclophosphamide and vincristine; DOD, died of disease; GFAOP, Franco-
African Pediatric Oncology Group; HR, high risk; LF, lost to follow-up; NA, not applicable; NBL, neuroblastoma; OS, overall survival; PECADO, cisplatin, etoposide,
cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, and vincristine; SMHOP, Morocco Society of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology; VP16, etoposide.
*Data not provided.

Table 1 – Distribution of Patients With Neuroblastoma at GFAOP Centers

GFAOP Unit % of Patients With Neuroblastoma

Sub-Saharan Africa (n = 7)

Abidjan 3

Antananarivo 7.5

Bamako 3

Dakar 4

Lomé 5

Lubumbashi 3

Ouagadougou 3

Maghreb (n=3)

Algiers 7

Rabat 10

Tunis 30

Abbreviation: GFAOP, Franco-African Pediatric Oncology Group.
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In summary, this survey gives an estimate of the
epidemiology of neuroblastoma in Africa, the re-
sources available for management, and the gen-
erally poor outcomes. The limitation of these data
is that they arebasedona survey, which is subject
to recall bias. The GFAOP is currently working

with member institutions to collect data on pa-
tients with neuroblastoma and also to develop
treatment protocols that can be used across
centers.
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Opportunistic Breast Cancer Education
and Screening in Rural Honduras

abstract

Purpose In Honduras, the breast cancer burden is high, and access to women’s health services is low. This
project tested the connection of community-based breast cancer detection with clinical diagnosis and
treatment in a tightly linked and quickly facilitated format.

Methods The Norris Cotton Cancer Center at Dartmouth College partnered with the Honduran cancer
hospital La Liga Contra el Cancer to expand a cervical cancer screening program, which included self-
breast exam (SBE) educationandclinical breast exams (CBEs), to assesspatient attitudesabout anduptake
of breast cancer education and screening services. The cervical cancer screening event was held in
Honduras in 2013; 476 women from 31 villages attended.

ResultsHalf of thewomenattendingelected to receiveaCBE;most hadconcernsabout lactation.Clinicians
referred 12 women with abnormal CBEs to La Liga Contra el Cancer for additional evaluation at no cost. All
referred patients were compliant with the recommendation and received follow-up care. One abnormal
follow-upmammogram/ultrasound result was negative on biopsy. Onewomanwith an aggressive phyllodes
tumor had a mastectomy within 60 days. Multimodal education about breast cancer screening maximized
delivery of women’s health services in a low-tech rural setting.

Conclusion The addition of opportunistic breast cancer education and screening to a cervical cancer
screening event resulted in high uptake of services at low additional cost to program sponsors. Such novel
strategies to maximize delivery of women’s health services in low-resource settings, where there is no
access to mammography, may result in earlier detection of breast cancer. Close follow-up of positive
results with referral to appropriate treatment is essential.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer and
kills more women than any other type of cancer in
Latin America. Each year, approximately 115,000
women in Latin America are diagnosedwith breast
cancer, and approximately 37,000 women die as
a result of the disease.1 Cervical cancer is the
second-most common cancer among women in
Latin America; 68,000 women are newly diag-
nosed annually, and 32,000womendie as a result
of the disease each year.2 Together breast and
cervical cancers account for nearly a quarter of
annual cancer-related deaths in the region.3

Women in rural areas of Honduras have limited
access to cancer education, screening, and care.
Mammography is generally not available in the
public sector, and less than 42% of the target
population is covered by cervical cancer screen-
ing.3 However, inexpensive, community-based
educational programs have been shown to in-
crease cervical cancer knowledge and improve
screening behavior in rural Honduras.4

We decided to apply this concept of community-
based educational programs to breast cancer
screening in Honduras, where a high proportion
of patients present with late-stage disease. Al-
though data are scarce, some reports suggest that
presentation with late-stage disease is as high as
78%.5 In contrast, in the United States, the ma-
jority of breast cancer occurrences are detected in
stages I or II, and advanced or metastatic disease
is reported in 35% of cases.6

Studies that showed clinical breast exams (CBEs)
and self-breast exams (SBEs) to be unhelpful in
reducing stage at diagnosis7-10 have considered
only developed countries or urbanized areas,
where mammography is more routinely accessi-
ble. It follows then, that earlierdetection, facilitated
by education, CBE, and SBE, could lead to earlier
surgery and result in substantial improvements in
survival throughout the developing world, similar
to survival improvements seen in theUnitedStates
with implementation of CBE prior to the develop-
ment of mammography.5 In fact, evidence-based
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recommendations by The Breast Global Health
Initiative for culturally appropriate screening
methods in low-resource areas call for reliance on
the CBE in combination with active surveillance.11

To operationalize that recommendation in low-
resource settings like rural Honduras, a strategy
for active surveillance should consider training
women to recognize problems with their breasts
by using SBE and to alert health providers if they
have any concerns.

In Honduras specifically, cervical cancer repre-
sents 42% of all cancer occurrences; breast can-
cer rates are rapidly increasing, and it is the
second-most common cancer in women (data
on file, La Liga Contra el Cancer Honduras, San
Pedro Sula, Honduras). Approximately half of the
Honduran population live in rural and remote
areas, though virtually everyone lives within a
3- to 4-hour bus ride of one of the twomajor cities.
Of the rural dwellers, 63% live in poverty, and 50%
live in extreme poverty.13 An international com-
parison of rural and urban access to mammogra-
phy indicated that a lower breast cancer survival
rate in rural women may be a result of access and
health care utilization.14 With no prospect for
population-wide screening mammograms, and
with only one cancer center, the country of Hon-
duras is in dire need of a thoughtful, evidence-
based plan to address screening and prevention
with sustainable training and technology.15

The services of La Liga Contra el Cancer (LLC) are
available on a sliding fee scale, and no one is turned
away. In that context, this pilot project asked the
following questions: Was it possible to operationalize
breast screening in a rural setting? Would it be pos-
sible to interest women in breast screening during a
cervical cancer screening program? In women with

abnormalities in need of clinical follow-up, would it
be possible to successfully connect them to the
cancer hospital for additional evaluation?

By conducting a multimodal opportunistic breast
cancer screening intervention during a cervical
cancer screening program in rural Honduras, our
objectives were to improve breast cancer aware-
ness; to teach patients how to perform SBEs; to
strengthenconnectionsbetween ruralwomenand
Honduran providers to ensure continuity of care;
to link patients who had abnormal findings on
CBEs to appropriate services for diagnosis and
treatment; and to test the efficacy of a community-
based breast cancer education and screening
program in rural Honduras.

METHODS

A team of health professionals and staff from
the Norris Cotton Cancer Center (NCCC) at
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center in New
Hampshire joined Honduran oncologists from
LLC and were assisted by medical students from
Honduras and the United States to explore the
effectiveness of rural-based cancer screening in
Honduras. Local village leaders committed to
hosting the program, because, as they said, “It
would be an honor to be able to benefit women’s
health.” They arranged for use of classroom space
for screening, provided volunteers, coordinated
meals, housed medical students and clinicians in
their homes, and consulted throughout the plan-
ning process. Significantly, they were also the sole
source of marketing for the event, which relied
on word of mouth. In this setting, where there is
no mail, no television, no bulletin boards, and no
newspapers, word-of-mouth advertising is tradi-
tional and effective. In the preceding weeks, vil-
lage leaders called in to pre-register women from
their respective villages. Ultimately, women from
31 surrounding village communities participated.
The Honduran national identifier, a 13-digit num-
ber, of each participant was used as the study
identification number for each participant.

Preparations included amakeshift clinic in school
classrooms fashioned by constructing cubicles
with a wooden framework and hanging bedsheets
for walls (Fig 1). Exam tables that could later be
converted to elementary school desks were fabri-
cated by local carpenters. Printed graphic mate-
rials for the mini-class on breast screening were
copied and laminated for use (Fig 2).

Onsite, oncologists demonstrated SBE teaching
methods to local female leaders, who served as
peer educators for the SBE mini-class throughout

Fig 1 –

Local men harvested and
milled wood to make the
structures of the exam
cubicles that were clothed
with bedsheets.
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the day (Fig 3). The lemons graphics (Fig 2) were
used to teach visual cues of breast problems. After
the SBE mini-class, women who requested a CBE
were given the exam.

The methods of the cervical cancer screening
event have been reported separately (Onega
et al, manuscript in preparation) and included
the following four components in the listed order:
registration and consent process, and administra-
tion of a surveydesignedbyNCCCepidemiologists
and conducted by Honduran medical students;
cervical cancer screening, which included tradi-
tional Pap tests, buccal cervical swabs for high-
risk human papillomavirus typing at NCCC, onsite
colposcopy and biopsy as needed, and referral to
LLC as needed; breast cancer education and
screening, which included learning the SBE from

trained Honduran oncologists and/or local peer
educators, provision of graphic materials to illus-
trateproblems in thebreast, useof standardbreast
models to practice the SBE, receipt of a CBE,
and referral to LLC, when appropriate; and com-
munal luncheon at the local community educa-
tion center.

Women self-selected, and participation was lim-
ited to women older than age 18 years, because
women in that age group fell within the Honduran
cervical cancer screening guidelines.

One local leader advertised the screening event
by telephoning or visiting a leader in each of 15
surrounding communities. A physician in family
practice90minutesawayspokeon the radioabout
the importance of screening and this opportunity
for free screening. Village leaders returned rosters
of howmanywomenwere expected to attend from
their communities. There was no attempt to
schedule arrivals or make appointments; how-
ever, when the total number of expected women
exceeded 200, a second free bus to circulate
throughout participating villages was added to
accommodate participants.

The cancer screeningwas conducted over 2 days,
on October 27-28, 2013. In addition to women
from the 15 target communities, women from 16
additional surrounding rural village communities
arrived at the screening site, and all were given the
opportunity to participate in a study with an epi-
demiologic survey, cervical cancer screening, and
breast cancer education. Regardless of whether
they agreed to participate in the study or to
contribute a cervical specimen, all women were

Fig 2 –

Lemons are stand-ins for
breasts, and Spanish
language captions describe
potential problems (used
with permission of Corrine
Ellsworth Beaumont22).

Fig 3 –

A village leader used
prepared materials to
illustratepotential problems
in breast health and to
encourage women to
inspect their breasts.
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offered access to all cancer screening services.
After they provided consent, participants pro-
ceeded to cervical cancer screening and then
moved to the breast education area.

RESULTS

A total of 476 women availed themselves of ser-
vices at the La Jornada cervical and breast cancer
screening event. Honduran medical students ad-
ministered NCCC-designed demographic surveys
to women who attended the screening as part of
a concurrent epidemiologic study (Onega et al,
manuscript in preparation). Of the 476 attendees,
473 consented to complete surveys; 14 attendees
were subsequently excluded because they were
younger than age 18 years, and 10 more were
excluded because of missing birth dates.

Therefore, demographic data were collected
and reported for 449 attendees. Basic demo-
graphic data for these 449 women, listed in
Table 1, illustrate the characteristics of the pop-
ulation under study. Wewere not able to stratify by
breast screening attendance because of the op-
portunistic nature of the breast cancer screening
and education.

During the education sessions, participants prac-
ticed proper SBE technique using standard breast
models that have embedded pellets to simulate
breast tissue abnormalities. They also examined
lemons graphics while they talked to each other
about their own various breast problems or con-
cerns. We were unable to determine the exact
number of women who attended the breast edu-
cation sessions.

After learning about signs and symptoms of breast
cancer and the SBE technique, 238women (50%
of La Jornada attendees) requested and received
a CBE. Most had concerns related to lactation,
and some had lactation-related changes in their
breasts that they feared could be due to cancer.
Twelve women (5%) had problems with their
breasts deemed by the examining clinician to be
unrelated to lactation. Five were referred to the
onsite primary care clinic, and seven (2.9%) were
referred for servicesat LLC.Of theseven referred to
LLC, all (100%) were compliant with the recom-
mendation: one had amastectomy within 60 days
for a malignant phyllodes tumor; the other six had
mammograms, one of which was biopsied, and all
six were ultimately benign.

The patient with the locally advanced phyllodes
tumor went on to receive postmastectomy radia-
tion therapy and had a disease-free interval of
greater than 12 months. Unfortunately, she did
experience recurrence with metastatic disease
and died in March 2015. CBE participation and
results are summarized in Fig 4.

DISCUSSION

The high participation rate in breast cancer
screening (50%) during this rural cervical cancer
screening event in Honduras demonstrates the
potential of our opportunistic breast cancer edu-
cation and screening strategy to optimize the de-
livery of women’s health services in a low-resource
setting. This model provided the connection of
detection, diagnosis, and treatment in a tightly
linked and quickly facilitated format. Follow-up
results indicated that it is possible to successfully
link women with abnormalities in need of clinical
follow-up to the country’s cancer hospital for

Table 1 – Demographic Data for Participants in La Jornada Cervical Cancer Screening
Project

Demographic data No. (%) of Participants

Age, years

, 21 20 (4.5)

21-25 45 (10.0)

26-30 58 (12.9)

31-35 71 (15.8)

36-40 54 (12.0)

41-45 40 (8.9)

46-50 41 (9.1)

. 50 120 (26.7)

Education, years

None 72 (16.6)

1-3 76 (17.5)

4-6 240 (55.3)

7-9 22 (5.1)

. 9 24 (5.5)

Age at first menstrual period, years

, 13 76 (17.0)

13-14 235 (52.5)

. 14 137 (30.6)

No. of children

None 7 (1.6)

1-2 124 (27.6)

3-4 132 (29.4)

5-8 136 (30.3)

. 8 50 (11.1)

Elected to have CBE 238 (50)

NOTE. Adapted fromLa Jornada cervical cancer screening epidemiologic study (currently under review).
The subset of patients in this study was drawn from the La Jornada Cervical Cancer Screening Project.
Abbreviation: CBE, clinical breast exam.
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additional evaluation. In a population of women in
Honduraswithout access to breast cancer screen-
ing of any type, this appears to be a low-cost, high-
yieldmethod forproviding services, linkingwomen
to care, and empowering them to seek help if they
have suspicious findings on self-exam. The recent
Lancet Oncology Commission on Latin America17

suggests that implementation of screening
schemes to link rural dwellers to cancer treat-
ment should reduce delays in diagnosis and
treatment abandonment.

Country-wide data on breast cancer incidence in
Honduras are limited because of the lack of stan-
dardized national screening policies and care.
However, LLC has been providing cancer care
forwomensince1965,andwe look to their records
for insight. From 2009 to 2012 at LLC, 234 oc-
currences of breast cancer were diagnosed;
97.4% were invasive cancers. A mere 6% were
noninvasive breast cancers. Only 7% of cancers
werestage0 (noninvasive) or1;43%were stages2
and 3, and 44%were not classifiable because of a
lack of information after diagnosis, surgical treat-
ment, andpathology (unpublisheddata). This is in
stark contrast to the United States, where screen-
ing mammography is routine and where, from
1995 to 2010, 26.6%of breast cancers diagnosed

were noninvasive.18 The prevalence of late-stage
diagnoses in Honduras reflects the lack of access
to breast cancer education and screening there.

LLC and NCCC priorities were to mitigate this lack
of access andworkwith local leaders to attract and
accommodate women by reducing barriers to
participation. The concept of one-stop shopping
or opportunistic screening is similar to that of a
project inColombia that involvedclinical examand
education19 and was used in this pilot project to
build breast cancer education and screening into
what was advertised locally as a cervical cancer
screening event.

Barriers to care for people in rural Latin America
are common and include language, long waits,
lack of funding for medication, inconvenient clin-
ical hours, and transportation.20 Thedevelopment
of strategies to mitigate these barriers was essen-
tial to implementation of this project. During plan-
ning meetings in El Rosario, local barriers were
identified, and strategies to surmount them were
developed. Strategies ranged from the routing of
the free bus to step-by-step plans for follow-up for
those referred for additional services. This local
specificity was critical to the success of the pro-
gram. Table 2 describes how the collaborative
group of local leaders, providers, and investigators

50% CBE

participation

5% clinical

detection rate

2.9% referred for

services at LLC 

100% compliance

with

recommendations

0.4% cancer

detection

Participants 
(N = 476)

Excluded:
Age 18 years or
undetermined

(n = 27)

CBE + CCS 
(n = 238)

CCS alone 
(n = 211)

Benign CBE 
(n = 226) 

Referrals to LLC
 (n = 7) 

Referrals to
on-site nurse

(n = 5)

Benign repeat
clinical exams

(n = 5)

Surgery 
(n = 1)

Cancer diagnosis
(n = 1) 

Diagnostic
breast imaging

(n = 6)

Benign biopsy
(n = 1)

Benign
imaging (n = 5)

Abnormal CBE 
(n = 12)

Fig 4 –

Clinical breast exam (CBE)
participation and results.
CCS, cervical cancer
screening (results
published elsewhere); LLC,
La Liga Cancer Center.
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addressed each barrier as it related to the com-
munity situation.

Two thirds of women who attended the cancer
screening were younger than age 45 years, which
suggests that younger women have more interest
in education about cancer or a greater willingness
and ability to participate in opportunities for health
screening that are free and conveniently available.
Although this age group has the lowest risk of
breast cancer, this is an excellent group in which
to begin education programs with lactation con-
sultations and SBEs. Indeed, most participants in
thebreast programwere lactatingwomenwhohad
specific questions related to breast tenderness
and signs of cancer. This indicates a high level
of awareness about breast cancer as well as an
opportunity for educational interventions. Further-
more, the women younger than 45 years may
share what they learned with older women in
the word-of-mouth tradition that was highly effec-
tive at marketing the La Jornada event. Future
clinics specifically for breast cancer screening
could be targeted to those older than age 50 years
to increase the sensitivity of the intervention.

In conclusion, as cancer deaths increase in
low- and middle-income countries, there is new

emphasis on the need for cancer screening, but
access to and delivery of care are primary chal-
lenges. Routine screening by mammogram or
ultrasound of asymptomatic women is not feasible
in many areas of the world and is likely not cost
effective, especially given emerging concerns
for the potential for over-diagnosis.21 Palpable
masses, however, are a distinct category, and
earlier detection of palpable masses may result
in significant improvements in outcomes.

Since this screening event, LLC has incorporated
the technique of SBE education followed by op-
tional CBE into their ongoing brigade-style out-
reach clinics for cervical cancer screening that
they coordinate with Honduran oncologists and
medical students on 40 weekends annually
around their city. This demonstrates that the
model is reproducible and effective at maximizing
the use of existing resources.

This project found that women from rural areas
were highly receptive to education and screening.
Collaboration between local leaders and institu-
tions can improve cancer carebyprovidingaccess
to technology for those with a demonstrated need
and opens the door for more portable, novel tech-
nologies to be developed to assist with record
keeping, data collection, and earlier detection.
NCCC and LLC will collaborate with local leaders
again in 2016 to extend this research project. The
next breast screening will also be embedded in a
cervical cancer screening program and is sched-
uled for April 23-34, 2016, in El Rosario, Yoro,
Honduras, with plans to separate lactating women
into another educational track and to focus on
CBEs for women older than 50 years. More re-
search and insight are needed to tailor screening
policies in resource-poor communities.
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original
report

Prostate Cancer Burden at the Uganda
Cancer Institute

abstract

Purpose In Uganda, the incidence of prostate cancer is increasing at a rate of 5.2% annually. Data
describing presentation and outcomes for patients with prostate cancer are lacking.

MethodsA retrospective reviewofmedical records formenwith histologically confirmedprostate cancer at
the Uganda Cancer Institute (UCI) from January 1 to December 17, 2012, was performed.

Results Our sample included 182 men whose mean age was 69.5 years (standard deviation, 9.0 years).
Patients who presented to the UCI had lower urinary tract symptoms (73%; n = 131), bone pain (18%;
n = 32), increased prostate-specific antigen (PSA; 3%; n = 5), and other symptoms (6%; n = 11). Median
baseline PSA was 91.3 ng/mL (interquartile range, 19.5-311.3 ng/mL), and 51.1% of the patients (n = 92)
had a PSA value above 100 ng/mL. Gleason score was 9 or 10 in 66.7% of the patients (n = 120). Ninety
percent (n = 136) had stage IV disease, andmetastatic sites included bone (73%; n = 102), viscera (21%;
n = 29), and lymph nodes (4%; n = 5). Spinal cord compression occurred in 30.9% (n = 55), and 5.6%
(n = 10) experienced a fracture. A total of 14.9% (n = 27) underwent prostatectomy, and 17.7% (n = 32)
received radiotherapy. Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist was given to 45.3% (n = 82), 29.2%
(n = 53) received diethylstilbestrol, and 26% (n = 47) underwent orchiectomy. Chemotherapy was
administered to 21.6% (n = 39), and 52.5% (n = 95) received bisphosphonates. During the 12 months of
study, 23.8% of the men (n = 43) died, and 54.4% (n = 98) were lost to follow-up.

Conclusion UCI patients commonly present with high PSA, aggressive Gleason scores, and stage
IV disease. The primary treatments are hormonal manipulation and chemotherapy. Almost 25%of patients
succumb within a year of presentation, and a large number of patients are lost to follow-up.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer
among men in Africa and the third most common
cancer overall with 59,500 incident cases per year
(16.4% of all cancer in men).1-3 In sub-Saharan
Africa, the relative burden is higher, with prostate
cancer representing 20.3% of all cases of cancer
in men.3 Incidence rates are highest in Zimbabwe
and Uganda, with incidences of 38.1 and 37.1
per 100,000, respectively, which is still far below
the rate of black American men at 172.8 per
100,000.4 However, these estimates may be low
because another source estimates incidence of
prostate cancer in Uganda at 65.0 per 100,000.3

The lack of cancer registries and regional esti-
mates makes it difficult to accurately estimate
incidences across different countries, and under-
reporting of prostate cancer is suspected.4 Mor-
tality from prostate cancer remains high as well;
the mortality:incidence ratio is 71%.3 Despite
these numbers, research focusing on prostate
cancer in Africa is lacking, and many questions

remain with respect to patient characteristics, risk
factors, and outcomes.

In addition to increasing incidence and mortality
attributed to greater case detection, aging, and
changing lifestyles, a clear association has been
made between higher incidence and individuals of
African descent. Population-based studies have
shown that African American men have among
the highest incidence rates of prostate cancer in
the world.5 In addition, they are more likely to
experience worse prognoses and lower survival
rates.6,7 Genetics is suspected to be linked to these
observations, and a genetic link between Africans
with prostate cancer and African American men
with prostate cancer has been proposed.8

Despite these findings, there is a lack of data
surrounding prostate cancer in Africa, and there
are few population-based studies that have ana-
lyzed genetic variants, patient characteristics, risk
factors, and outcomes for men with prostate can-
cer. InSouthAfrica, genotyping found thatacohort
of patients with prostate cancer shared no previously
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defined risk alleles with European cohorts and that
patients were more likely to have a family history of
cancer, diabetes, erectile dysfunction, balding, fre-
quent aspirin use, and increased prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) levels in a case-control analysis.9

Population-based studies in Ghana and Nigeria
have also found significant incidence andmortality
fromprostate cancer in those countries.10 InNigeria,
somestudies suggest that prostate cancer incidence
could be as high as that among black men in the
United States.11 In Uganda, it is estimated that in-
cidence is increasingby5.2%annually,making it the
most rapidly increasing cancer in the country.12

These results have provided initial data on prostate
cancer in Africa, but many questions remain.

In response to this gap in understanding, a retro-
spective reviewofmedical records amongpatients
with prostate cancer was conducted at theUganda
Cancer Institute (UCI) in Kampala, Uganda, on
new patients who presented for evaluation from
January 1 to December 17, 2012. The aim of our
study was to describe patient characteristics,
treatments given, and survival of patients referred
to the UCI.

METHODS

This study was a retrospective review of the med-
ical records of new patients with prostate cancer
who received treatment at the UCI from January 1
through December 17, 2012. All patients had
histologic confirmation of a diagnosis of prostate
cancer before being referred to the UCI and were
at least 18 years old. Data from medical records
were abstracted to obtain patient demographic
characteristics, presenting symptoms, clinical
stage, treatment exposures, and overall survival.
Total time on study for each participant was de-
fined as the date of pathologic diagnosis until the

last follow-up in the 2012 calendar year or death.
This study was approved by the Mulago Hospital
Ethics Committee and was supported by the UCI.

Means with standard deviations, medians with
interquartile ranges, averages, percentages, and
incidence rates were used to describe patient
characteristics. Median survival times and haz-
ard ratios were obtained from Cox regression
models. Data were stored with Epi Info and an-
alyzed with STATA/SE version 12.0 (STATA, Col-
lege Station, TX).

RESULTS

Because of concerns about disease progression,
men were referred from outside institutions to the
UCI for further evaluation of their prostate cancer.
Of these, 182men enrolled had amedian age of 70
years (interquartile range [IQR], 64 to 75 years).
Before being referred to the UCI, a total of 14.9%
patients (n=27)underwenta radicalprostatectomy
for curative intent. Their pathologic Gleason score
was 9 or 10 in 66.7% (n = 120), 7 to 8 in 23.4%
(n = 44), and 6 or lower in 10% (n = 18). Although
17.7% of patients (n = 32) received palliative
radiotherapy, none received definitive radiotherapy
for curative intent for their prostate cancer.

Upon initial evaluation at the UCI, the primary
complaints were lower urinary tract symptoms
(73%; n = 131), bone pain (18%; n = 32),
increased PSA (3%; n = 5), and other causes
(6%; n = 11). Initial PSA readings at the UCI
included a median PSA of 91.3 ng/mL (IQR,
19.5 to 311.3 ng/mL), and of patients with initial
PSA readings, 51.1% (n = 92) had a PSA value
above 100 ng/mL (Table 1). Cardiovascular dis-
ease (47.5%; n = 84) was the most common
comorbid condition in the patient population. Of
the 177 patients who were tested for HIV, only one
patient (0.6%) tested positive.

All patients were offered staging by physical
examination, bone scan, and computed tomog-
raphy scans. However, because of the lack of
financial resources, 14 men were not able to
obtain imaging studies. Upon presentation, 90%
of patients (n = 136) had stage IV disease, 6.5%
(n = 11) had stage III, 11.9% (n = 20) had stage II,
and 0.6% (n = 1) had stage I. Common sites of
metastases included bone (73%; n = 102), viscera
(21%; n = 29), and lymph nodes (4%; n = 5).
Complications involving the skeleton included spi-
nal cordcompression in30.9%ofpatients (n=55),
and5.6%(n=10)experienceda fracture (Table2).

Treatment given at the UCI included at least one
dose of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)

Table 1 – Patient Characteristics

Characteristic No. % SD Median IQR

Mean age, years 69.5 9.0 70 64-75

Presenting symptoms

Lower urinary tract 131 73

Bone pain 32 18

Fracture 10 5.6

PSA, ng/mL 91.3 19.5-311.3

Gleason score

6 10 10

7 or 8 44 23.4

9 or 10 120 66.7

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; PSA, prostate-specific antigen; SD, standard deviation.
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agonist to 45% of patients (n = 82), 29% (n = 53)
receiveddiethylstilbestrol (DES), and26%(n=47)
underwent bilateral orchiectomy. Taxane-based
chemotherapy was administered to 21.6% of
patients (n = 39), and 52.5% (n = 95) received
bisphosphonate therapy (Table 3).

Between January 1 and December 17, 2012,
23.8% of men (n = 43) died and 54.4% (n = 98)
were lost to follow-up. From the time of pathologic
diagnosis, themedian survival timewas3,659days
for thosewith stage IV disease, 4,063days for stage
III, and 4,504 days for stage II. The patient with
stage I was lost to follow-up before the end of data
collection.

DISCUSSION

Prostate cancer is an increasingly important can-
cer inAfricawith respect tomorbidity andmortality
because incidence rates are increasing, particu-
larly within Uganda. Unfortunately, there are few
studies of prostate cancer in sub-Saharan Africa.
In response to this gap inunderstanding, this study
described patient presentation and treatments
given among men with prostate cancer at the
UCI in Kampala, Uganda.

Patients in this studywere diagnosedwith prostate
cancer and then referred to the UCI. The time of
pathologic diagnosis to the median survival time
was more than 3,600 days. However, by the time

the patients are referred to the UCI, approximately
90%have stage IV disease. It is thus not surprising
that there is a high morbidity and mortality rate for
men with prostate cancer during their first year of
evaluation at the UCI. Almost 33% of patients
experience cord compression, and almost 25%
of patients succumb within a year of presentation.
Therefore, the majority of prostate cancer treatment
in Uganda is palliative with radical prostatectomy
being uncommon. In the future, interventions need
to be launched to increase earlier referral to the UCI
for patients with prostate cancer.

Access to safe and reliable radiotherapy treat-
ments in sub-Saharan Africa is a major obstacle.
There is limited availability to radiotherapy in low-
incomecountriesbecauseof their expense, lackof
technical training and/or professional staff, lower
ability to maintain and repair the technology, and
a lack of sustained electrical supply. In Uganda,
there is one cobalt therapy unit that is more than
20 years old to serve more than 30million people.
Whenmen are diagnosed with limited-stage pros-
tate cancer, this cobalt unit is not optimal for their
treatment because of concerns about toxicity.
Thus, in this report, less than20%ofmen received
radiotherapy, and it was all in the palliative setting.

Hormonal manipulation, which includes lowering
the testosterone to castrate levels, is themainstay of
palliative therapy for patients with prostate cancer.
In many low-income countries, access to a stable
andhigh-qualitysupplychain forcancer treatments
can be a challenge. In this study, because of an
inadequate and inconsistent supply of GnRH an-
alogs, less than half the patients received GnRH;
DES was substituted instead. Prescribing DES is
suboptimal because of the increased risk of car-
diovascular complications, stroke, and blood clots.
In addition, DES prescriptions need to be continu-
ously renewed, which makes it a challenge for the
highnumbersofpatientswhowere lost to follow-up.

Although it is inexpensive and permanent, bilat-
eral orchiectomy is uncommon. It is unclear why
the orchiectomy rate is so low.Hypotheses include
lack of willingness to undergo the procedure,
scarcity of urologists to perform the surgery, or
possibly inability to secure time in the surgical
theater. Future projects need to assess patients’
attitudes, availability of surgeons, and availability
of surgical theater space to determine how to
increase the orchiectomy rate for palliation of
prostate cancer.

TheUCI,which is themain referral source formore
than30millionUgandans, also treatspatients from
neighboring Sudan, Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, and

Table 2 – Stage and Site of Metastatic Lesions

Stage and Site No. %

Stage IV disease 136 90

Bone metastases 102 73

Visceral metastases 29 21

Lymph nodes 5 4

Spinal cord compression 55 30.9

Table 3 – Treatments and Outcomes

Treatment No. %

Prostatectomy 27 14.9

Radiotherapy 32 17.7

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist 82 45.3

Diethylstilbestrol 53 29.2

Orchiectomy 47 29.2

Bisphosphonates 95 52.5

Chemotherapy 39 21.6

Alive (at 12-month follow-up) 39 21.8

Dead (at 12-month follow-up) 43 23.8

Lost to follow-up 98 54.4
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Kenya. Because health care in low-income coun-
tries is often fragmented, this makes continuity of
care difficult, and a major limitation of this study
was that more than 50% of patients were lost to
follow-up. Designing interventions to improve
treatment adherence, such as using appoint-
ment reminders viamobile phones, is anabsolute
necessity in the future.

Genetic associations with prostate cancer vary
widely with geography and ethnicity, and it is
suspected that specific polymorphisms that exist
within populations of African American men con-
tribute to poor outcomes. Examination of prostate
cancer in African contextsmay provide insight into
the observations made within African American
cohorts and may help explain the increasing in-
cidence of prostate cancer in Africans that results

in significant mortality. Future studies should in-
vestigate the genetics of prostate cancer in African
patients.

Many projects will be necessary to decrease
the prostate cancer burden in sub-Saharan
Africa such as increasing access to health care,
earlier referral to cancer institutes, development
of radiotherapy centers, and development of
programs to increase continuity of care. These
clinical efforts combined with addition research
on prostate cancer in sub-Saharan Africa, in-
cluding epidemiologic, genetic, and clinical tri-
als, are needed to better understand and to
improve the prognosis for men with prostate
cancer.
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report

Cost Effectiveness of Universal Hepatitis
B Virus Screening in Patients Beginning
Chemotherapy for Sarcomas or GI Stromal
Tumors

abstract

Purpose The value of screening for hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection before chemotherapy for non-
hematopoietic solid tumors remains unsettled.We evaluated the cost effectiveness of universal screening
before systemic therapy for sarcomas, including GI stromal tumors (GISTs).

Patients andMethods Drawing from the National Cancer Centre Singapore database of 1,039 patients with
sarcomas,weanalyzed theclinical recordsof 485patientswho received systemic therapy.UsingaMarkov
model, we compared the cost effectiveness of a screen-all versus screen-none strategy in this population.

Results A total of 237 patients were screened for HBV infection. No patients developed HBV reactivation
during chemotherapy. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) of
offering HBV screening to all patients with sarcomas and patients with GISTs exceeded the cost-
effectiveness threshold of SG$100,000 per QALY. This result was robust in one-way sensitivity analy-
sis. Our results show that only changes in mortality rate secondary to HBV reactivation could make the
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio cross the cost-effectiveness threshold.

Conclusion Universal HBV screening in patients with sarcomas or GISTs undergoing chemotherapy is not
cost effective at a willingness to pay of SG$100,000 per QALY and may not be required.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) reactivation (HBVr) is a
well-recognized complication of immunosuppres-
sive therapy in patients chronically infected with
HBV, defined as those positive for hepatitis B
surface antigen (HBsAg). HBVr is associated
with a range of complications, and in patients with
cancer, this can lead to delay or premature dis-
continuation of chemotherapy and compromise
oncologic outcomes. The use of particular thera-
pies in certain tumors renders specific groups of
patients susceptible to HBVr.1,2 B lymphocyte–
depleting agents, such as rituximab, the mono-
clonal antibody against CD20, are especially
immunosuppressive. Their use in the treatment
of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, in concert with
steroids, causes HBVr in up to half of HBsAg-
positive patients with lymphoma treated with
rituximab-based regimens.3-5 Several prospective
trials have shown reductions in rates of HBVr and
HBV flarewith use of prophylactic antiviral therapy
in this population.6,7 Universal screening for HBV

in treatment of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma is
thus effective. It has also been shown to be cost
effective8 and is now universally recommended
when initiating therapy in patientswith lymphoma.9

The data for universal HBV screening in solid
tumors are less clear.Acost-effectiveness analysis
by Day et al10 using a model based on the treat-
ment of solid tumors revealed a pooled cost-
effectiveness ratio of nearly $150,000 per life-
year saved. The study included only patients un-
dergoing chemotherapy for early breast cancer or
advanced non–small-cell lung cancer. The ab-
sence of directly immunosuppressive treatment
and the less favorable natural history and treat-
ment outcomes in advanced solid tumors com-
pared with lymphoma have been offered as
reasons for this disparity. However, the heteroge-
neity in biology, prognosis, and therapeutic regi-
mens used for various solid tumors probably
necessitates tumor-specific evaluations of the cost
effectiveness of universal HBV screening. This is
especially important to systematic evaluation in an
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HBV-endemic region like Singapore, where the
high prevalence of chronic HBV infection (3.6%)11

would, according to the latest ASCO provisional
clinical opinion update, necessitate that all pa-
tients be screened before starting systemic
therapy.9

Sarcomas are heterogeneous yet uncommon tu-
mors of mesenchymal origin that comprise 1% of
adult malignancies.12 In the setting of advanced
disease, they are often treatedwithmyelosuppres-
sive cytotoxics, either singly or in combination;
objective response rates are modest, with median
survival of only 12 months.13 GI stromal tumors
(GISTs) are a striking exception to this rule, having
become the prototype for successful targeting of
oncogene-addicted cancers. With the develop-
ment of imatinib, a potent inhibitor of the cKIT
oncoprotein constitutionally activated in the ma-
jority of GISTs, median survival in patients with
advanced GISTs is now 5 years.14 Other than
several case reports documenting HBVr with the
use of imatinib,15,16 to our knowledge, there has
been no systematic evaluation of the value of HBV

screening when treating sarcoma. Compared with
other solid tumors, the doses and drugs used for
systemic therapy in treatment of sarcoma are
typically much higher. It would thus be of clinical
interest to study this population of patients who
receive therapy that is expectantly more myelo-
toxic. In this study, we sought to evaluate the
incidence of HBVr in patients receiving chemo-
therapy for sarcomas orGISTs using data from this
database, and to assess the cost effectiveness of
universal screening for HBV infection before treat-
ment initiation.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

We identified 1,039 patients who were diagnosed
with biopsy-proven bony or soft tissue sarcomas or
GISTs between January 1, 1992, and December
31,2013,whowere receivingmedical treatmentat
the National Cancer Centre Singapore. Patients
who did not receive any systemic therapy during
this period were excluded from the study, leaving
274 evaluable patients with sarcomas and 211

Table 1 – Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Patients With Sarcomas or GISTs Who Received Chemotherapy (N = 485)

Characteristic

All Patients (N = 485) Patients With Sarcomas (n = 274)* Patients With GISTs (n = 211)

No. % No. % No. %

Sex

Male 250 51.5 128 46.7 122 57.8

Female 235 48.5 146 53.3 89 42.2

Age, years

Median 53.1 48.7 58.1

Range 4.6-89.0 4.6-89.0 16.2-89.0

Race

Chinese 361 74.4 191 69.7 170 80.6

Malay 36 7.4 16 5.8 20 9.5

Indian 19 3.9 15 5.5 4 1.9

Other 69 14.2 52 19.0 17 8.1

Chemotherapy intent

Neoadjuvant 50 10.3 44 16.1 6 2.8

Adjuvant 167 34.4 83 30.3 84 39.8

Palliative 268 55.3 147 53.6 121 57.3

Unscreened 248 51.1 135 49.3 84 39.8

Screened 237 48.9 139 50.7 127 60.2

Chronic HBV carrier (HBsAg positive) 13 5.5 6 4.3 7 8.3

Previous HBV infection (HBcAb positive
and HBsAg negative)

28 11.8 15 10.8 11 13.1

Screened negative (HBsAg negative 6
HBcAb negative)

196 82.7 118 84.9 66 78.6

Abbreviations: GIST, GI stromal tumor; HBcAb, hepatitis B core antibody; HBsAg, hepatitis B virus surface antigen; HBV, hepatitis B virus.
*Subgroup data listed in Appendix Table A1.
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withGISTs (Table 1). Themedical records of these
patients were reviewed.

Definition of HBV Screening and HBVr

Patients were considered to have been screened
when HBsAg testing was performed at any time
before or up to within 6 months of initiation of
systemic therapy. Chronic HBV infection is de-
fined as being positive for HBsAg. Within the
screened population, patients who were found
to be HBV core antibody positive and HBsAg
negative were considered to have had past HBV
infection.

On the basis of adefinition previously describedby
Lok et al,17 hepatitis was defined as an abrupt rise
in serum ALT of more than three-fold the upper
limit of the laboratory reference range or an abso-
lute increase of ALT to more than 100 U/L com-
pared with prechemotherapy values.

Hepatitis attributable to an HBVr was defined
as the presence of hepatitis as described earlier,
as well as a rise in HBV DNA of 10-fold or more
compared with prechemotherapy values or an
absolute increase of more than 105 copies/mL.18

Base-case values for HBVr and transition prob-
abilities of hepatitis were estimated from our
clinical cohort of 485 patients. The ranges of
these parameters were derived from review of
the literature.

Modeling Approach

We created aMarkovmodel (Fig 1) to examine the
cost effectiveness of a screen-all strategy versus a
screen-none strategy in patients with sarcomas or
GISTswhowerebeginningneoadjuvant, adjuvant,
or palliative chemotherapy. The sarcoma and
GIST populations were analyzed using separate
models.

Screening of
HBV in patients
with soft tissue
sarcomas

Screen none

Palliative

Universal
screening

Neoadjuvant or adjuvant

DI regimens

Ewing sarcoma

Osteosarcoma

No HBV infection

Lamivudine

Entecavir

Past HBV infection

Chronic HBV infection

Rhabdomyosarcoma

Others

Ewing sarcoma

Osteosarcoma

Rhabomyosarcoma

Others

D-only regimens/I-only regimens

D combination regimens/
I combination regimens

GemTax

All other regimens

DI regimens

D-only regimens/I-only regimens

GemTax

Single-agent regimens

Regimens of two or more agents

TKIs

D combination regimens/I combination
regimens

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Fig 1 –

Model structure. (A)
Diagram illustrates the
structure of the Markov
model of hepatitis B virus
(HBV) screening in patients
with sarcomas receiving
chemotherapy. Square
node denotes the two
strategies in this study:
universal screening and no
screening. Patients under
both strategies were
classified according to
intent of chemotherapy and
type of drug combination
used according to expected
immunosuppressive effect.
Regimens included
doxorubicin only (D only),
ifosfamide only (I only),
doxorubicin and ifosfamide
combination (DI), other
doxorubicin or other
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Patients under both strategies were categorized
according to clinical indications for chemotherapy
(ie, neoadjuvant, adjuvant, or palliative chemo-
therapy) and further categorized based on
chemotherapy regimen according to the myelo-
suppressive effect expected. The population of
patients who received palliative chemotherapy
was subdivided into various chemotherapy groups
similarly.

Within the screen-all strategy, patients were
screened for HBsAg before initiation of chemo-
therapy. HBV prophylaxis was then administered
to patients who were chronic HBV carriers using
either oral lamivudine (100 mg once per day) or
entecavir (0.5 mg once per day) at the start of
chemotherapy and continued for 6 months be-
yond completion. None of the patients within
the screen-none strategy received antiviral
prophylaxis.

Each patient moved from various states within a
Markov model, as illustrated in Figure 1. These
health states included mortality risks associated
with other medical conditions, HBV infection, and
cancer. The input data formortality related to other
medical conditions was obtained from a life table,
whereas cancer-specific mortality was obtained
from trial data. Mortality rate from HBVr was mod-
eled as a cause of death independent of cancer or
other medical conditions.

Model Inputs

The proportion of patients falling into each cate-
gory was estimated with retrospective analysis of
our cohort of patients with sarcomas or GISTs. The
clinical probabilities used were based on our clin-
ical cohort of 485 patients. Probability estimates

of HBVr for sensitivity analysis were derived from
systematic review of the literature (Table 2).

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

All costs were adjusted to 2015 Singapore dollar
values (cost details listed in Appendix Table A2).
Effectiveness was quantified in terms of quality-
adjusted life-years (QALYs), which are the sum
of products of health state utility and the dura-
tion in each health state. Costs and QALYs were
discounted at 3%.30 We calculated incremental
cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs), defined as the
additional cost in Singapore dollars per gain in
QALYs in patients using the more expensive strat-
egy over the less expensive strategy. We used an
ICERof SG$100,000perQALY insteadof $50,000
per QALY as the cost-effectiveness threshold,
because it was thought to reflect inflation and eco-
nomic growth in the past two decades,31 and it has
been used in other published cost-effectiveness
analyses.32 Cost effectiveness was calculated
from the societal perspective limited to direct
medical costs.

To account for uncertainty in parameter esti-
mates, we conducted a one-way sensitivity anal-
ysis by examining ICERs with different inputs of
each parameter within plausible range. We also
performed a probabilistic sensitivity analysis by
simultaneously sampling values for all parame-
ters from their plausible ranges and calculating
the distribution of ICERs for 10,000 iterations.
Beta and gamma distributions were used to repre-
sent probability parameters and cost parameters,
respectively.33 All analyses were performed using
TreeAge Pro 2015 (TreeAge Software, Williams-
town, MA).

Screening of HBV in
patients with GIST

Universal screening

Adjuvant imatinib

No HBV infection

Past HBV infection

Chronic HBV infection

Entecavir

M

M

M

M
Lamivudine

Palliative imatinib

Screen none

B

+

+

+

+

+

ifosfamide combinations
(other D/other I),
gemcitabine and taxane
combination (GemTax),
other single-agent
regimens, and combination
regimens of two or more
agents. We further
subdivided the other D/
other I group into various
subtypes as follows:
rhabdomyosarcoma, Ewing
sarcoma, osteosarcoma,
and others. Each subgroup
of patients was further
categorized depending on
whether patients were
chronically infected with
HBV, had HBV infections
that resolved, or had never
been infected with HBV.
Only one such breakdown
is shown in the diagram
because the rest shared the
same structure. All patients
were observed until death.
The difference between the
universal screening arm
and no-screening arm are
was that patients with
chronic HBV were treated
with lamivudine or
entacavir prophylaxis.
Circle M indicates the time
point when follow-up
started. Only the universal
screening arm is shown
because the other arm has
an identical structure. (B)
Diagram illustrates the
structure of the Markov
model of HBV screening in
patients with GI stromal
tumors (GISTs) receiving
chemotherapy. The only
difference from (A) is that
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RESULTS

There were 274 patients with sarcomas and 211
patients with GISTs who received systemic ther-
apy. Among all 485 patients who received che-
motherapy, 237 (48.9%) were screened for HBV

infection before initiation of chemotherapy (Table 1).
Of the screened population, 13 patients (5.5%)
were found to be chronic HBV carriers, and 28
(11.8%) were found to have had past HBV infec-
tion (subgroup analysis summarized in Appendix

Table 2 – Clinical Event Probabilities and Utilities

Variable Base Case Range Reference

Clinical event probabilities

Prevalence of chronic HBV infection, % 3.9 2.9-4.2 Ang11

Prevalence of past HBV infection, % 11.8 4.4-38.9 Ang11

Risk of HBVr with lamivudine, % 21.7 12-39.3 Kim,4 Li,19 Seetharam,20 Chen21

Risk of HBVr with entecavir, % 2.2 0-6.3 Kim,4 Li,19 Seetharam,20 Chen21

Rate of stopping chemotherapy because
of HBVr

0.33 Not varied Day22

Proportion of HBVr resulting in death, % 7 3.5*-71 Day,10 Kawsar23

Relative risk of HBVr

No entecavir v entecavir 7.5 1-58.5 Huang6,7

No lamivudine v lamivudine 5.3 1.7-16.4 Huang,7 Yeo24

Duration of chemotherapy, weeks

Sarcomas 18 10-25 Judson13

GISTs, adjuvant 130 18-156 Dematteo,25 Joensuu26

GISTs, palliative 130 18-520 Blay27

Utility

Sarcomas

Neoadjuvant or adjuvant intention
chemotherapy

0.42 0.34-0.50 Guest28

Palliative intention chemotherapy 0.07 0.01-0.12 Guest28

GISTs

Neoadjuvant or adjuvant intention
chemotherapy

0.743 0.712-0.775 Poole29

Palliative intention chemotherapy 0.513 0.414-0.612 Poole29

Abbreviations: GIST, GI stromal tumor; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HBVr, hepatitis B virus reactivation.
*Assumed to be half of the base-case value.

patients with GISTs were
classified according only to
intent of chemotherapy. (C)
All patients, except for
patients without HBV
infection, may develop
hepatitis, which may be
followed by discontinuation
of chemotherapy,
continuation of
chemotherapy despite
reactivation, resolution of
hepatitis, or death. Patients
without hepatitis may die as
a result of cancer or other
causes. Patients with
hepatitis flare may die as
a result of hepatitis, cancer,
or other causes. The
Markov cycle length was
assigned to be 3 weeks,
which is the duration of one
cycle of chemotherapy.
TKI, tyrosine kinase
inhibitor.

Time t

Time t + 3 weeks

No hepatitis
Hepatitis B

flare (continue 
chemotherapy)

Hepatitis B
flare (stop 

chemotherapy)
Dead

Hepatitis B
flare (continue 
chemotherapy)

Hepatitis B
flare (stop 

chemotherapy)
No hepatitis Dead

C
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Tables A1 and A3). This is consistent with the na-
tional incidence of HBV in Singapore.11

Base-Case Analysis

Table 3 lists the results of the base-case analysis. If
HBV screening and prophylaxis were not offered,
patients with sarcomas or GISTs who received
chemotherapy would be expected to survive 4.3
and 11.5 years, respectively, which translated into
0.831 and 2.98 QALYs, respectively, when ad-
justed for utility and discounted for gains in the
future.Thedifference inQALYs is attributable to the
longer survival time and higher health state utility of
patients with GISTs compared with patients with
sarcomas.However, costs related to chemotherapy
and treatment of HBVr are also higher for patients
with GISTs than for those with sarcomas (SG
$120,881 v SG$14,926), which is attributable to
longer duration of chemotherapy and higher accu-
mulated risks for HBVr among patients with GISTs.

In the base case, screening for both patients with
sarcomas and patients with GISTs exceeded the
SG$100,000 thresholdby at least two-fold.Offering

HBV screening led to greater improvements in
QALYs for patients with GISTs than for those with
sarcomas (0.007 v 0.002 QALYs), but at a higher
incremental cost (SG$2,567 v SG$314); the net
effect was that the ICER of offering HBV screening
to all patients with sarcomas was smaller than that
of offering screening to those with GISTs (SG
$226,771 v SG$393,900 per QALY).

When the cost effectiveness of screening sub-
groups of patients based on therapeutic intentions
was examined, screening those who received
chemotherapy for adjuvant or neoadjuvant inten-
tions was much more cost effective than palliative
intentions (SG$138,071vSG$1,855,517perQALY
for patients with sarcomas and SG$216,138 v SG
$805,121 per QALY for patients with GISTs). How-
ever, even the smallest ICERs of these subgroup
analyseswas still higher than thecost-effectiveness
threshold of SG$100,000 per QALY.

Sensitivity Analyses

One-way sensitivity analyses were conducted to
determine the input parameters to which the

Table 3 – Cost, Effectiveness, and ICER at Base Case

Screening Strategy
Mean Survival

(years)
Incremental Survival

(years)
Cost
(SG$)

Incremental Cost
(SG$)

Effectiveness
(QALYs)

Incremental
Effectiveness (QALYs)

ICER
(SG$/QALY)

Sarcomas

All patients

None 4.30 — 14,926 — 0.831 — —

Universal 4.31 0.01 15,240 314 0.833 0.002 226,771

Adjuvant or
neoadjuvant

None 7.22 — 17,587 — 1.677 — —

Universal 7.23 0.01 17,979 392 1.680 0.003 138,071

Palliative

None 1.783 — 12,622 — 0.0987 — —

Universal 1.786 0.003 12,870 248 0.0989 0.0002 1,855,517

GISTs

All patients

None 11.50 — 120,881 — 2.975 — —

Universal 11.53 0.03 123,448 2,567 2.982 0.0074 393,900

Adjuvant or
neoadjuvant

None 19.79 — 134,060 — 4.76 — —

Universal 19.83 0.04 136,368 2,308 4.77 0.01 216,138

Palliative

None 5.35 — 111,100 — 1.651 — –

Universal 5.36 0.01 113,859 2,759 1.654 0.003 805,121

Abbreviations: GIST, GI stromal tumor; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.
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resultsweremost sensitive.Ouranalysis of screen-
ing all patients with sarcomas revealed that only
changes inmortality rate secondary toHBVr could
make the ICER cross the cost-effectiveness
threshold. Screening became increasingly cost
effective with a high rate of death resulting from
HBVr, and the rate at which it crossed SG
$100,000 was 18% (Fig 2A). Similarly, the cost
effectiveness of screening all patients with GISTs
depended only on mortality rate secondary to
HBVr. When mortality rate secondary to HBVr
was greater than 38%, screening patients with
GISTs for HBV became cost effective (Fig 2B).

Because therearenoestimatesofHBVr inpatients
with sarcomas or GISTs receiving chemotherapy
in the literature, we examined conservative sce-
narios in which patients who received prophylaxis
manifestedno reactivation,whereas thosewhodid
not receive prophylaxis were subject to reactiva-
tion risk from 0% to 100%. Holding the other
parameters at base-case value, the ICERs of con-
ducting HBV screening in all patients with sarco-
mas and all patients with GISTs were greater than
$190,000 and $280,000 per QALY, respectively,

even when the risk of reactivation without pro-
phylaxis was 100%.

Even at the higher bound of chronic HBV preva-
lence (4.2%), ICERs of screening patients with
sarcomas or GISTs did not cross the cost-
effectiveness threshold. The result was relatively
robust to rates of reactivation with antiviral pro-
phylaxis and utility states in both the palliative and
neaoadjuvant or adjuvant arms. Probabilistic
sensitivity analysis revealed that at a cost-
effectiveness threshold of $100,000 per QALY,
conducting HBV screening in patients with sarco-
masandpatientswithGISTsbeforechemotherapy
was not cost effective in 91.6% (Fig 3A) and
99.8% (Fig 3B) of the iterations, respectively.

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study lend support to the
ASCO provisional clinical opinion that for patients
who neither have HBV risk factors nor anticipate
cancer therapy associated with a high risk of re-
activation, current evidence does not support
HBV screening before initiation of cancer ther-
apy.9 Even in a population in which HBV infection

Utility (palliative)

Cost of HBVr, SG$

Median survival (palliative DI), week

Cost of chemotherapy (two or more agents), SG$

Cost of chemotherapy (D only/ I only), SG$

Duration of chemotherapy (two or more agents), week

Cost of chemotherapy (other GemTax), SG$

Cost of chemotherapy (other single agent), SG$

Duration of chemotherapy (other GemTax), week

Cost of chemotherapy (TKI), SG$

Duration of chemotehrapy (TKI), week

Duration of chemotherapy (other single agent), week

Cost of chemotherapy (DI), SG$

Median survival (neoadjuvant DI), week

Median survival (palliative D only/I only), week

Duration of chemotherapy (other D/other I), week

Duration of chemotherapy (DI), week

Cost of regular monitoring, SG$

Relative risk of HBVr  (no entacavir v entacavir)

Probability of HBVr with entecavir prophylaxis, %

Prevalence of chronic HBV, %

Cost of chronic hepatitis B evaluation, SG$

Probability of HBVr with lamivudine prophylaxis, %

Cost of lamivudine, SG$

Cost of chemotherapy (DI), SG$

Cost of entecarvir, SG$

Utility (adjuvant/neoadjuvant)

Cost of universal screening, SG$

Relative risk of HBVr (no lamivudine v lamivudine)

Probability of death resulting from HBVr, %

A

0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 350,000 400,000 450,000 500,000

Cost-Effectiveness Threshold (SG$/QALY)

Fig 2 –

One-way sensitivity
analysis. Diagram
illustrates the range of
incremental cost-
effectiveness ratios (ICERs)
of hepatitis B virus (HBV)
screening in patients with
(A) sarcomas or (B) GI
stromal tumors (GISTs)
when the value of each
parameter is varied within
plausible range when
keeping the other variables
constant. The axes cross at
the base-case ICER (SG
$226,771 per quality-
adjusted life-year [QALY]
for patients with sarcomas
and SG$393,900 per QALY
for patients with GISTs).
Although the ICERs
remained greater than the
cost effectiveness of SG
$100,000 per QALY when
the values for most
parameters were changed,
HBV screening became
cost effective when
mortality risk resulting from
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is endemic, we have shown that it is not cost ef-
fective to practice universal screening for patients
with sarcomas or GISTs.

Our analysis showed that the cost effectiveness of
conducting HBV screening among patients with
sarcomasorGISTsbefore chemotherapydepends
on the probability of dying as a result of HBVr. The
proportionofHBVrcases resulting indeathmaybe
affected by quality of health care infrastructure
and availability of tertiary care that would vary
geographically.

Our study used real-world data from a prospective
clinical database with 485 patients, providing a
more realistic application and analysis of the
screen-all versus screen-none strategy. This is in
contrast to previous cost-effectiveness analyses,
which were purely based on input values derived
from published literature. Our population was iden-
tified for study because there are no current avail-
able data regarding HBVr among patients with
sarcomas or GISTs, making this the first compre-
hensive analysis to our knowledge of performing
HBVscreening in thesarcomaandGISTpopulation.
The population studied also encompassed a wide
range of histologic subtypes, including both bony
and soft tissue sarcomas, to accurately reflect the
diversity of biologies and therapies. The systemic
treatment of sarcomas involves the use of cytotoxic
chemotherapy, either singly or in combination, as-
sociated with varying degrees of myelotoxicity. Con-
versely, GISTs are treated with small-molecule
tyrosine kinase inhibitors. There is noevidence from
our analysis that such therapiespredisposepatients
with sarcomas or GISTs to HBVr, consistent with

what has been shown for other solid tumors,10 as
distinct from the demonstrably immunosuppres-
sive therapies used in the treatment of lymphoma
and other hematologic malignancies.

Because of the scarcity of literature on HBVr in
patients with sarcomas or GISTs and lack of re-
activation within the database of data collected over
11 years, it was necessary to rely on data derived
from published studies conducted among patients
with lymphoma for our model inputs. We are aware
of the clear association of anti-CD20–based therapy
in lymphomas with HBVr as opposed to solid tu-
mors, where such therapy is not used. As such, we
could be confident that the ICERs we derived for
sarcomas and GISTs would be underestimations,
thus reinforcing the lackofcosteffectivenessofHBV
screening in sarcoma and GIST management.

Our study has a number of limitations. Sarcomas
are a heterogeneous group of tumors with a wide
spectrum of disease progression, response to treat-
ment, and overall survival. In spite of this heteroge-
neity, sarcomas do share some common clinical
features (eg, hematogenous rather than lymphatic
spread and proclivity for lung metastasis) that lend
clinical value tostudyingandmanaging themasone
entity. To further account for this heterogeneity, we
opted to divide patients into chemotherapy groups,
within which patients may have had differing histo-
logic subtypes. To address this limitation, we further
classified one subgroup of patients who received
other doxorubicin or ifosfamide combinations into
histologic subtypes to better represent their disease
characteristics (details provided in Modeling Ap-
proach in Appendix). The resultant small subset of

B

Cost-Effectiveness Threshold (SG$/QALY)
0 100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000 600,000 700,000 800,000

Cost of lamivudine, SG$

Cost of HBVr, SG$

Prevalence of chronic HBV, %

Cost of chronic HBV evaluation, SG$

Cost of regular monitoring, SG$

Cost of universal screening, SG$

Utility (adjuvant/neoadjuvant)

Relative risk of HBVr (no lamivudine v lamivudine)

Utility (palliative)

Cost of imatinib, SG$

Probability of HBVr with entecavir prophylaxis, %

Relative risk of HBVr (no entacavir v entacavir)

Probability of HBVr with lamivudine prophylaxis, %

Cost of entecarvir, SG$

Probability of death resulting from HBVr, %

HBV reactivation (HBVr)
was greater than 18% for
patients with sarcomas and
38% for those with GISTs.
D, doxorubicin; I,
ifosfamide.
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chemotherapy groups may have masked the effect
of more immunosuppressive therapies on reactiva-
tion rates. However, this was accounted for by
sensitivity analysis in which we analyzed the results
using theupper limitsof reactivation ratesdescribed
in the available literature. As such, themodel output
may be viewed as an estimate of the average cost

effectiveness in any patients with sarcomas or
GISTs. Our findings were consistent across both
theneoadjuvantandpalliativegroups.Thestructure
of our model is shown in Figure 1.

Although we found that the cost effectiveness of
HBV screening was sensitive to the HBVr rate, it is
notable that even at the highest reactivation rate,
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Fig 3 –

Probability sensitivity
analysis. Diagram
illustrates distributions of
incremental cost-
effectiveness ratios in
10,000 iterations of
probabilistic sensitivity
analysis in patients with (A)
sarcomas or (B) GI stromal
tumors (GISTs). With an
increasing cost-
effectiveness threshold, the
universal screening
approach is more likely to
be cost effective. At a cost-
effectiveness threshold of
SG$100,000 per quality-
adjusted life-year (QALY),
91.6% and 99.8% of the
simulations suggested
hepatitis B virus screening
to be not cost effective for
patients with sarcomas and
GISTs, respectively.
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the ICERs ofHBV screeningwere still muchhigher
than the cost-effectiveness threshold (Fig 2). We
also performed a scenario analysis in which we
assigned all the parameters taken from lymphoma
literature to theextremesof their possible ranges to
make screening as cost effective as possible. Even
at the highest possible risk of HBVr with prophy-
laxis, we derived an ICER of SG$172,197 per
QALY for sarcoma and SG$174,602 per QALY
for GIST. In addition, it is worth noting that relative
risks of HBVr (ie, effectiveness of prophylaxis in
preventing HBVr) had similar or greater influence
on ICERs compared with corresponding HBVr
rates.However, rangeof ICERs yieldedbydifferent
relative risk estimates stayed above the cost-
effectiveness threshold. These results indicate that
our conclusion would likely remain unchanged
with a more accurate estimate of HBVr risk or ef-
fectiveness of prophylaxis.

We recognize that the prevalence of HBV carriage
may differ across various populations, and certain
at-risk groups such as intravenous drug abusers
may have higher prevalence of HBV carriage and
thus be at higher risk of HBVr. The prevalence of
chronic HBV carriage in a needle-sharing com-
munity has been reported to be as high as 40.0%
in Chinese populations.34,35 Using these input
values in our model generated an ICER of SG
$168,167 per QALY with a prevalence of 40%
for patients with sarcomas and SG$381,333 per
QALY for patients with GISTs. Additionally, we
conducted a sensitivity analysis by allowing the
prevalence of chronic HBV infection to be as
high as 88% (not 100%, because infection was

resolved in 11.8% of patients who had a history of
acute chronic infection). We found that the mar-
ginal reduction in ICER decreased as the preva-
lence of chronic infection rose and leveled off
at more than SG$160,000 per QALY and SG
$380,000 per QALY for sarcomas and GISTs,
respectively, whichwere higher than the threshold
of SG$100,000 per QALY. Therefore, we are con-
fident that our conclusion will not be changed by
the prevalence of chronic HBV infection.

The only parameter whose change may make
HBV screening cross the cost-effectiveness thresh-
old is the mortality risk resulting from HBVr. We
found that if this risk exceeded 18% for patients
with sarcomas and 38% for those with GISTs,
conducting HBV screening would be cost effec-
tive. On the basis of clinical experience, the mor-
tality rate resulting from HBVr is unlikely to be
higher than 5% in our local contexts because of
close monitoring and prompt treatment once
HBVr is detected. We recognize, however, that
HBVr-relatedmortality cannot be considered con-
stant around the world.

Our study suggests that universal screeningbefore
chemotherapy for patientswith sarcomasorGISTs
is not cost effective at a willingness to pay of SG
$100,000 per QALY and should not be advised as
part of routine prechemotherapy assessment. An
exception to this recommendationmaybemade in
settings where mortality resulting from HBVr is
substantial or if other risk factors exist.
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APPENDIX Modeling Approach
Patients under both strategies were categorized according to clinical indications for chemotherapy (ie, neoadjuvant,
adjuvant, or palliative chemotherapy). Patients who received chemotherapy of neoadjuvant or adjuvant intent were further
categorized based on chemotherapy regimen according to the myelosuppressive effect expected. For patients with
sarcomas, these regimens included doxorubicin only, ifosfamide only, doxorubicin and ifosfamide combination, other
doxorubicin or other ifosfamide combinations (other D/other I), gemcitabine and taxane combination, other single-agent
regimens, and combination regimens of two or more combination agents. Given the heterogeneity of tumor subtypes of
patients in the other D/other I category, we decided to further subdivide the other D/other I group into various subtypes as
follows: rhabdomyosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, osteosarcoma, and others. This allowed amore accurate reflection of survival
rates for each subgroup of patients. For patients with GISTs, the regimens were classified as tyrosine kinase inhibitors or
others. The population of patients who received palliative chemotherapy was subdivided into various chemotherapy groups
similarly.

Cost Details
Cost estimates for the variouscosts related tomedical visits,medication, and laboratory testswere obtained from theNational
Cancer Centre Singapore laboratory and pharmacy billing database and are listed in Table A2. We assumed that charges in
the bills were unbiased estimates of the service costs.

For patients who were screened to be hepatitis B surface antigen positive, baseline investigations for further evaluation
includedmeasurement of hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA levels, liver function test, hepatitis B envelope antigen and antibody,
abdominal ultrasound, international normalized ratio, and referral to a specialist. Recurring costs of regular monitoring with
liver function tests, hepatitis B surface antigen, and HBV DNA were included at 3-month intervals during the potential
reactivation period.

Costs incurred with HBV reactivation (HBVr) included standard biochemistry evaluation as well as evaluation for other
possible causes of hepatitis. The cost of hospitalization related to HBVr was estimated using the national average
hospitalization bill because there was no disease-specific publication related to HBVr in the local context.
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Table A2 – Cost Estimates

Variable Base Case Range*

Universal screening, SG$

HBsAg 24 12-48

HBcAb 42 21-84

HBsAb 24 12-48

Chronic HBV evaluation, SG$

HBV DNA 170 85-340

HBeAg, HBeAb 70 35-140

Liver function test 79 39.5-158

INR/PT/PTT 73 36.5-146

US HBS 176 88-352

Gastroenterologist referral 120 60-240

Antiviral medications

Lamivudine for 1 month 87 43.5-174

Entecavir for 1 month 300 150-600

Monitoring, SG$

HBsAg 24 12-48

HBV DNA 170 85-340

Liver function test 79 39.5-158

Hepatitis flare, SG$

Hepatitis A, B, and C serology 165 82.5-330

Antinuclear, antimitochondrial antibody 71 35.5-142

Iron studies: Fe, transferrin, ferritin 72 36-144

Liver function test 79 39.5-158

INR/PT/PTT 73 36.5-146

CT AP 975 487.5-1,950

HBV DNA 170 85-340

HBeAg, HBeAb 70 35-140

Specialist referral 120 60-240

Hospitalization 6,000 3,000-12,000

Abbreviations: CT AP, computed tomography abdomen/pelvis; HBcAb, hepatitis B core antibody; HBeAb, hepatitis B envelope antibody;
HBeAg, hepatitis B envelope antigen; HBsAb, hepatitis B surface antibody; HBsAg, hepatitis B surface antigen; HBV, hepatitis B virus; INR,
international normalized ratio; PT, prothrombin time; PTT, partial thromboplastin time; US HBS, ultrasound hepatobiliary system.
*Arbitrarily set to range from half of to two times the base-case values.

Table A3 – Patients Screened for HBV

HBV Status

Patients With Sarcomas (n = 110) Patients With GISTs (n = 127)

No. % No. %

Chronic HBV carriers 6 5.5 7 5.5

Prophylaxis administered 3 2.7 3 2.4

No prophylaxis administered 3 2.7 4 3.1

Previous HBV infection 17 15.5 11 8.7

Prophylaxis administered 3 2.7 1 0.8

No prophylaxis administered 14 12.7 10 7.9

HBVr 0 0.0 0 0.0

Abbreviations: GIST, GI stromal tumor; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HBVr, hepatitis B virus reactivation.
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Management of Chemoradiation-Induced
Mucositis in Head and Neck CancersWith
Oral Glutamine

abstract

Purpose Head and neck cancers are the third most common cancers worldwide. Oral mucositis is the most
common toxicity seen inpatientswho receivechemoradiation to treat headandneckcancer. Theaimof this
study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of oral glutamine supplementation in these patients.

Materials and Methods From December 2013 to December 2014, we randomly assigned to two arms 162
patients who had squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck. Patients in arm A were given oral
glutamine once per day, whereas those in arm B served as negative control subjects. All patients received
radiotherapy given as 70 Gy in 35 fractions over 7 weeks with an injection of cisplatin once per week.
Patients were assessed once per week to evaluate for the onset and severity of mucositis, pain, use of
analgesics, and for Ryle tube feeding.

ResultsWeobserved that 53.1%of patients developedmucositis toward the fifthweek in theglutaminearm
comparedwith 55.5%of patients in the control arm at the third week. None in the glutamine arm compared
with 92.35% of patients in the control arm developed G3 mucositis. Rates of adverse events like pain,
dysphagia, nausea, edema, and cough, as well as use of analgesics and Ryle tube feeding, were sig-
nificantly lower in the glutamine arm than in the control arm.

Conclusion This study highlights that the onset as well as the severity of mucositis in patients receiving
glutamine was significantly delayed. None of the patients receiving glutamine developed G3 mucositis.
Hence, the findings emphasize the use of oral glutamine supplementation as a feasible and affordable
treatment option for mucositis in patients with head and neck cancers who are receiving chemoradiation.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Head and neck cancers are the third most com-
mon cancers worldwide, accounting for more
than550,000 cases annually.1 Radiation therapy
along with chemotherapy forms the cornerstone
of treatment for head and neck cancers. How-
ever, the toxicities of treatment are often severe
and difficult to manage.2 Oral mucositis is the
most common toxicity seen in patients with head
and neck cancer who are being treated with
chemoradiation, which not only impairs their
function and quality of life but also affects their
survival and outcomes from the disease.3 This
toxicity manifests as progressive thinning of the oral
mucosa to form erythematous patches and finally
leads to ulceration with severe pain and swallowing
disability. At this point, radiotherapy is interrupted,
chemotherapy is withheld, and potent analgesics or
Ryle tube feeding becomes mandatory. Although
several agents have been tried, there is no standard
guideline or recommendation for the treatment of

chemoradiation-induced oralmucositis in head and
neck cancers.

Glutamine is a conditionally essential amino acid
critical to the regulation of protein synthesis, cel-
lular energy, respiratory fueling, and signaling in
cancer cells. The skeletal muscle accounts for
90% of the glutamine synthesized in the body,
with the rest released by the lungs and the brain.4

Several experiments in animal species have
shown that depletion of plasma glutamine levels
is associated with edema, ulceration, and patchy
necrosis of the intestinal mucosa.4 In catabolic
states of injury or during periods of rapid growth or
stress, glutaminebecomesconditionally essential,
and oral supplementation is necessary.5 Some
studies have also highlighted the use of oral glu-
tamine supplementation to reverse cancer-related
cachexia and other debilitating conditions.6

Huang et al7 showed that oral glutamine signifi-
cantly reduces the onset and severity of mucositis
during radiotherapy. A review by Silverman8
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showed that glutamine supplementation can re-
verse cellular damage caused by chemoradiation
and that it thus accelerates recovery. Hence, we
proceeded to conduct an institutional study to
demonstrate the role of oral glutamine in the
management of chemoradiation-induced muco-
sitis in head and neck cancers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From December 2013 to December 2014, we
enrolled 162 patients who had histopathologically
proven squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck who were treated at the Department of Ra-
diation Oncology, A.H. Regional Cancer Centre,
Cuttack, India, for the study. It was approved by
our institutional ethics committee, and informed
consent was obtained from all the patients. From

the onset of the study, all patients who had squa-
mous cell carcinoma of the head and neck were
examined for eligibility. Patients who fulfilled the
eligibility criteria were offered study participation.
After we obtained consent, consecutive patients
were randomly assigned one after the other into
either treatment arm A, which was the glutamine
arm, or arm B, which was the control arm. Be-
cause the study protocol had determined an equal
number of patients for each arm of the study, a
block randomization protocol (ie, AABB, ABAB,
BABA, and so on) was used. Individual patients
were randomly assigned to any of the preset block
sequences by using a random-number table, until
the total number of 162 patients were accrued. To
avoid bias, the randomization sequence was ob-
tained in sealed envelopes from a statistician.

Table 1 – Baseline Profile

Parameters
Arm A Glutamine

(n = 81)
Arm B Control

(n = 81) No. (%) of Patients

Age, years 52.2 6 7.3 53.5 6 6.9

Sex

Male 54 (66.67) 59 (72.8) 113 (69.75)

Female 27 (33.33) 22 (27.2) 49 (30.3)

Addictions

Smoking 50 (61.7) 57 (70.4) 107 (66.0)

Smoking and alcohol use 50 (61.7) 57 (70.4) 107 (66.0)

Tobacco chewing 81 (100) 81 (100) 162 (100)

Betel nut chewing 81 (100) 81 (100) 162 (100)

Primary tumor site

Oral cavity 36 (44.4) 38 (47.9) 74 (45.7)

Oropharynx 23 (28.4) 24 (29.6) 47 (29.0)

Hypopharynx 10 (12.3) 4 (4.9) 14 (8.6)

Larynx 12 (14.8) 11 (13.6) 23 (14.2)

Nasopharynx 0 4 (4.9) 4 (2.5)

Histopathology of squamous cell carcinoma

Well differentiated 39 48 87 (53.70)

Moderately differentiated 42 33 75 (42.3)

Poorly differentiated 0 0

Stage

I 0 0

II 10 (12.3) 11 (13.6) 21 (13)

III 18 (22.2) 20 (24.7) 38 (23.5)

IV 53 (65.4) 50 (61.7) 103 (66.6)

Performance score

0 44 (54.3) 48 (59.3)

1 37 (45.7) 33 (40.7)

NOTE. Data are mean 6 SD, No., or No. (%).
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The inclusion criteria were the following: histo-
pathologically proven squamous cell carcinoma
of the head and neck; primary tumor in stage T2,
T3, or T4; regional node of any N status; distant
metastases absent; age 20 to 80 years; Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) perfor-
mance score (PS) of 0 or 1; normal hematologic
and biochemical parameters; and willingness to
fulfill the study requirements and give consent.

Exclusion criteria were the following: previous
surgery in the head and neck, previous chemo-
therapy or radiotherapy, uncontrolled systemic or

widely disseminated disease, presence of a syn-
chronous double primary malignancy, or simulta-
neous participation in another clinical trial. As a
part of our institutional protocol, postoperative
patients with head and neck cancer receive
66 Gy in 33 fractions, whereas those receiving
radical chemoradiation are treated with 70 Gy in
35 fractions. In this study, all 162 patients in both
the arms received exactly the same treatment.
They were treated with concomitant chemoradia-
tion, which included 70 Gy of external-beam
radiotherapy in 35 fractions given with a shrinking-
field technique on Monday through Friday over
7 weeks. Every Monday, they received an injection
of cisplatin 40 mg/m2.

Patients in arm A were advised to swish the oral
glutamine, which was given as 15 g in a glass of
water, for 2 minutes and then swallow it; this
was done twice per day throughout treatment.
Patients in arm B served as negative or control
subjects. Every Tuesday on a once-per-week ba-
sis, all patients were evaluated for the onset of
mucositis; severity of mucositis; appearance of
adverse events like dysphagia, nausea, edema,
cough, and pain; use of analgesics to alleviate
pain; and insertion of a nasogastric tube to main-
tain nutrition if they had severe swallowing diffi-
culty. All patients in both arms completed
chemoradiation. There were no dropouts in either
arm, but a treatment delay occurred in patients
who developed mucositis.

RESULTS

A total of 162 patients with squamous cell carci-
noma of the head and neck were treated with
radical chemoradiation and evaluated for the
study. Their baseline profile including demo-
graphic parameters, clinicopathologic parame-
ters, and PSs is shown in Table 1. Age, sex, and
addictions to smoking and chewing tobacco were
similar in both the arms. Diagnosis and treatment
parameters like site, degree of differentiation,
stageof the tumor, andhistopathologyof all tumors
being squamous cell carcinoma were also similar
in both arms. ECOGPSs in both groups of patients
were also comparable. Table 2 shows factors that
affected the onset of mucositis at the fourth week.
Factors taken into account were sex, site, stage,
habits, and PS. At the fourth week, 57% of male
patients compared with 51% female patients de-
veloped mucositis. Sixty-two percent of patients
with a primary site in the oropharynx developed
mucositis. Sixty-one percent of the patients had
disease in stage III compared with 55% who had
disease in stage II. Fifty-eight percent of patients

Table 2 – Demographic Factors Affecting Mucositis at the
Fourth Week

Factor %

Sex

Male 57

Female 51

Site

Oral cavity 51.3

Oropharynx 61.7

Hypopharynx 35.7

Nasopharynx 50

Stage

II 55.2

III 61

IV 19.5

Habit

Smoking and alcohol use 58

None 49

Performance score

0 51.4

1 57

Table 3 – No. of Chemotherapy Cycles and Total Duration of Radiotherapy

Total Cycles or Duration

No. (%)

P
Arm A Glutamine

(n = 81)

Arm B
Control
(n = 81)

No. of chemotherapy cycles

3 0 6 (7.4) , .05

4 8 (9.8) 45 (55.55)

5 27 (33.33) 30 (37.03)

6 46 (56.79) 0

Duration of radiotherapy, weeks

6 77 (95.06) 14 (17.28)

7 4 (4.9) 48 (59.25)

8 0 19 (23.45)
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smoked and used alcohol. Fifty-seven percent of
patients who had an ECOG PS of 1 compared with
51%patientswhohad anECOGPSof 0 developed
mucositis at the fourth week.

Table 3 shows the number of chemotherapy cy-
cles receivedand thedurationof treatment in each
arm. Fifty-seven percent of patients in the gluta-
mine arm received six cycles of injected cisplatin,
whereas none of the patients in the control arm
could complete six cycles of chemotherapy.
However, a maximum number of four cycles were
completed by 56% of patients in the control arm.

Ninety-five percent of patients in the glutamine
arm completed treatment within the stipulated
period of 7 weeks, whereas only 17% patients
in the control arm completed treatment within

7 weeks. Twenty-four percent of patients in the
control arm continued treatment beyond 8weeks.

The onset and development of mucositis after
various weeks of radiation as well as the severity
ofmucositis in both the arms are shown in Table 4.
Fifty-five percent of patients in the glutamine arm
developed mucositis at the fifth week, whereas
55% of patients in the control arm developed
mucositis at the third week.

Thirty-five percent of patients in the glutamine arm
developed mucositis at the sixth week, whereas
54% patients in the control arm developed G2
mucositis as early as the fourth week. None of the
patients in theglutaminearmdevelopedG3muco-
sitis at any point, whereas 92% of patients in the
control armdevelopedmucositis at the sixthweek.
Figure 1 demonstrates the cumulative incidence
rate of G2 and G3 mucositis in both the arms.

The appearance of adverse events like pain, dys-
phagia, nausea, edema, and cough, as seen in the
sixth week is shown in Table 5. Although 68%
patients in the glutamine arm developed pain,
100% of patients in the control arm developed
pain. Sixty-three percent of patients developed
dysphagia in the glutamine arm, whereas 100%
of patients developed dysphagia in the con-
trol arm.

In the sixth week, 6.1% patients developed nau-
sea in the glutamine arm, whereas 40.7% of
patients developed nausea in the control arm.
Similarly, 6.2% patients developed edema in the
glutamine arm, whereas 30% of patients devel-
oped edema in the control arm. Thirty percent of
patients developed cough in the glutamine arm at
the sixth week, whereas 58% of patients devel-
oped cough in the control arm.

Onset of pain was assessed by using a patient-
reported pain on a numeric rating scale. None of
the patients in the glutamine arm developed pain
until the endof the thirdweek, and63%ofpatients
developed mild pain toward the end of the sixth

Table 4 – Onset and Development of Mucositis at Various Weeks of Radiotherapy

No. or No. (%)

Mucositis
Arm A Glutamine

(n = 81)
Arm B Control

(n = 81) P

Onset, week

0-1 0 4 (4.9) , .05

1-2 0 2 (2.4)

2-3 1 (1.2) 45 (55.5)

3-4 7 (8.6) 29 (35.8)

4-5 43 (53.1) 1 (1.2)

5-6 30 (37.03) 0

.6

Severity, radiotherapy week G2 G3 G2 G3

0-1 0 0 2 (2.4) 0 , .05

1-2 0 0 2 (2.4) 0

2-3 0 0 20 (24.61) 4 (4.95)

3-4 0 0 44 (54.32) 23 (28.3)

4-5 3 (3.7) 0 16 (19.7) 64 (79.1)

5-6 28 (34.5) 0 7 (8.64) 74 (92.35)

6-7 2 (2.5) 0 9 (11.1) 61 (75.3)

.7
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Cumulative incidence rate
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week. On the contrary, 48% of patients developed
mild pain as early as the third week, and 59.2% of
patients developed severe pain toward the end of
the sixth week in the control arm.

Only 18.5% of patients in the glutamine arm re-
quired analgesics, whereas 93.8% of patients in
the control arm did so. For G1 mucositis, local
anesthetics like oxethazaine, aluminum hydrox-
ide, and magnesium hydroxide gel as well as
benzalkonium chloride and lidocaine hydrochlo-
ride gel were used. For G2 mucositis, oral para-
cetamol tablets 500mgwere given three times per
day. ForG3mucositis, tramadol 100mgwas given
twice per day. None of the patients in the gluta-
mine arm required Ryle tube feeding, whereas
8.51% of patients in the control arm required Ryle
tube feeding toward the sixth week.

DISCUSSION

Radiotherapy plays a pivotal role in the treatment
of head and neck cancers, and concomitant che-
motherapy is frequently indicated for locally ad-
vanced head and neck cancers. Oral mucositis is
by far themost common toxicity of chemoradiation
in head and neck cancers. Not only does it cause
severe pain and dysfunction but also it causes
severe swallowing defects, which lead to frequent
treatment interruptions and delay. This, finally,
adversely affects the outcome of the disease.

To date, there are no established guidelines
or recommendations for the treatment of oral

mucositis induced by cancer treatment. Several
guidelines including those of the National Compre-
hensive Cancer Network recommend basic oral
care as a standard practice to prevent infections
and alleviate mucositis.9 Although basic oral care
maintains mucosal health, little evidence suggests
that it can reduce the onset and severity of muco-
sitis.10 Agents like N-acetyl cysteine, amifostine,
and systemic or topical antimicrobial formulations
have been formulated for oral mucositis, though
withoutencouraging results.11Aphase IIIRadiation
Therapy Oncology Group double-blind study
revealed that subcutaneous use of granulocyte
macrophage colony-stimulating factor failed to re-
duce oral mucositis.12 The recombinant form of
fibroblast growth factor called keratinocyte growth
factor, or palifermin, has been studied in a phase III
study. In a group of patients with hematologic
malignancies who required total-body irradiation
with high-dose chemotherapy and blood stem cell
support, palifermin reduced the onset and severity
of oral mucositis. Therefore, the US Food and Drug
Administration has approved palifermin for this
particular indication alone.13

Glutamine is a conditionally essential amino acid
that is critical for the regulation of protein synthe-
sis, respiratory fueling, cellular energy, andcancer
cell-signal pathways. Glutamine reserve is de-
pleted when the body is under great stress or
during chemotherapy or radiotherapy. During this
time, glutamine supplementation prevents muco-
sal damage and helps to maintain the metabolic
milieu. A study conducted by Huang et al7 dem-
onstrated that oral glutamine supplementation
decreases both the onset and severity ofmucositis
during radiation.

In another study conducted by Savarese et al14,
glutamine was combined with an advanced drug-
delivery system involving a swish-and-swallow
technique. The drug protected the mucosa from
damage caused by chemotherapy or radiother-
apy. Cockerham et al15 used oral glutamine sup-
plementation in 21 women with metastatic breast
cancer whowere treated with high-dose paclitaxel
and melphalan. Patients who used glutamine
experienced a decrease in the severity and dura-
tion of oral mucositis.

In this study, we evaluated 162 patients with locally
advanced head and neck cancer treated with
concomitant chemoradiation. From our analysis,
1.2% of patients in the glutamine arm versus
55.5% of patients in the control arm developed
mucositis at the end of the third week. At the sixth
week, 34.5% of patients in the glutamine arm

Table 5 – Adverse Events

No. (%)

Adverse Event, Week
Arm A Glutamine

(n = 81)
Arm A Glutamine

(n = 81)

Pain

4-5 25 (30.8) 80 (98.7)

5-6 55 (67.9) 81 (100)

Dysphagia

4-5 16 (19.7) 79 (97.5)

5-6 51 (62.9) 81 (100)

Nausea

4-5 2 (2.4) 16 (19.75)

5-6 5 (6.1) 33 (40.7)

Edema

4-5 1 (1.2) 16 (19.75)

5-6 5 (6.2) 24 (29.6)

Cough

4-5 9 (11.1) 36 (44.6)

5-6 24 (29.6) 47 (58.02)
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developed G2mucositis, and none of the patients
developed G3 mucositis. However, in the control
arm, 54.32%of patients hadG2mucositis as early
as the fourthweek, and92.35%ofpatients hadG3
mucositis by the sixth week.

Rates of adverse events like pain, dysphagia,
nausea, edema, and cough were significantly
higher in the control arm than in the glutamine
arm. Pain was assessed by the Patient Reported
Pain Scale (NRS -11). None of the patients in the
glutaminearmdevelopedpainuntil the thirdweek,
and 63.4% of patients developed mild pain in the
sixth week. Forty-eight percent of patients in the
control arm developedmild pain at the third week,
and 59% of patients developed severe pain from
the fifthweekonward. Theuseof analgesics inwas
significantly higher in the control arm than in the

glutamine arm. None of the patients in the gluta-
mine arm required Ryle tube feeding, whereas
8.5% of patients needed it at the sixth week.

In conclusion, all patients with head and neck
cancer who received chemoradiation developed
mucositis. However, the onset of mucositis as well
as the severity of mucositis in patients receiv-
ing glutamine supplementation was significantly
delayed. None of the patients receiving glutamine
developedG3mucositis during treatment. Hence,
the current study emphasizes the use of oral
glutamine supplementation as a feasible and af-
fordable option for treatment of oral mucositis in
patients with head and neck cancers who are
receiving chemoradiation.
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original
report

Global Access to Radiotherapy Services:
Have We Made Progress During the Past
Decade?

abstract

Purpose The global incidence of cancer is rising, particularly in low- and middle-income countries.
Radiotherapy is an important cancer treatment in the curative and palliative setting. We aimed to estimate
the global demand for and supply of radiotherapy megavoltage machines (MVMs) and assess the changes
in supply and demand during the past decade.

Materials and Methods Cancer incidences for 27 cancer types in 184 countries were extracted from the
International Agency for Research on Cancer GLOBOCANdatabase. The Collaboration for Cancer Outcomes
Research and Evaluation radiotherapy utilization rate (RTU) model was used to estimate the number of
patients in each country with an indication for radiotherapy for each cancer type and estimate the demand
for MVMs. The radiotherapy supply data were accessed from Directory of Radiotherapy Centres database
maintained by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Results RTU varied by country, from 32% in Mongolia to 59% in Comoros. The average optimal world RTU
was 50%, equating to 7 million people in 2012 who would benefit from radiotherapy. There remains a
deficit of more than 7,000 machines worldwide. During the past decade, the gap between radiotherapy
demand and supply has widened in low-income countries.

Conclusion RTU varies significantly between countries. Approximately half of all patients with cancer
worldwide should receive radiotherapy; however, more than 2 million people are unable to access it
because of a lack of MVMs. Low- and middle-income countries are particularly disadvantaged by this
deficit.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

The major demographic changes worldwide are
leading to considerable changes in the structure of
the global population and thus to the scale of the
cancer problem. The 14.1 million new cases of
cancer in 20141 will increase to 21.6 million in
2030,2 a projected 53% increase based solely on
demographic changes. If the trends observed for
the major cancers continue, however, incidence
may increase by a further 1.2 million new cases
per year by 2030, pushing the annual incidence to
more than 23 million.3 The increases will be pro-
portionally greater in low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs; gross national income [GNI]
per person per year of < $12,475 in 2012).

Radiotherapy is a vital component of a cancer care
service. Radiotherapy can be used to cure can-
cers, either alone or in combination with systemic
therapies and/or surgery. It can also be used to
palliate distressing symptoms in patients with

incurable disease. In terms of radiotherapy, LMICs
are poorly resourced,4 with the majority of coun-
tries in Africa having no access.5

In 2006, we reported on the demand for and
supply of radiotherapy in LMICs.6 Since the time
of reporting, a number of changes have occurred
thatmayaffect ourprevious findings.GLOBOCAN,
comprising up-to-date national estimates of can-
cer incidence, mortality, and prevalence world-
wide,hasbeenupdatedby the InternationalAgency
forResearchonCancerand iscurrentlyavailable for
2012.1 In addition, our radiotherapy utilization rate
(RTU)model has been updated to include contem-
poraneous evidence.7 During the past decade, the
number of radiotherapy machines available world-
wide has also changed.

A recent study8 reported on radiotherapy resource
provision in LMICs and used a single RTU rate of
62.5% to estimate demand for radiotherapy for all
LMICs regardless of case mix. This is higher than
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other published reports. There is considerable
variation in RTU between countries7 in both the
proportion of new cases with indications for radio-
therapy and in the retreatment rate that will sig-
nificantly affect the estimates of demand globally.

To date, there has not been a report on radiother-
apy provision on all countries in the world. Nor has
there been a study estimating country by country
RTU according to individual case mix. It is also
unclear whether there has been any improvement
in access to radiotherapy servicesbycountry in the
past decade after taking into account the increas-
ing cancer incidence during that time. For these
reasons, we have expanded our previous work to
include high-income countries (HICs; GNI per
person in 2012 . $12,475) as well as LMICs.
We aimed to estimate the change in the global
need for radiotherapy from 2002 to 2012. We also
aimed to compare the deficit in radiotherapy ser-
vice provision in 2012 to that of 2002.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Global Cancer Distributions

The estimated number of new cases of 27 cancer
sites and for the aggregated category of all cancers
excluding nonmelanomatous skin cancers was
extracted for 184 countries from the GLOBOCAN
2012and2002 online databases.9,10 The sources
of data and the methods of estimation used in
GLOBOCAN have been previously described.11

There was a difference between the incidence
of cancers in theworldand in thecancer incidence
of the 184 countries combined. This difference in
totals was included in other countries, countries
for which an estimate was not available through
GLOBOCAN. There was also a difference between
the summed incidences of the 27 cancer subsites
and all cancers excluding nonmelanomatous skin
cancers. This difference was labeled as other
cancers and includes other and unspecified can-
cers, as described elsewhere.11

RTU

The RTU was calculated based on methods pre-
viously reported.12 An indication for radiotherapy
was defined as a clinical situation for which radio-
therapy is recommended as the treatment of
choice, on the basis of evidence that it has a
superior outcome comparedwith alternative treat-
ment modalities and where the patient is suitable
to undergo radiotherapy. Because the previous
RTUhadbeencalculatedbasedonevidenceup to
2003only, an update of theRTUwasperformed to
include evidence-based treatment guidelines and
epidemiologic data issued by major national and

international organizations during the past de-
cade.7 The 2003 RTU model was applied to the
2002 GLOBOCAN data and the 2013 RTUmodel
to the 2012 GLOBOCAN data. The 2013 RTUs
ranged from 0% in liver cancer to 100% in naso-
pharyngeal cancer. We also created a low-income
stage distributionmodel for the sensitivity analysis
to explore the effect of more advanced stages at
presentation on the RTU. This model removes
stage I and II presentations from the model and
adjusts the proportions of other stages accordingly
(Data Supplement).

Global Demand for Radiotherapy Megavoltage
Machines

The number of radiotherapy megavoltage ma-
chines (MVMs) required to meet the global
cancer demand was calculated by estimating
that 500 courses would be performed on each
MVM per year in LMIC.13 This is the maximum
recommended by the International Atomic Energy
Agency. A megavoltage machine was defined as
either a linear accelerator or Cobalt-60 machine.
Given the likely higher complexity of treatments in
HIC,14 400 courses per MVM per year were esti-
mated for these countries. Of these courses, 10%
were assumed to be for non-notifiable cancers
(including nonmelanomatous skin cancers), leav-
ing 450 and 360 courses per year, respectively,
for the treatment of notifiable cancers. We attrib-
uted 25% of these courses in HICs to retreat-
ments, on the basis of previous published data.15

We assumed a lower retreatment rate of 10% in
LMICs. Therefore, each MVM was assumed to
treat 409 new patients per year in LMICs and
288 new patients per year in HICs. A sensitivity
analysis was performed to test the assumptions of
workload using a range of 350 to 450 new patients
per year in LMICs and 250 to 350 newpatients per
year in HICs.

Global Application of RTU and Cases

The RTUs for each of the individual 28 cancer
types, including others, was applied to the corre-
sponding number of cases in each country. The
sum of these formed estimates of the number of
cancer cases in each country that would require
radiotherapy sometime during their cancer treat-
ment. The RTU per individual country was calcu-
lated by dividing the total number of patients
requiring radiotherapy in each country by the total
number of new cancer cases in that country. The
2003 RTU was applied to the 2002 GLOBOCAN
incidence data, and the 2013 RTU applied to the
2012 GLOBOCAN data.
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Global MVM Supply

Data on machine numbers were accessed from
the Directory of Radiotherapy Centres16 (DIRAC)
registry of worldwide radiotherapy facilities, main-
tained by International Atomic Energy Agency.
Themethods on DIRAC data collection have been
previously published.17 We used 2004 and 2013
data. In 2013, data were reported from 193 coun-
tries. Therewere33countries that reporteddata in
2013 but did not report data in 2004.

Income Classification

Countries were divided into income groups using
theWorldBank 2012 fiscal year classifications.18

This classifies countries into low-income coun-
tries (LICs), which had GNI per capita of <
$1,025 in 2012; lower-middle-income countries
(LO-MIC). $1,025 but< $4,035; upper-middle-
income countries (UP-MICs) . $4,035; and
HICs . $12,475.

RESULTS

Cancer Incidence and Existing MVM Numbers

The number of new cases of cancer in 2012
globally was 14.1 million, compared with 10.9
million in 2002, an increase of 29% in 10 years.
Table 1 lists the cancer incidences, RTUs, and
number of patients requiring radiotherapy in each
income group. The proportions of cancer cases
attributed to each of the income groupswas stable
from 2002 and 2012.

Eleven countries/territories included in the 2012
GLOBOCANdatabasewerenot present in the2002
GLOBOCAN database. These countries includ-
ed Montenegro, South Sudan, and State of Pales-
tine, included as individual countries in our study.
Data fromeight smaller countries/territorieswithout
2002 GLOBOCAN data were included in others:
FrenchGuadeloupe, LaReunion,Martinique,New
Caledonia,Maldives, FrenchGuyana, Timor-Leste,

and Western Sahara. The last five countries were
reported to DIRAC as having no radiotherapy
machines.

Thirteen countries were included in the DIRAC
database but did not have available GLOBOCAN
data. Countries/territories not included in the anal-
ysis are Antigua, Falklands, Greenland, Grenada,
Holy See, Lichtenstein, Marshall Islands, and
Seychelles, all of which do not have any MVMs.
Kosovo, Taiwan, Monaco, and Curacao had
DIRAC data for 2013 and were included in the
other countries category. There were machine
data for 2004 for Hong Kong but not 2013, so the
2004 machine total was added to China.

Three countries had GLOBOCAN incidence data
but were not found in the DIRAC database:
Vanuatu, French Polynesia, and Comoros; these
were also moved to the others category. This left
173 countries whose individual demand and sup-
ply were calculated.

Demand for Radiotherapy

On the basis of the 2004 Collaboration for Can-
cer Outcomes Research and Evaluation (CCORE)
RTUmodel, the global RTU was 56% and ranged
from 55% in LICs to 58% in LO-MICs. Using the
updated CCORE model for 2013, the global RTU
was 50% and ranged from 47% in UP-MICs to
53% in LO-MICs. RTU for individual countries
ranged from 32% in Mongolia to 59% in Comoros
(Data Supplement). The sensitivity analysis per-
formed with a low-income RTUmodel is shown in
the Data Supplement. The RTU would increase in
each LIC with a low-incomemodel by a median of
4% (range, 0% to 9%). Given the small increase,
we electednot to use the low-incomemodel for our
final calculations.

The estimated number of new patients with cancer
with an indication for radiotherapy in 2002 was
6.1million and7.0million in2012. Theproportions

Table 1 – Estimated Cancer Cases Requiring Radiotherapy in 2012 v 2002

Income Group

New Cases of Cancer RTU (%) RT Cases

Increase in RT Cases2002 2012 2002 2012 2002 2012

LIC 575,555 666,616 55 52 319,044 344,750 25,706

LO-MIC 1,867,015 2,365,146 58 53 1,080,094 1,262,807 182,713

UP-MIC 3,517,143 4,923,563 56 48 1,953,226 2,373,918 420,692

HIC 4,866,254 6,021,308 56 50 2,709,310 2,989,253 279,943

Other 36,529 113,516 60 47 22,016 53,665 31,649

World 10,862,496 14,090,149 56 50 6,083,690 7,024,393 940,703

Abbreviations: HIC, high-income country; LIC, low-income country; LO-MIC, lower-middle-income country; RT cases, new cancer cases
diagnosed that year that have an indication for radiotherapy; RTU, radiotherapy utilization rate; UP-MIC, upper-middle-income country.
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of these patients attributed to each of the income
groups were also stable from 2002 to 2012.

The global demand and supply of MVM is listed
in Table 2. The estimated demand was 17,656
MVMs in 2002 and 20,243 MVMs in 2012, an
increase of 2,587 (15%). The greatest increase in
MVM demand was in UMICs, with an increase of
1,028MVMs required. The demand and supply of
MVMs in each individual country is shown in the
Data Supplement. Nine countries did not have a
demand for MVMs in 2002. Five of these were
because of missing 2002 GLOBOCAN data, and
four others (Guam, Samoa, Belize, and Cape
Verde) had low cancer numbers. In 2013, four
countries did not individually have a demand for
an MVM because of the low incidence of cancer:
Samoa, Belize, Cape Verde, and The Gambia.

The total number of MVMs reported to DIRAC was
7,039machines in 2004 and13,136 in 2013. There
wereanadditional6,097machines reported in2013,
mostly in HICs. The United States had the highest
absolute increase of 1,660 machines (72%).

In 2004 there were 49 countries reported as
having no MVMs. In 2013, 35 of these countries
were still reported as having no services. Fourteen
countries were reported to have acquired ma-
chines by 2013. There were 20 countries that
had a decrease in the number of reported ma-
chines from 2004 to 2013. This included four
countries reported as having MVMs in 2003 but
having none in 2013: Republic of Congo, Mada-
gascar, Mozambique, and Liberia. South Sudan
had nomachines in 2013 and was not recognized
asacountry in2004.Therefore, a total of 36 (21%)
of the 169 countries with a demand for radiother-
apy reported having no MVMs available in 2013
(Table 3). Twenty-two of these were LICs, corre-
sponding to 65% of all LICs with no radiotherapy
services in 2013.

In 2002, 11 countries with a demand for radiother-
apy had this demand met, five in UP-MICs and
six in HICs. The global deficit of radiotherapy pro-
vision in 2012 is seen in Figure 1. In 2012 there
were 16 countries with a demand for radiother-
apy that had their demandmet. Twowere LO-MICs
(Honduras and Guyana); seven were UP-MICs
(Suriname,Mauritius, Gabon, Jordan, Lebanon,
Venezuela, and Turkey). Seven were HICs
(Oman, Barbados, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, and the United States). In
theUnitedStates, supply exceededdemandby an
estimated 1,060 MVMs. There were no LICs that
met demand in either 2002 or 2012 (except The
Gambia, where demand was less than oneMVM).

There were modest improvements in the number
of patients per MVM in all income groups from
2002 to 2012. However, none of the income
groups meet the optimal new patients/MVM load
in 2012, with 431 patients/MVM in HICs and
3,769/MVM in LICs. The inverse relationship be-
tween GNI per person of each country and the
number of patients per MVM is demonstrated in
Figure 2.

When comparing the gap in radiotherapy services
between optimal and actual supply from 2002 to
2012, there was a small global decrease by 3,509
MVMs. However, 77% of this decrease occurred
in HICs. The magnitude of the gap in individual
countries is shown in Figure 3. The gap increased
in LICs and LO-MICs, and there was a modest
decrease in the gap in UP-MICs.

There remains a deficit of approximately 7,100
MVMs globally. The sensitivity analysis for the
world demand and supply of MVM, by adjusting
the number of new patients per MVM per year, is
shown in the Data Supplement. Even at a best-
case scenario, there is a deficit of 4,300 MVMs
globally.

Table 2 – Radiotherapy Megavoltage Machine Supply and Demand

Income Group

Demand for MVMs Supply of MVMs Gap Between Demand and Supply
RT Patients per
MVM per Year

2002 2012
Difference Between
2002 and 2012 2004 2013 Difference 2002 2012

Difference Between
2002 and 2012 2002 2012

Low 780 843 63 41 62 21 2739 2781 42 5,844 3,769

Low middle 2,640 3,087 447 576 1,021 445 22,064 22,066 2 1,757 1,085

Upper middle 4,775 5,803 1,028 1,260 3,146 1,886 23,515 22,657 2858 789 616

High 9,407 10,379 972 5,158 8,842 3,684 24,249 21,537 22,712 492 431

Others 54 131 77 4 65 61 250 266 16 5,504 826

World 17,656 20,243 2,587 7,039 13,136 6,097 210,617 27,108 23,509 864 535

Abbreviations: MVM, radiotherapy megavoltage machine; RT patients, new patients with cancer with an indication for radiotherapy.
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DISCUSSION

RTU varies significantly between countries. We
estimate that there is nearly a two-fold difference
in the demand for radiotherapy in countries
around the world. It is therefore necessary to
estimate demand for radiotherapy on a country-
by-country basis, taking into account the differ-
ence in case mix. It is likely that retreatment rates
also vary significantly because of thesedifferences
in case mix. Our findings demonstrate a substan-
tial shortage of radiotherapy services globally.
There has been only a modest increase in MVMs
over the last decade, and the majority of countries
across all income groups remain underserviced.
LMICs are markedly disadvantaged in terms of
radiotherapy services. The largest gap in radio-
therapy services is found in UP-MICs, because
this is where the greatest number of cancer cases
occurs. In LICs and LO-MICs, the small increase in
MVMs in the last decade has lagged behind the
greater increase in cancer numbers, leading to an
increase in thegap in services. Themajority of LICs
have no radiotherapy services available at all.

Our RTU estimates are conservative because they
were not adjusted for the different distributions of
stages at cancer presentation in each country. Pa-
tients from LMICs are likely to present with more
advanced disease,19 and this is likely to result in
higher demand for radiotherapy compared with
HICs.Forexample,a largepopulation-basedstudy20

found that 70% of patients with cervical cancer in
four middle-income countries presented with re-
gional or distant disease, compared with 50% in
our CCORE model. If we adjusted the CCORE-RTU
model for differences in stage at presentation, the
RTU for cervical cancer would be 85% in middle-
income countries, compared with 71% in Australia.
Therearesimilareffects inother tumorgroups,which
we have demonstrated when performing sensitivity
analysiswith the low-incomemodel. TheRTUwould
increase in all LICs by a small amount if we assumed
no patients presented with early-stage disease.
Given that data on stage at presentation in LMICs
are not available in the literature for the 27 cancer
subtypes used in our model, we did not alter the
model for this study. Another factor that could in-
crease the RTU in LMICs is a lack of access to
specialized surgery for cancers where surgery is
normally indicated instead of radiotherapy, such
as early-stage cervix cancer or lung cancer.

The limitations of our study relate to the quality of
the available data. Details of the data sources used
in GLOBOCAN to compile the national estimates
are provided online.21 Data from LMICs tend to be

Table 3–CountrieswithaDemand forRadiotherapybutNoRadiotherapyServicesAvailable

Country Region Income Group RT Patients

Afghanistan Asia L 10,796

Bahrain Asia H 472

Benin Africa L 2,578

Bhutan Asia LM 214

Brunei Asia H 272

Burkina Faso Africa L 3,700

Burundi Africa L 3,806

Central African Republic Africa L 1,482

Chad Africa L 3,288

Congo, Democratic Republic of Africa L 18,600

Congo, Republic of Africa LM 1,107

Cote d’Ivoire Africa LM 5,569

Djibouti Africa LM 307

Equatorial Guinea Africa H 274

Eritrea Africa L 1,601

Fiji Oceania UM 591

Guam Oceania H 185

Guinea Africa L 2,442

Guinea-Bissau Africa L 402

Haiti Caribbean L 4,091

Lao PDR Asia LM 2,080

Lesotho Africa LM 662

Liberia Africa L 958

Madagascar Africa L 10,042

Malawi Africa L 7,589

Mali Africa L 4,859

Mozambique Africa L 10,308

Niger Africa L 2,838

Rwanda Africa L 3,886

Sierra Leone Africa L 1,322

Solomon Islands Oceania LM 211

Somalia Africa L 4,105

South Sudan Africa LM 4,279

Swaziland Africa LM 382

Togo Africa L 1,776

Turkmenistan Asia UM 3,283

Total (N = 36) 120,357

NOTE. We did not include 16 other countries that also had no radiotherapy services available in 2013
because they either had missing data or were included in the others category (n = 12), or because
individually, they did not have enough RT patients to translate into a demand for radiotherapy (n = 4);
however, collectively, they would result in a demand.
Abbreviations:H,high; L, low; LM, lowermiddle;RTpatients, patients diagnosedwith cancer in2012with
an indication for radiotherapy; UM upper middle.
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of limited availability and lesser quality than their
HICcounterparts.Somedegreeofcaution isneeded
in interpreting the changing incidence from2002 to
2012, given the estimates derived are linked to
expandingdataavailability over time.Theavailability
of machine data to DIRAC also varies between
countries,withmost self-reported fromdirectonline
update, national databases, and professional soci-
eties. Given the possibility of under-reporting, de-
tailed country and regional plans for radiotherapy

service should include an accurate census of ra-
diotherapy resources rather than rely on the
DIRAC.22 Other radiotherapy technologies such
as brachytherapy machines have a role in LMICs
but have not been included in this analysis and will
be the subject of future work using our brachyther-
apy model.23

Datta et al8 recently estimated the radiotherapy
resources available in 84 LMICs and found that 80
of these countries did not meet the estimated
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demand. As part of the methodology, the authors
applied a single 62.5% RTU rate for all LMIC
countries: 50% for new patients and adding a
further 12.5% for retreatment. Although the con-
clusions of our studies in regard to LMIC radio-
therapy provision are similar, our absolute MVM
deficit estimates are more accurate because we
calculated the RTU per country on the basis of
each country’s unique cancer case mix.

There are a number of barriers to meeting the
radiotherapy demand globally. Competing issues

in many countries, such as poverty, political in-
stability and/or corruption, have led to cancer ser-
vices sitting low on governments’ priorities. In the
past, radiotherapy has often been viewed as costly,
despite evidence to the contrary.24,25 There are
countries that have recently undergone rapid eco-
nomicandpolitical changeandmanymore that are
currently, orsoon tobe, in themidstofsuchchange.
For these countries, the need for radiotherapy ser-
vices is pressing. The recent Global Taskforce in
Radiotherapy for Cancer Control Lancet Commis-
sionpaperpresentedacompelling investmentcase
for radiotherapy provision globally, outlining poten-
tial economic benefits to countries in addition to
lives saved.26 Industry provision of low-cost MVMs,
access to universal health care, and a diagonal
approach27 tocancerplanningwill bevital inachiev-
ing equitable access.

Education is a vital component of addressing the
issue of radiotherapy shortage. Radiotherapy ma-
chines form just one component of the radiother-
apy service; trained, specialized staff is required
to ensure safe and accurate delivery of radiother-
apy. Initiatives that may assist include global
partnerships28,29 and education programs.30 Edu-
cation of the general community also remains
paramount. In some cultures, there is a fear of
cancer diagnosis and treatment and the fallacy that
cancer is incurable.31 Recent advocacy platforms
globalrt.org32 and targetingcancer.com.au33 are
important in promoting awareness of the need for
equitable access to radiotherapy globally.

The significant shortage of global radiotherapy ser-
vices is just one part of the global cancer crisis we
currently face. Cancer diagnosis and prevention,
palliative care programs, and access to other treat-
ment modalities such as specialized surgery and
chemotherapymust also be addressed. Global can-
cer research should be made a priority. We, with
others,25,27,34 call on our colleagues in oncology,
global health, and policy to rise to this challenge.
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Significance of Magnetic Resonance
Imaging–Assessed Tumor Response for
Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer Treated
With Preoperative Long-Course
Chemoradiation

abstract

Purpose To study the predictive and prognostic value of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)–assessed
tumor response after long-course neoadjuvant therapy for locally advanced rectal cancer.

Methods This study included 79 patients who had T3 or T4 and/or N+ rectal cancer treated with long-course
neoadjuvant chemoradiation. MRI-assessed tumor regression grade (mrTRG) was assessed in 64 patients.
MRIswere reviewedby the study radiologist. Surgical andpathologic reports for thosewhounderwent surgery
were reviewed. Disease-free survival (DFS) was estimated. Progression during therapy, local relapse, me-
tastasis, and death resulting from the tumorwereclassified as events. Statistical significancewas calculated.

Results In 11 patients, the tumor completely disappeared on MRI; that is, it had an mrTRG of 1. All but one
patient, who chose deferred surgery, had a complete pathologic response (pCR), with a positive predictive
value of nearly 100%. Of the 20 patients who had an mrTRG of 2 onMRI, six had a pCR. mrTRG 3, mrTRG 4,
andmrTRG5were detected in 24, six, and three patients, respectively, of whomonly one patient had a pCR.
The 2-year DFS was 77%. The mrTRG was significant for DFS. The 2-year DFS was 88% for patients with a
good response versus 66% for those with a poor response (P = .046).

Conclusion MRI-assessed complete tumor response was strongly correlated with pCR and, therefore, can
beusedasasurrogatemarker topredict absenceof viable tumor cells. Our results canbeused to implement
use of mrTRGs in larger prospective correlative studies as a tool to select patients for whom deferred
surgery may be appropriate. Also, those with a poor response may be offered further treatment options
before definitive surgery.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Thecurrent standard of care for patientswith T3 or
T4 and/or node-positive rectal adenocarcinoma is
to offer preoperative concomitant chemoradio-
therapy (CRT) followed by total mesorectal exci-
sion (TME). The effect of tumor downstaging
becomes increasingly important. The German
Rectal Cancer Study investigators found that the
most important independent prognostic factors in
multivariable analysis for disease-free survival
(DFS) are pathologic T category and nodal sta-
tus after preoperative treatment.1 Dworak et al
showed that the 5-year DFS rate was significantly
associated with the tumor regression grade
(TRG).2 TRG was determined as the amount of
viable tumor versus fibrosis. Therefore, TRG0was

defined as complete absence of fibrosis, whereas
TRG 4 showed no viable tumor cells. The 5-year
DFS rate was 86% for TRG 4, 75% for TRG 2 + 3,
and 63% for TRG 0 + 1 (P = .006).

High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has been used to assess tumor response
beforesurgical resection.Byapplying theprinciples
of histopathologic TRG and by exploiting the char-
acteristic MRI low-signal–intensity appearances of
fibrosis, it has been possible to develop a similar
MRI-based TRG system. The MRI-assessed TRG
(mrTRG) was found to be an independent prog-
nostic factor for overall survival (OS) and DFS.3

Complete pathologic response (pCR) after CRT
has led to theproposal of a nonoperative approach
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as an alternate treatment for highly selected pa-
tients with a complete clinical response (CR).
Habr-Gama et al reported findings from 99 pa-
tients with a clinical CR who were treated with
observation alone. The 5-year OS and DFS rates
were 93% and 85%, respectively.4

Our aimwas to study the predictive andprognostic
value of MRI-assessed tumor response after long-
course neoadjuvant therapy for locally advanced
rectal cancer treated in our center.

METHODS

Patients

Between March 2008 and December 2012, 79
consecutive patients with a diagnosis of locally
advanced rectal cancer at Kuwait Cancer Control
Center,Kuwait,wereconsidered for inclusion in this
retrospective study. Inclusion criteria consisted of
biopsy-proven rectal adenocarcinoma, locally ad-
vanced disease staged on MRIs as T3 to 4 and/or
N+, andneoadjuvant treatment consisting of a long
course of preoperative CRT given as 50.4 Gy of
radiation plus 23 825 mg/m2/day of capecitabine
(Xeloda; Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland).
Exclusion criteria were metastatic disease and
neoadjuvant treatment consisting of a short course
of 5 Gy radiation on 5 consecutive days.

MRI

MRI was performed at 1.5 T by using a phased-
array body coil. Patients underwent pretreatment
pelvicMRI for tumor staging and restagingMRI for
assessment of response 6 to 8 weeks after com-
pletion of neoadjuvant CRT. The imaging protocol
consisted of the following: standard T2-weighted,
fast spin-echo sequences in the three orthogonal
directions and an axial diffusion-weighted se-
quencewithbackgroundbody-signal suppression
and b values of 0, 50, 100, 500, 750, and 1,000
sec/mm2. The axial T2- and diffusion-weighted
imaging sequences were angled in a plane per-
pendicular to the axis of the tumor, as defined on
sagittal images. The coronal T2-weighted plane
was angled parallel to the tumoral axis.

Primary tumor response was manifested as either
replacement of the signal of the tumor by low-
signal-intensity fibrosis or the development of mu-
cin pools representing tumor necrosis. Residual
tumor was interpreted as any area of persistent
intermediate signal intensity on high-resolution
images.

Nodal stage was based on the interpretation of the
lymph node border and signal intensity. A node

was considered positive if an irregular border or
mixed signal intensity was demonstrated.

mrTRG

mrTRG 1 was identified as the absence of any
tumor signal. mrTRG 2 was identified as small
amounts of residual tumor visible but with a pre-
dominant fibrotic area of low signal intensity.
mrTRG 3 was identified as mixed areas of low-
signal-intensity fibrosis and intermediate signal
intensity present but without predominance of
tumor. mrTRG 4 was identified by predominantly
tumor signal intensity remaining, with minimal
fibrotic low signal intensity. mrTRG 5 was identi-
fied as no fibrosis evident and only tumor signal
intensity visible.3

Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy was given by means of a conformal
three-field technique todeliver45Gy in25 fractions
over 5 weeks to the true pelvis and 5.4 Gy in three
fractions as a tumoral boost. Concomitant capeci-
tabinewas given at a dose of 825mg/m2 twice daily
during radiotherapy days. Re-evaluation MRI was
done after an average of 6 weeks after the com-
pletion of radiotherapy. Surgery in the form of TME
with or without sphincter preservation was usually
scheduled within 8 to 9 weeks after the completion
of radiotherapy.Adjuvant chemotherapy (ACT)was
given according to the patient’s and tumor’s char-
acteristics and at the discretion of the patient and
the medical oncologist. No patients received post-
operative radiotherapy.

Data and Statistical Analysis

mrTRG was assessed in 64 patients. MRIs were
reviewed by the study radiologist. Surgical and
pathology reports for those who underwent surgery
were reviewed. DFS was estimated by using the
Kaplan-Meiermethod. Progressionduring therapy,
local relapse, metastasis, and death resulting from
the tumor were classified as events. Statistical
significance was calculated by using the log-rank
test and defined as P < .05.

RESULTS

Themedianagewas53years, and60%ofpatients
were male (Table 1). The majority presented with
T3 (78.5%) and N2 (61%) disease. The median
tumor size was 6 cm (range, 2.5 to 12 cm). The
median distance from the anal verge was 5 cm
(range, 1 to 14 cm). The pretreatment carcinoem-
bryonic antigen level was available for 58 patients.
It was normal in 41 and elevated in 17 patients
(range, 5 to 102 ng/mL). All patients received
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Table 1 – Patients and Tumor Characteristics and Disease-
Free Survival in the 79 Cases of Rectal Cancer Treated in
Kuwait Cancer Control Center, Kuwait

Characteristic

Unit
Specified or
No. (%)

2-Year
DFS (%)* P

Age, years

Median 53

Range 27-86

Age .9

< 50 30 (38) 81 6 8

50 49 (62) 73 6 8

Sex

Male 48 (60.6) 78 6 7

Female 31 (39.4) 74 6 9

Initial T stage .03

T3 62 (78.5) 84 6 5

T4 15 (19) 55 6 13

Missing 2 (2.5)

Initial N stage .7

N0 8 (10) 75 6 21

N1 20 (25) 77 6 12

N2 48 (61) 74 6 7

Missing 3 (4)

MRI-measured
distance from
anal verge, cm

Median 5

Range 1-14

MRI-measured
distance from
anal verge

5 cm 27 (34) 60 6 12

> 5 cm 42 (53) 84 6 6

Missing 10 (13)

MRI tumor height,
cm

Median 6 .2

Range 2.5-12

MRI tumor height

5 cm 24 (30.5) 84 6 8

> 5 cm 43 (54.5) 70 6 8

Missing 12 (15)

Tumor grade
.16

NOS 26 (33) 66 6 13

I 7 (9) 100

II 37 (47) 80 6 7

III 9 (11) 62 6 17

(Continued on next column)

Table 1 –Patients andTumorCharacteristics andDisease-
Free Survival in the 79 Cases of Rectal Cancer Treated in
Kuwait Cancer Control Center, Kuwait (Continued)

Characteristic

Unit
Specified or
No. (%)

2-Year
DFS (%)* P

CEA level

Normal 41 (52) 80 6 7

Elevated 17 (21.5) 82 6 11

Missing 21 (26.5)

mrTRG response† .046

1 11 (14) 88 6 6

2 20 (25.3)

3 24 (30.3) 67 6 10

4 6 (7.4)

PD 3 (4)

Not assessed 15 (19)

Surgery .9

LAR 44 (56) 87 6 6

APR 19 (24) 84 6 10

None
(inoperable)

5 (6)

Deferred 2 (2.5)

Refused 3 (4)

Lost to follow-up 6 (7.5)

Post-treatment
pathologic
T stage

.08

0 19 (24) 94 6 6

1 5 (6) 72 6 7

2 15 (19)

3 21 (26.5)

4 1 (1)

Missing data 2 (2.5)

Not operated 16 (20)

Post-treatment
pathologic
N stage

.8

0 38 (48) 90 6 5

1 17 (22) 88 6 7

2 5 (6)

Missing data 3 (4)

Not operated 16 (20)

Adjuvant
chemotherapy

.01

No 21 (27) 64 6 13

Capecitabine 8 (10) 94 6 4

FUFA 1 (1)

FOLFOX 16 (20)

(Continued on following page)
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preoperative, long-course CRT with concomitant
capecitabine. Six patients were lost to follow-up
after their completion of preoperative CRT, and
three refused surgery.

Staging [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose positron emis-
sion tomography/computed tomography was
done for 31 patients. All had a hypermetabolic
rectal lesion with a median standardized uptake
value of 14 (range, 4 to 43). Of these, 17 patients
underwent a positron emission tomographic eval-
uation of response. Metabolic response was seen
in 15 patients, with a median reduction of the
standardized uptake at 45% of its initial value.

MRI evaluation of response was available for 64
patients. Median timing of MRI evaluation was
38 days (range, 23 to 88 days) after completion
of CRT. Eleven patients had complete regression
of the tumor onMRI, or mrTRG 1. All but one, who
chose deferred surgery, had pCR, with a positive
predictive value of nearly 100%.Of the 20patients
who hadmrTRG2, six had pCR.mrTRG3,mrTRG
4, andmrTRG5weredetected in24, six, and three
patients, respectively, of whom only one patient
had pCR.

Five patients proved to have inoperable disease at
the timeof surgery: twounderwent explorationand
had peritoneal disease, two had radiologic sys-
temic progression, and one had still-locally fixed
disease. Two patients chose deferred surgery.
Sixty-three patients had evaluable postoperative
pathology.

pCR of the primary tumor was detected in 19
patients. Two of them had residual lymph node
disease (10.5%), and 17 had negative lymph
nodes. Among the other 42 patients with residual
primary disease, 19 had positive lymph nodes
(45%). The median number of dissected nodes
was 11 (range, 0 to 34).

ACTwas used in 42 patients. An oxaliplatin-based
regimen was used in 33 of them. After a median
follow-upof25months (range, 4 to68months), 15
patients had disease progression. Nine developed
systemic disease progression, five had persistent
disease, and three had isolated local recurrence;
one of the three had an anastomotic recurrence
that was re-excised completely, and one had re-
currence after deferred surgery.

The DFS rate was calculated for the 73 patients
who received further follow-up after CRT. The DFS
rate for the 73 patients was 77% 6 6%. DFS was
significantly worse in those who presented with T4
disease versus T3 disease (P = .03). It was lower in
patients with an MRI-assessed poor response
(mrTRG 3-5), that is, 66% versus 88% for those
with a good response (mrTRG1or 2),with aP value
of .046. Also, patients who received ACT had DFS
significantly better than that of those who did not
(P = .01).

The 2-year local recurrence–free survival rate was
94% 6 3%, specifically 92% 6 5% for mrTRG 1
and mrTRG 2 and 97% 6 3% for mrTRG 3-5
(P = .6). It was 100% for mrTRG 1 and 93%6 4%
for the others. The 2-year distant metastasis–free
survival was 83% 6 5%: 95% 6 4% for good re-
spondersand75%69%forpoorresponders(P=.03).

DISCUSSION

Our study was designed to evaluate the value of
MRI assessment of tumor response to neoadju-
vant CRT and its effect on outcomes for our
patients. The strengths of the study were that all
the patients received a uniform treatment regard-
ing the radiotherapy dosage and fractionation and
the chemotherapy sensitizer. Also, the pretreat-
ment and post-treatment MRIs were retrospec-
tively reviewed by the study radiologist, who was
blinded to the surgical pathology data. The limi-
tations are that it was a retrospective study, that
only 80% of patients underwent MRI assessment
and 80% received surgery, 7.5% were lost to
follow-up, and that surgical pathology data were
not available for 4% of patients.

Despite these limitations, our data show that find-
ings from MRI assessment of TRG after preoper-
ative therapy are predictive of DFS. TheMERCURY

Table 1 –Patients andTumorCharacteristics andDisease-
Free Survival in the 79 Cases of Rectal Cancer Treated in
Kuwait Cancer Control Center, Kuwait (Continued)

Characteristic

Unit
Specified or
No. (%)

2-Year
DFS (%)* P

XELOX 17 (22)

Not operated 16 (20)

Abbreviations:APR, abdomino-perineal resection; CEA, carci-
noembryonic antigen; DFS, disease-free survival; FOLFOX, fluoro-
uracil, leucovorin, oxaliplatin; FUFA, fluorouracil, folinic acid; LAR,
low anterior resection; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging, mrTRG,
MRI-assessed tumor regression grade; NOS, not otherwise speci-
fied; PD, progressive disease; XELOX, capecitabine, oxaliplatin.
*DFS was calculated for the 73 patients who received further follow-
up after radiochemotherapy
†mrTRG 1 was identified as the absence of any tumor signal in-
tensity.mrTRG 2was identified as small amounts of residual tumor
visible but with a predominant, fibrotic area of low signal intensity.
mrTRG 3 was identified as mixed areas of low-signal-intensity
fibrosis and with intermediate signal intensity present but without
predominance of tumor. mrTRG 4was identified as predominantly
tumor signal intensity remaining with minimal fibrotic low signal
intensity. mrTRG 5 was identified as no fibrosis evident, with only
tumor signal intensity visible.
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study investigatorswere the first to show thatmrTRG
is predictive of both DFS and OS and it gives
prognostic information regarding the risk of local
recurrence.3 The relationship between pathologic
TRG and outcome has been documented in many
studies.1,2,5 Last, meta-analysis of data from 3,105
patients in 14 studies, of 484 patients had pCR,
showed that patients with pCR had significantly
better DFS and OS with lower risk of LR and distant
metastasis (P , .001) and the benefit was con-
firmed onmultivariate analysis with a hazard ratio of
0.54 (range, 0.4 to 0.73) for DFS and 0.65 (range,
0.7 to 0.89) for OS.6

Another important finding in our study was that
MRI-depicted complete tumor regression that was
highly predictive of pCR of the primary tumor. This
is also supported by findings from the MERCURY
investigators, who showed that mrTRG was statis-
tically correlated with post-treatment pathologic T
stage, or ypT.3 Therefore, MRI-detected CR may
be used as amarker to select patients whomay be
candidates for a watchful policy, especially those
whomay lose sphincter controlwith surgery.Habr-
Gama et al reported that, among 90 patients who
had complete clinical remission and who were
offered the wait-and-watch policy, local recur-
rence developed in 31%. Salvage therapy was
possible in . 90% of recurrences, leading to
94% local disease control, with 78% organ pres-
ervation.7 Despite the impressive results of inten-
sivewait andwatch inpatientswhoachieveclinical
CR, surgery is still the standard of care.

Given the findings from a phase II nonrandomized
trial8 that showed an increased proportion of pCR
with the addition of mFOLFOX6 between CRT and
surgery,Garcia-Aguilar et al are conductinga large
phase II randomized trial9 to test the hypothesis
that the addition of induction or consolidation
chemotherapy to CRT and TME or nonoperative
management would improve 3-year DFS com-
pared with the standard CRT, TME, and ACT. They
aim to increase thepercentageof patientswhomay
potentially benefit from nonoperative care.

Nonoperative management is particularly attrac-
tive in our patients of Arab descent, who often
present at a relatively young age. Although the
incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) in the Arab

population is lower than that in Western groups
(the age-standardized incidence rate being 11/105

in Kuwait10 and 6/105 in Egypt11), two negative
epidemiologic features are observed. First, the
incidence of CRC at ages younger than 40 years
is relatively high.11 Second, a high percentage of
CRCs is located in the rectum: 37% in Egypt11

and Kuwait10 compared with 27% in the United
States12 and 29% in the United Kingdom.13 To
secure a better quality of life, by taking into
account sexual function and sphincter compe-
tence, these young patients often request non-
operative care.

In our study, the probability of positive lymph
nodes with pCR of the primary tumor was
10.5%, whereas positive lymph nodes were de-
tected in 45%when pCR was not achieved for the
primary disease. However, none of the patients
who had MRI-detected CR had pathologically
positive lymph nodes. These results were in con-
cordancewith those of Rödel, et al, who found that
pCRof theprimary tumorwasassociatedwith10%
post-treatment pathologic N stage, or ypN, posi-
tivity. In contrast, patients with tumors showing
intermediate tumor regression had a 32% risk of
post-treatment pathologic N stage positivity, and
poor tumor regression was associated with a 42%
incidence of nodal involvement.1

One of the shortcomings of our studywas the short-
term follow-up. However, in a 10-year follow-up
study of 297 consecutive patients who received
CRT,ofwhom44patients (15%)hadpCR,onlyone
patient had disease recurrence, and no recurrence
happened after the first 2 years of follow-up.14

In conclusion, MRI-assessed complete tumor re-
sponse was strongly correlated with pCR and
therefore can be used as a surrogate marker to
predict absence of viable tumor cells. Our results
can be used to implement mrTRG in larger, pro-
spective correlative studies, as a tool to select
patients for whom deferred surgery may be ap-
propriate. Assessment of mrTRG can be used to
predict the DFS outcome so that patients with a
poor response may be offered further treatment
options before definitive surgery.
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Adoption of Information and
Communication Technologies for Early
Detection of Breast and Cervical Cancers
in Low- and Middle-Income Countries

abstract

Purpose In response to the growing burden of breast and cervical cancers, low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) are beginning to implement national cancer prevention programs. We reviewed the
literature on information and communication technology (ICT) applications in the prevention of breast and
cervical cancers in LMICs to examine their potential to enhance cancer prevention efforts.

MethodsTendatabasesof peer-reviewedandgray literatureweresearchedusinganautomatedstrategy for
English-language articles on the use of mobile health (mHealth) and telemedicine in breast and cervical
cancer prevention (screening and early detection) published between 2005 and 2015. Articles that
described the rationale for using these ICTs and/or implementation experiences (successes, challenges,
andoutcomes)were reviewed. Bibliographies of articles thatmatched the eligibility criteriawere reviewed
to identify additional relevant references.

Results Of the initial 285 citations identified, eight met the inclusion criteria. Of these, four used primary
data, twowere overviews of ICT applications, and twowere commentaries. Articles described the potential
for mHealth and telemedicine to address both demand- and supply-side challenges to cancer prevention,
such as awareness, access, and cost, in LMICs. However, there was a dearth of evidence to support these
hypotheses.

Conclusion This review indicates that there are few publications that reflect specifically on the role of
mHealth and telemedicine in cancer prevention and even fewer that describe or evaluate interventions.
Although articles suggest that mHealth and telemedicine can enhance the implementation and use of
cancer prevention interventions, more evidence is needed.

J Glob Oncol 2. © 2016 by American Society of Clinical Oncology Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

INTRODUCTION

Globally, the annual number of new cases of
cancer is expected to increase 70% by 2030
as a result of demographic changes alone.1 Can-
cer mortality rates in low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) are well above those of high-
income countries.2 Ninety-five percent of patients
with cancer in developing countries are diagnosed
with late- to end-stage disease, when treatment
options are few and prognosis is poor, which
signals the need for concerted action for cancer
prevention.3,4

This is especially true of breast and cervical can-
cers, which comprise a large proportion of all
cancers in developing countries, wheremore than
50% of deaths resulting from breast cancer and

88% resulting from cervical cancer occur.5 Nine of
10 cervical cancer deaths occur in less developed
regions, which is roughly 445,000 cases and
230,000 deaths annually.6 Breast cancer is the
most frequent cause of cancer death in less de-
veloped regions, accounting for 324,000 deaths of
the883,000cases.6Overburdenedhealth systems,
gender discrimination, stigma, and uneven access
to care for women in developing countries create an
equity issue, particularly as breast and cervical
cancer burdens increase.5

Mortality rates of these cancers can be dramati-
cally reduced via screening and early detection.1

For population-level impact, prevention programs
need to be effectively implemented at scale. In
cases of screening and early detection, factors
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such as awareness of signs and symptoms,
screening coverage, screening test performance,
triage, care linkages, cost and coverage, special-
ists, diagnostics and treatment availability and
quality, and stigma can influence impact. Infor-
mation and communication technologies (ICTs)
have the potential to influence these factors,
thereby helping to address female cancers from
an equity perspective and enhance the scalability
and effectiveness of prevention programs.

Motivated by the successes in using ICTs for
women’s cancer prevention in higher-income
countries,7-11 the goal of this article was to exam-
ine the extent to which this potential has been
explored in low-resource settings, where there is
great need and potential. We examined the peer-
reviewed and gray literature on the use of ICTs for
prevention (screening and early detection) of
breast and cervical cancers in LMICs. We
assessed the ways in which ICTs have been
deployed for cancer prevention and implemen-
tation experiences, including outcomes and
challenges.

ICTs are tools that facilitate communication, pro-
cessing, transmission, and sharing of knowledge
and information through electronic means12 and
can be used to gather, store, access, analyze,
manipulate, and disseminate a diverse set of in-
formation electronically via communication for-
mats and platforms.13 For the purposes of this
review, we focused on two prominent types of ICTs
for health: mobile health (mHealth) and telemed-
icine. mHealth is the use of mobile devices, such
as mobile telephones, patient monitoring devices,
personal digital assistants, and other portable
wireless devices, to support the practice of med-
icine and public health.14 Telemedicine is the
practice of medicine over telecommunication net-
works, including the specialty of teleoncology.15

Teleoncology refers to the delivery of oncology
services at a distance via ICTs that aid in clinical
diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up through the
transfer of video, images, and data, such as pa-
thology and radiology images, graphics, and
text.16 We are focused on prevention, whereas
teleoncology is more focused on postdiagnosis
practice of medicine; thus, for the purpose of this
article, we use the term telemedicine.

METHODS

The goal of this review was to examine the ways in
which ICTs, particularly mHealth and telemedi-
cine, have been deployed for breast and cervical
cancer prevention, as well as implementation out-
comes and challenges. The review focused on

LMICs, as classified by the World Bank definition
of having gross national income per capita be-
tween $1,035 to $4,085.

Tendatabases (PubMed,GoogleScholar,Cochrane
Library, Scopus, IndMed, Popline, Global Health
Library, WHOLIS, Taylor & Francis, and OpenGray)
were searched using the following search terms:
information and communication technology (using
any of the following terms: ICT, information com-
munication technology, mobile health, mHealth,
telemedicine, telecommunications,smartphone,mo-
bile phone, eHealth, and teleoncology) AND cancer
prevention (using any of the following terms: cancer
prevention, cancer screening, cancer literacy, cervi-
cal cancer, breast cancer, human papillomavirus,
cancer education, visual screening, cancer aware-
ness, cancer control, primary prevention, and sec-
ondary prevention) AND low- and middle-income
countries (using any of the following terms: LMICs,
India, Africa, Asia, South America, low-income coun-
try,middle-incomecountry, anddevelopingcountry).
In addition, we searched the Journal of mHealth and
the eHealth/mHealth theme of the Health and Social
Care Arena Collection from Routledge and Taylor &
Francis. The bibliographies of selected articles were
also reviewed to identify any additional relevant ref-
erences. Articles were restricted to those published
between 2005 and 2015. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria are listed in Table 1.

Results, including title, abstract, authors, and
database, were exported to Excel (Microsoft, Red-
mond, WA). A preliminary review of the title and
abstract was completed by the primary reviewers
(J.M.D. and S.G.), and articles were marked as
eithermeeting criteria,maymeet criteria, or do not
meet criteria. For articles identified as not rele-
vant for inclusion, the reason for noninclusion was
recorded on the spreadsheet. The full text of
articles meeting or possibly meeting inclusion
criteria was reviewed, and relevant information
(including population and geographic focus, can-
cer site, type of ICT, cancer prevention activi-
ties targeted, intervention features, outcomes
assessed, challenges identified, research gaps
or limitations, and suggestions for improvement)
was abstracted from those confirmed to be eligi-
ble. A qualitative content analysis of selected
articles was then conducted.

RESULTS

The search yielded285citations, ofwhich61were
reviewed in full after applying exclusion criteria. Of
these articles, eight met all inclusion criteria and
were reviewed and abstracted (Table 2). Two
common reasons for exclusion were lack of focus
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on LMICs or no use of an ICT. Of the articles
analyzed, four reportedoriginal research, twowere
overviews of ICT applications, and two were com-
mentaries. They were published between 2005
and 2015; five were published in cancer-focused
journals and three in broader health care or med-
ical journals. Articles focused either on a location-
specific intervention (n = 5) or on LMICs more
broadly (n = 3). One article focused exclusively on
cervical cancer and three others exclusively
on breast cancer. The remaining four articles
addressed cancer prevention broadly and dis-
cussed specific sites peripherally. Full-text articles

were excluded because they did not involve an
ICT (n = 18), occur in an LMIC (n = 20), or focus
on breast or cervical cancer (n = 16; Fig 1).

Both mHealth and telemedicine applications for
cancer prevention were described in the articles
identified. In Bangladesh, community health
workers (CHWs) used smartphones to strengthen
breast health promotion, including uptake of clin-
ical breast examinations and follow-up clinic
visits.17 In Cambodia, a telemedicine framework
facilitated remote diagnosis and the provision of
care in remote rural areas.18 In India, Khokar19

explored the use of short message service
(SMS) reminders to promote monthly breast
self-examinations. Finally, in Zambia, telemedi-
cine using digital images and distance consulta-
tion enabled the provision of cervical cancer
screening, diagnosis, and treatment in areas with
limited access to physicians and laboratory in-
frastructure.20 Articles advocated for the broad
use of ICTs in overcoming barriers to cancer pre-
vention, suchasaccess to information, healthcare
providers and specialists, quality care, and cost of
services, especially in rural or resource-limited
settings.3,21-23

ICT Applications for Cancer Prevention

Within the reviewed articles, mHealth, telemedi-
cine, and ICTswere identified. Articles highlighted
both demand- and supply-side barriers that could
be addressed by these ICTs. Demand-side bar-
riers included timely health care seeking for breast
and cervical cancers, stigma,3 lack of informa-
tion,21 and cost of care to the individual.17 They
noted that health seeking was also impeded by
fear associatedwith a cancerdiagnosis becauseof
the high mortality rate in LMICs. Cancer myths,
stigma, and gender inequities were also identified
as barriers to timely care seeking faced by
women.17 These, along with the complexity of
medical information and ambiguities of the nature
of chronic disease, posed challenges in commu-
nicating to patients.21 One article indicated that
women lacked information on cancer because
they may be apathetic in seeking it.3 Another
article noted that women’s access to information
might be minimal or inaccurate.21 Even if there
was some understanding of cancer prevention
and screening, the perceived cost of care and
lack of trust in the quality of care could pre-
vent care seeking.3 These demand-side factors
led to late-stage diagnosis and poorer health
outcomes.23

In a few cases, mobile telephones were used
to facilitate the dissemination of prevention

Table 1 – Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria for Literature
Review

Type Criterion

Inclusion Published between 2005 and 2015

Original research, review, systematic
review, or meta-analysis

Search words as defined in Methods and
in Table 2

LMICs with World Bank classification

English language

Exclusion Articles/studies focused only on
high-income countries

Editorial discussion arguing case for
field of research or course of action

Newspaper article or other form of
popular media

Does not include primary or secondary
prevention of cancer

Lacks supporting evidence in main text
(eg, details on databases searched or
selection criteria)

Does not use some form of ICT

Abbreviations: ICT, information or communication technology;
LMIC, low- or middle-income country.

Table 2 – Search Terms for Inclusion

Search Term

Information and communication technology (ICT) AND

Using any of the following terms: information communication technology, mobile
health, mHealth, telemedicine, telecommunications, smartphone, mobile phone,
eHealth, and teleoncology

Cancer prevention AND

Using any of the following terms: cancer prevention, cancer screening, cancer literacy,
cervical cancer, breast cancer, human papillomavirus, cancer education, visual
screening, cancer awareness, cancer control, primary prevention, and secondary
prevention

Low- and middle-income countries (LMICs)

Using any of the following terms: LMICs, India, Africa, Asia, South America, low-income
country, middle-income country, and developing country
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messagesand/or seenasan important component
to addressing demand-side barriers. For example,
a study inDelhi, India, explored the effectiveness of
SMS reminders for a monthly self-breast examina-
tion among 106 women who were employed in the
organization and possessed a mobile telephone.
After 2 months of sending reminders, there was a
statistically significant increase in the practice of
breast self-examination from 42% at the end of the
first month to nearly 73% at the end of 6 months
(P , .05).19 Another article presented a 10-layer
health model focused exclusively on messaging
andeducation thatwasdevelopedfromanoverview
of potential ICTs for breast cancer prevention.21 It
explored how prevention, diagnosis, and treatment
messagescouldbedisseminated forbreast cancer,
highlighting SMS, voice calls, social media, the
Internet, e-mail, and Web sites. Mobile technology

was considered the primary agent of communica-
tion and the Internet as secondary. This was the
only article to specify message content.

Telemedicine and mHealth were advocated as
potential solutions to supply-side barriers, such
as health system deficiencies and challenges of
access and cost. Nearly all studies hypothesized a
reduction of costs as a primary benefit of using
ICTs. Reductions resulted from removing unnec-
essary referrals, reducing travel andwaiting times,
and eliminating the need for a physician to be
present on site. The time saved resulted in quicker
medical attention, hence improving patient out-
comes. Provision of cancer prevention and treat-
ment services was especially lacking for the poor
and in rural areas, where there were few oppor-
tunities for affordable or quality care.17,18 Thus,
the broad binding constraints noted in the literature
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database searching
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for inclusion
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synthesis and analysis

(n = 8)
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Fig 1 –

Process of article selection.
ICT, information or
communication
technology; LMIC, low- or
middle-income country.
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were delivery and coordination of care, rather than
biomedical knowledge.22 This was supported by
evidence that highlighted limited human and tech-
nical resources, such as low physician density or
physician-to-patient ratio, limited funding for pre-
vention programs, undercapacitated laboratory in-
frastructure, and distance to clinics.20,23 Overall,
delivery of care was inhibited by cost, access to
health services, organizational constraints on ac-
cess to specialized care, and a weak, fragmented
health system.18,22 ICTs were proposed as part of
the solution to these challenges.

Telemedicine was viewed as a means of both re-
ducing cost and increasing access to comprehen-
sivecarespecifically for remote locations, because it
facilitated access to experts and transfers of labo-
ratory data for earlier detection and better diagno-
sis.23 In Cambodia, medical information, including
photographs,weresent via e-mail to adistant center
of expertise to facilitate remote diagnosis and rec-
ommend treatment options.18 Over time, the num-
ber of offsite referrals and thedurationof theprimary
complaint decreased. However, in this case, spe-
cific data on cervical and breast cancer screening
and diagnosis were not presented.

An initiative in Zambia used a telemedicine plat-
form specifically for cervical cancer screening,
diagnosis, and treatment.20Usingdigital cervicog-
raphy, photographs of the cervix were obtained
and sent to a specialist at a distant center for rapid
consultation or for quality control and continuing
education. The introduction of mobile technolo-
gies in Zambia facilitated task shifting, allowing
nonphysician health care workers to provide ser-
vices. They used widely available and affordable
communication technologies to sustainably de-
liver cervical cancer screening and treatment ser-
vices. Holeman et al22 illustrated the ability of
mHealth to strengthen health systems through a
case in Malawi where CHWs were provided a
mobile telephone to connect with a nurse at the
district hospital. Benefits included improved pri-
mary health care via referrals, reporting of symp-
toms, and requesting of supplies and advice.

Uniquely, a case in Bangladesh used a random-
ized controlled trial (RCT) to evaluate an mHealth
application wielded by CHWs that addressed both
demand- and supply-side issues.17 CHWs used
smartphones to improve breast health outreach
(participation inan interview,disclosureof abreast
symptom, and uptake of a clinical breast exami-
nation) through a motivational video. The study
also looked at the added benefit of a patient
navigation tool and found that women who

received this additional intervention were signifi-
cantly more likely to attend a clinic visit after an
abnormal clinical breast examination thanwomen
in comparison groups. Parham et al20 also advo-
cated for the use of ICTs to improve both demand
for and supply of cancer prevention services, such
as ongoing capacity building for health care pro-
viders, program monitoring and evaluation, and
patient education.

Implementation Experiences and Outcomes

The articles we reviewed provided limited evidence
in support of the use of ICTs in cancer prevention
and also revealed the limitations and challenges of
implementing ICT-based interventions. The Ban-
gladesh study was the only large-scale RCT of
an ICT-based cancer prevention intervention.17 It
found thatCHWsequippedwithasmartphonewere
able to interview more women and identify more
patients with an abnormal clinical breast examina-
tion. In addition, those with an abnormal clinical
breast examination who were offered a clinic ap-
pointment by a CHW armed with the smartphone
application were more likely to adhere to advice
regarding a clinic visit. However, this study under-
scored difficulties in tracking the final diagnoses of
womenwith abnormal breast examinations and the
importance of linking the ICTapplication across the
care continuum, from screening to diagnosis to
treatment. Moreover, the trial was conducted in
an area where community trust had been estab-
lished, which could have contributed to the high
acceptability of the intervention.

Several technical challenges unique to mHealth-
supported screening applications were noted in
the literature. Image clarity affected remote di-
agnosis, because devices ranged in quality.
Moreover, the skill of the operator was critical in
capturing features suchas lesiondepth.20Devices
were also found to malfunction or need repairs,
which can take a long time in low-resource set-
tings. The quality of training for the users of the
mHealth application and their ability to translate
information into practice were also important in-
fluences on outcomes. Connectivity to the Internet
and/or mobile telephone network also determined
the effectiveness of ICT-based interventions, as
was the case in Cambodia. Beyond limited con-
nectivity, the availability of smartphones also re-
quired consideration. In both Bangladesh and
Malawi, researchers equipped CHWs with smart-
phones and provided themwith training on smart-
phone use.17,22 Recognizing this challenge,
Holeman et al22 argued for building on existing
technology and adapting current interventions.
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Beyond this, evidence pointed to the need for
continued research on how innovations can ex-
plicitly address and promote sustained behavior
change. The SMS-based intervention assessed
the practice of breast self-examinations at
6 months; however, it is unclear how long the
practice was continued.19 It may be useful for
mHealth interventions to be sustained over long
periods of time for evaluation and improved effec-
tiveness. Holeman et al22 called for human-
centered design to promote behavior change, that
is, design that explicitly aligns and adapts tech-
nology for cancer care provision in local contexts.

Few articles unpacked cultural barriers to
ICT-supported interventions. ICTs were not
designed specifically to address barriers such as
stigma, gender inequity, or lack of knowledge of
cancer. Moreover, users may not be familiar with
the technologies used and may require in-depth
training. Lack of familiarity could affect ease of
adoption and effectiveness of ICT-based interven-
tions. One article noted that in an intervention
implemented by Medic Mobile in Malawi, CHWs
had never used laptops or mobile telephones, but
they were successful in exchanging information
using these devices over the first 6 months.22

Variations in exposure to and experience with
ICTs, particularly in rural areas, were not high-
lighted in the literature. Table 3 summarizes se-
lected articles.

Review Limitations

Our review has several limitations. Although we
ultimately focused on telemedicine and mHealth,
preliminary searches included a broader set of
ICT-related terms, such as radio, tablet, and In-
ternet. Because we found no articles satisfying
those terms, they were excluded from the final
search strategy. We were also limited by the
number of search terms that certain search en-
gines could process. Given the focus on women’s
cancers—breast and cervical cancers—tobacco-
related cancers were excluded, although there is
likely to be a more robust literature on ICT appli-
cations in that context.24,25

All the articles we identified focused on LMICs in
Africa or Asia. The lack of low-income countries or
countries in Latin America or central Asiamay be a
limitation of our search strategy. The dearth of ICT
applications for cancer prevention in low-income
countries might be a result of the availability of ICT
infrastructure, differing health priorities, and af-
fordability of devices.26,27 Latin America and cen-
tral Asiamaybeabsent because somecountries in
these regions are categorized as low income and

others as upper middle–income countries, which
were not part of our inclusion criteria.

A number of publications were relevant to our
overall goal but did not fit our inclusion criteria.
Most often, articles were excluded because they
did not focus on an LMIC. That said, studies in
high- and upper middle–income countries might
provide relevant insights, such as the use of tele-
medicine to addresshuman resource limitations28

or analyses of Internet usebypatientswith cervical
cancer to increase access to information.29 We
also excluded articles that focused on ICT appli-
cations for the prevention of cancers other than
breast or cervical (eg, lung, colorectal, and stom-
ach [n = 7] in low-resource settings outside of
LMICs). Because ICT-supported interventions
are a relatively new phenomenon, there may be
interventions that have not yet been published.
Given this,weattempted tocast awidenetbyusing
broad search terms.

DISCUSSION

Our review indicates that there are few publica-
tions that reflect specifically on the role ofmHealth
and telemedicine in breast and cervical cancer
prevention or that describe ICT-based interven-
tions. Only two articles provided quantitative mea-
sures of intervention outcomes, and evidence on
long-term implementation outcomes and chal-
lenges of ICT-supported programs has not been
gathered.Only four studies collectedprimarydata:
two used quasi-experimental designs, one was
a community-based observational study, and
another used an RCT design. The RCT, in Ban-
gladesh, identified a significant increase in par-
ticipant follow-up—43% with a CHW compared
with 63% when the CHW was guided by a smart-
phone.17 However, studies such as this were
conducted over a relatively short duration (, 6
months) and based on small sample sizes.
Although the RCT, for example, indicated a sta-
tistically significant increase in breast self-
examination from SMS reminders, the data were
collected over the initial 2 months, and reminder
effectiveness may decrease over time.17 Thus,
issues such as scalability, replicability, sustain-
ability, and long-term effectiveness have not yet
been examined in LMICs. There is an especially
sizeable gap in the literature around scale-up and
sustainability of ICT-based cancer prevention in-
terventions. Engagements with stakeholders such
as the government, nongovernmental organiza-
tions, and communities were not explicitly de-
scribed, integrated, or targeted in any article,
showing the nascent stages of research and
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evidence generation in this field. Articles fell short
on policy and legal integration and lacked data
on the costs of ICT-supported interventions. Not
surprising given the limited amount of original
research in this field, insights garnered from stud-
ies and commentaries were not necessarily sup-
ported by quantitative evidence.

Lessons may be drawn from noncancer ICT-
supported interventions as well as cancer-focused
ICT interventions inuppermiddle– andhigh-income
countries. For example, a systematic review of
ICTs for chronic disease management and con-
trol showed that ICTs improved health education
and hypertension detection.30 Another looked to
mHealth to address noncommunicable diseases in
sub-SaharanAfricaandconcluded (aswehave) that
there is insufficient evidence in support of mHealth
for noncommunicable disease prevention and con-
trol in that setting.31 It is also worth noting that the
literature suggests that ICT-supported chronic dis-
ease interventions have not been rigorously evalu-
ated or documented in LMICs. However, there are
some promising ICT-supported breast and cervical
cancer prevention interventions in upper middle–
and high-income countries. A feasibility study of
breast self-examination reminders via a smart-
phoneapplication inKorea reportedan increase in
breast self-examination screening.7 In New Mex-
ico in the United States, a study on cancer pre-
vention knowledge, health seeking behavior, and
desire for mobile messaging among Hispanic and
non-Hispanic rural women concluded that mobile
technology may fill an important gap in educa-
tional needs on cancer prevention.8 A study in
Botswana showed improved access to see-and-
treat cervical cancer screening via mobile tele-
medicine for women in remote regions.9 Another
pilot program in Botswana using telemedicine to
reach regions with few medical specialists dem-
onstrated the need for both strong management
and local partnerships to achieve sustainability. It
identified benefits of reduced referral costs and
improved patient outcome; however, significant
limitations concerning device function and cul-
tural alignment existed.10 These experiences in-
dicate that ICTs can help overcome barriers such
as access, reach, and awareness in LMICs.

Future efforts should examine how ICTs can be
used to address cultural barriers to the prevention
of women’s cancers. Programs will also need to
take into account factors suchas thegenderdigital
divide—the gender disparities in both access to
and use of ICTs32—and the role of families, re-
ligious leaders, and social networks more broadly
in shaping women’s access to and control over

resources. Ideas about how ICTs can be used to
address cultural issues may be derived from de-
ployments of ICTs to advance women’s empow-
erment in other domains in LMICs. Such
empowerment outcomes through ICTs have been
observed across individual and collective levels.32

In Bangladesh, ICTs have been used by women’s
microcredit groups to increase efficient access to
funds and decision making.33 ICTs also broke
down barriers to learning English, specifically
faced by women, by bringing information to the
domestic sphere and increasing women’s confi-
dence in interacting with technology.34 Such
ICT-enabled platforms used by women may offer
opportunities to promote cancer prevention and
provide insights into the optimal ways in which
ICTs can be applied to address barriers related to
access and decision making faced by women.

Experiences such as in Bangladesh suggest that
ICTs may open new avenues of access to infor-
mation and services for women and thus help
overcome gender-based barriers. That said, it is
important that programs also carefully moni-
tor ways in which the use of ICTs may unwit-
tingly exacerbate or reinforce underlying gender
inequalities32,34 or result in other adverse unin-
tended consequences. For example, ICTs may be
used topromotewomen’sawarenessof breast and
cervical cancers and the importance of screening
and early detection. However, if prevention ser-
vices are unavailable or unaffordable, awareness-
raising efforts may increase feelings of helpless-
ness and result in anxiety or distress. Similarly, if
ICT-enabled interventions improve screening
follow-up, but screening test performance is poor,
overall intervention outcomes will be suboptimal.
Thus, ICT-supported efforts must be seen as part
of a broader effort to improve the care continuum
of prevention and designed and monitored to
minimize unintended harms.

More research is needed to better understand
which of the demand- and supply-side challenges
to breast and cervical cancer prevention in LMICs
can be effectively addressed by the application
of ICTs. Overall, few attempts have been made
to deploy ICTs to address issues such as lack
of awareness and stigma related to breast and
cervical cancers, although the importance
of addressing sociocultural barriers, including
awareness gaps and stigma, are well recog-
nized.17 As Andela et al noted, “the future of
cancer medicine in developing countries hinges
on the demystification of cancer through positive
information, coupled to an effective organization
that allows for optimal use of available resources,
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facilitates access and promotes flow of knowledge
and technology through stakeholders.”3(p1) Fu-
ture research should take a more comprehensive
approach to assessing the role of ICTs. There is
also a need to examine the use of ICTs to support
integration and/or coordination of interventions
spanning primary, secondary, and tertiary cancer
prevention (Table 4).

Given the state of the current literature, immediate
priorities for researchonICTsandbreastandcervical
cancer prevention include more rigorous investiga-
tion, including the use of quasiexperimental and
experimental study designs, to generate quantitative
objectivemeasures; studies that include longer-term
follow-upandevaluation; researchon thecosts, cost
savings, and cost effectiveness of ICT-supported
interventions; development of an implementation
and evaluation framework that synthesizes preven-
tion priorities, challenges to cancer prevention, and
ICT applications within the health system; and in-
tegration of cultural context, taking into account
gender norms, community priorities, and stigma
associated with cancer.

In conclusion, ICT-supported interventions for
prevention of breast and cervical cancers seem
feasible and indeed promising. The literature sug-
gests that there is anopportunity andaneed for the
creative use of ICTs to address both demand- and
supply-side barriers to prevention of breast and
cervical cancers in LMICs. Future efforts to design
ICT-supported interventions for the prevention of
women’scancers shouldconsider lessons learned
from using ICT-based women’s empowerment
programs in LMICs. However, there is insufficient
evidenceon themost feasibleandeffectiveways in
which ICTs can be used to support long-term
cancer prevention efforts. Future efforts to exam-
ine ICT applications for cancer prevention for
women should build on the available information
in LMICs, experiences of implementing ICT-based
cancer prevention interventions in high-income
countries (especially those targeting hard-to-
reach, disadvantaged populations) and consider
possible lessons from the applications of ICTs in
non–cancer-related health promotion initiatives.
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Benefit
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Increasing awareness levels

Promoting behavior change regarding risk factors

Reducing stigma

Secondary prevention

Promoting behavior change to seek early detection

Improving referral pathway linkages to diagnosis and care

Reducing stigma

Disease management

Coordinating services and delivery of care (eg, patient navigation)

Improving management

Treatment adherence

Survival

Symptoms and sequelae

Survivor-related counseling (eg, nutrition)

Improving quality of life

Palliative care

Navigation of health system

Referral pathways to diagnosis and treatment

Access to information on financial assistance

Access to information on facilities for diagnosis, treatment, and care

Access to information on palliative care

Abbreviation: ICT, information or communication technology.
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Cancer Pain Management Insights and
Reality in Southeast Asia: Expert
Perspectives From Six Countries

executive
sum
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This expert opinion report examines thecurrent realities of the cancer painmanagement landscapeand the
various factors that hinder optimal pain control in six countries in Southeast Asia, describes ongoingefforts
to advance patient care, and discusses approaches for improving cancer pain management. Information
wasgathered from leading experts in the field of cancer painmanagement in eachcountry throughan initial
meeting and subsequent e-mail discussions. Overall, there are vast disparities in cancer painmanagement
practices and access to opioids in the Southeast Asian countries. The experts considered cancer pain as
being generally undermanaged. Access to opioids is inadequate in most countries, and opioid use for
analgesia remains inadequate in the region. Several system-, physician-, and patient-related barriers to
adequate pain relief were identified, including widespread over-regulation of opioid use, shortage of
trained health care workers, inadequacies in pain assessment and knowledge about managing pain, and
widespread resistance among patients and physicians toward opioid treatment. According to the experts,
many of the ongoing initiatives in the Southeast Asian countries are related to educating patients and
physicians on cancer pain management and opioid use. Efforts to improve opioid availability and reduce
regulatory barriers in the region are limited, and much work is still needed to improve the status of cancer
pain management in the region. Enacting necessary change will require recognition of the unique needs
and resources of each country and collaboration across interdisciplinary professional teams to improve
cancer pain care in this region.

INTRODUCTION

The worldwide burden of cancer is increasing at
an alarming pace. The annual number of new
cancer cases is projected to rise from 14 million
in 2012 to 22 million over the next two decades.1

Asia bears a disproportionate burden of the dis-
ease; about half the new cases are expected to
occur in Asia by 2030.2 Pain is one of the most
burdensome symptoms of cancer. It is complex
and dynamic and often has multiple etiologies
arising from the tumor or from cancer treatments
and diagnostic procedures.3 More than half of
all patients with cancer experience pain. In
advanced disease, close to two thirds of patients
report pain, about half of whom suffer pain of
moderate-to-severe intensity.4 If cancer pain is
not adequately treated, it can have devastating
consequences that affect the quality of life of
patients and their families.

The WHO introduced a three-step analgesic lad-
der in 1986 as a framework to guide cancer pain
control worldwide.5 Various international guide-
lines and recommendations have since been de-
veloped to improve the management of cancer

pain.6-8 With proper application of recommended
therapeutic approaches, adequate pain relief can
be achieved in the vast majority of patients. How-
ever, unrelieved pain continues to be a substantial
global public health concern in patients with can-
cer,9-11 withmore than 40%of patients worldwide
not receiving adequate pain medications.9 The
prevalence of undertreated cancer pain in Asia is
particularly high: 59% compared with 40% in
Europe and 39% in the United States.9

Inadequate cancer pain management is a multi-
factorial problem. Poor resources, inadequate pain
assessment, poor opioid access, excessive opioid
regulations, misconceptions about pain analge-
sics, lack of knowledge about chronic pain, and
knowledge deficiency among physicians on can-
cer pain management and prescription of pain
analgesics contribute to undue suffering in many
patients.12-14 Although strong opioids represent
the first-line treatment of choice for the manage-
ment of moderate-to-severe cancer pain, many
countries in Asia record low or even no use of
opioid analgesics relative to the estimated need
for opioid analgesics.15 Access to opioids is
significantly impaired in several Asian countries
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because of limited opioid formularies or exces-
sively restrictive opioid policies.13 Moreover,
many physicians and patients are reluctant to
use opioids because they have inadequate
knowledge about their use.16-18 As a result,many
patients with moderate or severe pain do not
receive adequate treatment to relieve their suf-
fering. Considering the rapidly rising incidence of
cancer in Asia, there is an urgent need for better
pain control in the region.

There is a significant gap between clinical guide-
line recommendations and the reality of cancer
pain management, but understanding the chal-
lenges of cancer pain management will guide
decisions that can narrow this gap. Because there
has not been much research on cancer pain
management practices in Southeast Asia, an ex-
pert panel was convened to examine the current
statusandchallengesof cancerpainmanagement
and to identify areas that require prompt interven-
tions to achieve appropriate patient care. This
report provides an expert summary of the current
realities of the cancer pain management land-
scape and the trends in practice environment that
are affecting patient access to adequate pain relief
in six Southeast Asian countries. It also describes
ongoing efforts to advance patient care and dis-
cusses management approaches that could be
applied to improve pain management in these
countries.

PANELISTS AND METHODS

The panel consisted of leading experts (oncolo-
gists, pain specialists, anesthesiologists, and pal-
liative care specialists) from six Southeast Asian
countries: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. All six panel-
ists were chosen because of their recognized
expertise in providing pain care for patients with
cancer and in using opioids to treat chronic pain
syndromes in their respective countries. These
specialists are affiliated with associations, soci-
eties, or institutions that focus on pain medicine,
oncology, or palliative medicine, and they have ex-
tensive knowledge of the health care standards
and practice environment for pain management
in their respective countries.

The panelists met to discuss the current cancer
pain management landscape in their respective
countries. They examined the challenges of ade-
quate cancer pain care and discussed initiatives
that are being undertaken to improve the status of
cancer pain care in their countries. The experts
developed a structured document that contained
specific themes chosen on the basis of their

discussions during the initial meeting and on
topics in the literature, contributions made during
the meeting, and relevant information from pub-
lished studies. The document was circulated by
e-mail among the experts to collect their inputs on
the chosen themes, as well as insights and de-
velopments since the initialmeeting. The following
themes were discussed: opioid accessibility for
pain relief, regulatory barriers to opioid access,
availability of health care resources, availability of
painmanagement guidelines, pain assessment
practices, management of adverse effects of
opioids, physicians’ knowledge of cancer pain
management, and patients’ and physicians’
perceptions of opioid use.

Responses were collated, and a draft report was
developed and sent by e-mail to all experts for
comments and critiques. Feedback was incorpo-
rated, and a revised draft was recirculated to the
panel for reviewand input. The reportwas finalized
when the panel was satisfied with the content.

RESULTS

Availability, Accessibility, and Consumption of
Opioids for Pain Relief

The availability and consumption of six common
strong opioid formulations are summarized in
Table 1. According to the experts, Malaysia and
the Philippines have all six formulations on the
national formulary, Thailand has five, and
Indonesia, Singapore, and Vietnam have four.
The most common opioid formulations were
immediate- or controlled-release oral morphine,
injectable morphine, and transdermal fentanyl.
In terms of actual availability, the experts stated
thatpatientshaveaccess tomostof the formulations
on the formulary at least 70% of the time in the
Southeast Asian countries except for the Philip-
pines, wheremost opioid formulations are available
to patients only half the time. In Indonesia, patients
have access to immediate-release oral morphine
and injectable morphine only half the time, and in
Thailand, transdermal fentanyl is available only half
the time. In Vietnam, controlled-release oral mor-
phine is available only occasionally (5% to 10% of
the time) as is transdermal fentanyl (25% to 30%of
the time).

The experts stated that strong opioids are widely
available in all public and university hospitals in
Malaysia, Singapore, andThailand.However, they
are accessible primarily in higher-level hospitals in
Indonesia, thePhilippines, andVietnam.Although
medical opioid use has increased in the six coun-
tries over the past decade, use remains low:
0.32mgmorphineequivalenceminusmethadone
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per person in Indonesia, 0.56 mg in the Philip-
pines, 6.2 mg in Malaysia, and 8.7 mg in Singa-
pore in 2012 (Table 1).19 The greatest increase in
opioid use was in Indonesia and Vietnam, about
five-fold from 2002. Malaysia, Singapore, and
Thailand doubled their use over the last decade,
but opioid use in the Philippines remains largely
the same.

Regulatory Barriers

The experts identified common regulatory barriers
to opioid access in the six Southeast Asian coun-
tries that are summarized in Table 2. Regulations
governingopioidaccessvaryamong thecountries:
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam have
considerable regulatory restrictions on the use
of opioids, reporting three or more of the identified
barriers, Malaysia reported one, and Thailand
reported two. Singapore did not report any of
the regulatory restrictions.

The most common barrier was limited duration of
the opioid prescription, which was reported in five

countries with the limit ranging from a few days to
3 months. Half the countries—Indonesia, the Phil-
ippines, and Vietnam—reported burdensome pro-
cedures and restrictions on physicians who
prescribed opioids (Table 2). Indonesia reported
that physicians had to cope with complex proce-
dures to receive special authority to prescribe opi-
oidsandwithburdensomeprocedures for reporting
every prescription to the Ministry of Health. In the
Philippines, the procedures for applying for a nar-
cotics license are complex and complicated. In
Vietnam, caregivers are required to produce a cer-
tificateof survival before they cancollect prescribed
opioids for their family members. In Indonesia and
Vietnam, opioid prescription is restricted to specific
groups of specialists; in the Philippines, opioid
prescription is restricted to only those physicians
who have a narcotics license (Table 2).

Two of the six countries reported a requirement
for special prescription forms and excessive
bureaucratic policies governing the use of opioids
(Table 2). Medical use of opioids is governed by

Table 1 – Opioid Availability and Actual Consumption in Six Southeast Asian Countries

Country

Formulary* and Actual Availability†
Opioid Use

(2012
v 2002)‡19

IR Oral
Morphine

CR Oral
Morphine

Injectable
Morphine

IR Oral
Oxycodone

CR Oral
Oxycodone

Transdermal
Fentanyl

Indonesia 0.32 v 0.06

Formulary Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Actual Half the time 80% of the time Half the time Not available Not available 70% of the time

Malaysia 6.23 v 2.72

Formulary Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Actual All the time All the time All the time . 80% of the time . 80% of the time . 80% of the time

Philippines 0.56 v 0.49

Formulary Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Actual Half the time Half the time Half the time Half the time At least half the time Half the time

Singapore 8.70 v 3.37

Formulary Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Actual All the time All the time All the time All the time All the time All the time

Thailand 2.27 v 1.06

Formulary Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Actual . 80% of the time . 80% of the time All the time Not available Not available Half the time

Vietnam 1.13 v 0.24

Formulary Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Actual All the time 5%-10% of
the time

All the time Not available Not available 25%-30% of
the time

CR, controlled release; IR, immediate release.
*Formulary availability refers to the inclusion of opioids in a national essential medicines list; actual availability refers to the actual availability of opioids to a patient holding a valid
prescription (definitions were obtained from Cherny et al20).

†Information relating to formulary availability of opioids in Singapore was obtained from the standard drug list that was maintained by the Ministry of Health.21

‡Milligrams morphine equivalence minus methadone per person.
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stringent laws and is closely monitored in the
Philippines and Vietnam. Physicians face severe
penalties such as criminal charges or suspension
of their license for overprescribing opioids. Be-
cause of this, many physicians are reluctant to
prescribe strong opioids or they hesitate to pre-
scribeanadequatedose, evenwhenpatientshave
unresolved pain.

Resource Barriers

There are still many resource barriers to optimal
pain relief in the region.24-26 According to the
experts, the most prominent constraint is a short-
age of health care personnel and physicians who
are trained in cancer pain management or palli-
ative care, reported in Malaysia, Singapore, and
Thailand. In Indonesia, lack of trained personnel
and funding to provide training in cancer pain
management are still unconquered barriers, and
the Philippines and Vietnam contend with limited
funding for pain relief.

Availability of Pain Management Guidelines

The experts stated that local pain management
guidelines27-30 are available in Malaysia, Singa-
pore, Thailand, and Vietnam, but not in the Phil-
ippines and Indonesia, where physicians consult
international guidelines for guidance. In countries
in which local guidelines have not been updated
regularly—Singapore and Vietnam—physicians
also use international guidelines. According to
the experts, the WHO analgesic ladder5 and the
National Comprehensive Cancer Network clinical
practice guideline6 are more commonly used
among the countries. Pain guidelines are widely
used by physicians in Malaysia, Singapore, and
Thailand. However, in the Philippines and Viet-
nam, the use of pain guidelines is limited primarily
to specialists.

Current Pain Assessment Practices and
Management of Adverse Effects of Opioids

The experts stated that cancer pain ismanaged by
the attending physicians who are primarily oncol-
ogists, palliative care specialists, pain specialists,
or anesthesiologists in most countries, but it is
managed by specific specialists (oncologists and/
or anesthesiologists) in Indonesia and Vietnam.
Pain is being widely assessed as a fifth vital sign
in Malaysia31 and Singapore. In contrast, pain is
gaining acceptance as a vital sign in Indonesia,
the Philippines, and Thailand, but Vietnam does
not yet consider it a fifth vital sign. Pain scoring
systems are widely used in hospitals in Malaysia
andSingapore to evaluate pain severity; however,
such systems are used primarily in higher-level
hospitals in Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand,
and Vietnam because health care providers in
other hospitals do not have adequate knowledge
about the proper use of these tools. In lower-level
hospitals in these countries, pain is not evaluated
or is assessed primarily on the basis of patients’
verbal description. Unidimensional pain scoring
systems such as the Visual Analog Scale, Numer-
ical Rating Scale, or Face Pain Scale represent
the most commonly used pain scoring systems
across the countries to measure pain intensity.
Only three countries (the Philippines, Singapore,
and Thailand) reported using multidimensional
tools, primarily in pain clinics.

In all six countries, common adverse effects of
opioid treatment are generally managed by the
attending physicians who prescribed the opioids,
primarily medical oncologists or palliative care
practitioners who are able to manage the basic
symptoms. However, complicated cases are often
referred to pain specialists, anesthesiologists, or
intensivists who are better equipped to manage
more complex symptoms or conditions.

Table 2 –CommonRegulatoryBarriers to Accessibility of StrongOpioids for CancerPainRelief in Six Southeast AsianCountries (FromExperts’Opinions and
Relevant Published Articles)

Country
Limited Prescription

Duration

Burdensome
Procedures
Relating to
Prescription

Physician Prescriber
Restrictions

Requirement for Special
Prescription Form

Excessive Bureaucratic
Regulation Policies

Indonesia Yes, few days Yes Yes, restricted to oncologists and
anesthesiologists only

No No

Malaysia Yes, up to 90 days No No No No

Philippines Yes, up to 1 month Yes17 Yes, restricted to physicians who have
a narcotics license

Yes Yes

Singapore No No No No No

Thailand Yes, up to 1 month No No22 Yes22 No

Vietnam Yes, up to 10 days Yes Yes, restricted to oncologists only No Yes
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Physicians’ Knowledge of Cancer Pain
Management

The experts stated that physicians inMalaysia and
Singapore generally possess an adequate knowl-
edge of cancer pain management. Content on
palliative care and cancer pain management
has been widely integrated into the curricula for
undergraduate and postgraduate medical stu-
dents in Malaysia and Singapore. In addition,
practicing physicians attend training sessions or
workshops on a regular basis to maintain their
competency in providing quality pain manage-
ment care. But there is still a widespread deficit
in knowledgeabout cancer painmanagement and
palliativemedicine among physicians, particularly
among nonspecialists, in Indonesia, the Philip-
pines, Thailand,27,32 and Vietnam. Palliative care
and cancer pain care are often not included in the
curriculumorarenot adequately taught inmedical
schools in these countries. In addition, health care
providers and physicians have limited educational
opportunities for keeping up with current trends
and expanding their skills, but the situation in
Thailand and Vietnam is improving. Efforts are
being made to integrate palliative care medicine
into undergraduate and postgraduate curricula
and to provide opportunities for continuing edu-
cation so that physicians and other health care
providers can increase their competency.

Experts’ Perceived Physician and Patient
Perceptions of Opioid Use

According to the experts, physicians inmost coun-
tries have negative perceptions of opioid prescrip-
tion, but those in Singapore generally recognize
the need to prescribe opioid treatment for optimal
relief of moderate-to-severe cancer pain. Indone-
sia,Malaysia, Thailand, andVietnam reported that
the most common barrier identified was fear of
adverse effects of opioid treatment. Other barriers
include fear of possible legal, regulatory, or licens-
ing sanctions related to opioid prescriptions re-
ported in the Philippines and Vietnam, perceived
complexity of opioid administration in Vietnam,
and perceived danger of opioid use because of
stigmatizing language in the Philippines.

The experts noted that patient-related barriers to
opioiduseexist inall sixcountries.Themostcommon
barrier perceived by the experts was fear of addiction
or of being labeled as a drug addict reported in
Malaysia,18Singapore,andThailand.Other identified
barriers include perceived association with the end
of life reported in the Philippines and Vietnam, per-
ceived danger with opioid use in thePhilippines, and
fearofadverseeffectsofopioid treatment inMalaysia.

Ongoing Efforts

The experts said that work is currently being un-
dertaken to improve the management of cancer
pain in the six Southeast Asian countries. Efforts to
improve opioid regulation, opioid accessibility,
standard of care for pain, and physicians’ and
patients’ knowledge of pain management were
identified and are presented in Table 3. According
to the experts, Malaysia, the Philippines, and
Thailand devote considerable effort to improving
the current status of cancer pain management,
and these countries report an array of initiatives in
four of theaforementionedaspects; theother three
countries reported initiatives in three aspects. The
most common initiative identified was physician
and patient education, which is being imple-
mented in all six countries. Other initiatives—
increasing the supply of opioid analgesics and
widening opioid access to less accessible regions
in the country or to patients with limited access—
are being undertaken in fewer countries. Additional
efforts are being made to eliminate prescriber re-
striction in emergency situations, to increase regu-
lators’knowledge regarding theuseof opioids in the
management of cancer, and to improve standardof
care for pain management.

SUMMARY

Current Cancer Pain Management Landscape in
Six Southeast Asian Countries

This expert opinion report examined the current
status of cancer painmanagement in six countries
in Southeast Asia. It also described the barriers
influencing cancer care and the strategies taken to
improve patient care. Overall, there is significant
disparity in cancer pain management across the
countries. In general, painmanagement practices
are suboptimal in most of the Southeast Asian
countries except Malaysia and Singapore. There
are vast disparities in access to opioids among the
countries. Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet-
nam continue to have poor access to opioids.
Opioid use for analgesia remains inadequate in
all six countries and continues to lag behind the
average global rate.19

Several system-, physician-, and patient-related
barriers that could potentially hinder optimal pain
control in the six Southeast Asian countries were
identified by the experts. Over-regulation of opioid
use for the management of cancer pain and short-
age of trained health care workers were reported in
half the countries. There is widespread inadequacy
of pain assessment and inadequate understanding
of pain management among physicians except in
Malaysia and Singapore. In addition, opioid phobia
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is perceived to be rampant among physicians and
patients in most of the Southeast Asian countries. In
general, physicians and patients alike resist use of
strong opioids, even when pain is not alleviated
adequately because of fear of adverse effects and
perceived danger of opioid treatment. Patients
often refuse opioid treatment because they fear
addictionandperceive anassociationwith theend
of life. Similar barriers have been reported in pre-
vious studies conducted in Asia13,16; for example,
the Global Opioid Policy Initiative survey reported
widespread over-regulation across many Asian
countries.13 A recent study conducted in Asia
reported inadequacy in pain assessment and

knowledge of pain management, as well as wide-
spread resistance toward opioid treatment.16

Ongoing Initiatives in Six Southeast Asian
Countries

Many of the current initiatives in the six Southeast
Asian countries are related to educating patients,
clinicians, and other health care workers on man-
aging cancer pain and the role of opioids in cancer
care. Adequate training for pain management and
opioid use is vital for improving pain assessment
practices and increasing willingness to prescribe
opioids. Regular training or workshops can help
clinicians and health care workers stay abreast of

Table 3 – Summary of Ongoing Initiatives to Improve Cancer Pain Management in Six Southeast Asian Countries

Country
Opioid

Regulation
Opioid

Accessibility
Standard
of Care

Education in Cancer
Pain Management

Physicians
Patients and
the Public

Indonesia Eliminate physician
restriction in prescribing
opioids in emergency
situations

— — Ongoing education efforts across
the country

Via road shows in
selected cities

Malaysia — Advocate
access to essential pain
relief medicines

Establish pain as the
fifth vital sign in all
hospitals27

Regular training on local guide-
lines and education initiatives
to advocate prescribing strong
opioids for moderate-to-severe
pain. Ongoing education at
undergraduate and postgrad-
uate level and continuous
education for practicing
physicians

Via leaflets and
patient infor-
mation sheet

Philippines Regulatory bodies are
attending conferences to
understand the
unmet needs of
patients with cancer
pain

— Set up pain manage-
ment clinics in hos-
pitals and attain
hospital
accreditation

Implement education at post-
graduate level, conduct ongo-
ing pain fellowship programs,
and conduct regular lectures
and symposia on pain-related
topics

Via lay fora

Singapore — — Increase numbers of
physicians specializ-
ing in pain medicine
or palliative
medicine

Ongoing education at under-
graduate and postgraduate
level and continuous educa-
tion for practicing physicians

Via awareness
programs

Thailand — Increase the supply of
opioid analgesics to
hospitals

Implement local guide-
lines in
community hospitals

Develop curriculum on pain
management for implementa-
tion in medical schools and
healthcare education pro-
grams.33 Provide regular
training in palliative care for
physicians and other health
care workers

Via media or
health care
workers

Vietnam Widenopioidaccess to less
accessible regions and
patients with limited
access

— Integrate palliative care educa-
tion into curriculum of under-
graduate and postgraduate
medical schools and nursing
schools. Organize palliative
care courses for practicing
physicians

Via media, health
care workers,
hospital Web
site, leaflets
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current pain management practices and main-
tain their competency to deliver quality care for
cancer pain. Increasing public and patient
awareness through counseling and education on
opioids is helpful for addressing stigmas associated
with opioid use, increasing acceptance of opioid
treatment of pain relief, and improving communi-
cation of pain-relatedneeds.Other initiatives are
being carried out in a limited number of South-
east Asian countries.

The Way Forward in Southeast Asia

Although several initiatives are in progress in the
six Southeast Asian countries, efforts to improve
opioid availability and reduce regulatory barriers
are limited. WHO advocates that medication avail-
ability, education, and government policy must be
addressed if cancer pain is to be overcome.34

Much work is needed to improve the status of
cancer pain management in the region. It is im-
perative that current regulations governing opioid
use are reviewed and unnecessary legal and bur-
densome barriers are eliminated to make opioid
analgesics more accessible while preventing their
abuse. Concerted efforts must be made to facili-
tate and expand opioid access for lower-level
hospitals in affected countries. Current clinical
practices must be improved via adequate pain
assessment and optimization of treatment. Stan-
dardized pain assessment protocols need to be
developed in each country to improve pain as-
sessment practices. Continuous education for pa-
tients, the public, andhealth care professionals on
pain-related topics is critical forpromoting sustain-
able improvement in patient care. To enact nec-
essary changes, the unique needs and resources
of each country must be recognized, and in-
terdisciplinary teams, including governments,
health ministries, health care professionals, pain
management specialists, drug regulators,medical

associations, and the pharmaceutical industry,
must be engaged.

The key limitation of this study is the small
number of participants: one expert from each
country provided opinions on the status of can-
cer pain management in his or her respective
country. There is a potential for bias, particu-
larly in countries with varied health care set-
tings, such as Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Vietnam, in which the standards of health care
facilities differ between cities and rural areas.
Opinions from a multidisciplinary panel of ex-
perts is needed in each country to construct a
more comprehensive perspective. This article is
one of only a few that present an overview of the
current realities of the cancer pain manage-
ment landscape and the barriers that are af-
fecting patient access to adequate pain relief in
six countries in the Southeast Asia region. It
represents the first step in trying to understand
the initiatives that are being undertaken by the
individual countries to improve management of
cancer pain. This article provides a valuable
foundation for countries that want to improve
their management of cancer pain. Future re-
search that evaluates the patterns of prescrib-
ing analgesics and patient satisfaction will help
elucidate treatment practice and patient care in
the region. A multicenter, observational study is
currently underway to investigate the status of
pain control in patients with cancer in six South-
east Asian countries. This article highlights sev-
eral barriers that interfere with appropriate
patient care in these countries. Considering
the public health burden of unrelieved pain,
these barriers must be addressed to bridge
the gap between existing treatment guidelines
and real world clinical practice.
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Misdiagnosis of Cancer as Tuberculosis
in Low- toMiddle-Income Countries: A Tip
of the Iceberg!

TO THE EDITOR:

In their recent article in Journal of Global Oncology,
Masamba et al1 concluded that misdiagnosis of
cancer as tuberculosis is a major concern in low- to
middle-income countries (LMICs). However, in our
practice and experience, it is only a tip of the iceberg
in other parts of the world such as Southeast Asia.

The authors cited the incidence of tuberculosis in
Malawi as 156 per 100,000. If we compare this
incidence with other Southeast Asian countries
and another African country, Nigeria, it seems that
the incidence of cancer misdiagnosed as tuber-
culosis would be much higher. In fact, tuberculo-
sis remains amajor health care issue as compared
with cancers as illustrated in Table 1.

There is no doubt that tuberculosis is a major
cause of morbidity and mortality in LMICs, but
in our opinion, the incidence of misdiagnosis and
mistreatment of cancer as tuberculosis is grossly
under-reported. The authors stated that tubercu-
losis often complicates the diagnosis of lympho-
mas, but in reality, it complicates the diagnoses of
other cancers as well, such as lung cancer, which
is a potentially lethal disease as compared with lym-
phomas (lymphomas being curable). Only meager
data are available from these countries, and they are
limited to case reports and retrospective series.

Underdiagnosis or misdiagnosis of cancer is re-
ported to be as high as 44% according to Burton

et al,4 who documented discrepancies between
autopsy and clinical diagnosis. Singh et al5 iden-
tified 14 patients who were treated with antituber-
culous therapybefore reviewofdiagnosis,which later
proved to be lung cancer (12 non–small-cell lung
cancer and two small-cell lung cancer). A high
prevalence of tuberculosis in LMICs may justify the
use of empirical antituberculous treatment; how-
ever, it needs vigilant monitoring, and if the patient
does not respond in a maximum of 4 weeks, the
diagnosis should be reviewed. It is not a matter of
unavailability of advanced diagnostic facilities like
CT or PET imaging; rather, it is an issue of the
training of primary health care staff, who should
have a high index of suspicion. The question is,
how can we train that staff?

We suggest that well-developed cancer aware-
ness campaigns, education, and training of health
care staff regarding the possibilities of missed di-
agnoses and their effects on an individual patient’s
mortality and morbidity can only decrease the
incidence of this important health care issue.
Nevertheless, there remains a need to properly
use health care resources in primary care in
LMICs to avoid missed or delayed diagnoses,
and that issue also highlights the difference in
cancer care between developed countries and
LMICs.
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Table 1 – Incidence of Cancer and TB in LMICs

Country Cancer Incidence2 (per 100,000) TB Incidence3 (per 100,000)

Bangladesh 104.4 227

India 94 167

Pakistan 111.8 270

Malawi 156 227

Afghanistan 115.2 189

Nigeria 100 322

Nepal 85.2 158

Bhutan 79.2 164

Abbreviations: LMICs, low- to middle-income countries; TB, tuberculosis.
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Researchers’ First Duty Is to the
Participants

TO THE EDITOR:

In their recent article in Journal of Global Oncology,
on the ethics of clinical trials in low-income coun-
tries, Prasad et al1 state that where a proven in-
tervention exists, placebo-controlled trials may
nonetheless be ethical if the intervention under
study has a reasonable chance of being imple-
mented in the host community. To illustrate their
point, they discuss a cluster randomized controlled
trial2 in Mumbai, India, of visual inspection with
aceticacid (VIA)by trainedhealthworkers toscreen
for cervical cancer. The efficacy of VIA as a screen-
ing method had already been confirmed in many
studies.3

The Mumbai trial, largely funded by the National
Institutes of Health, commenced on September
30, 1997, and followed women until the end of
2015. The trial had a no-screening arm, and the
end point was mortality from cervical cancer.

The year 1997 was also when Lurie and Wolfe
published their now famous paper4 titled “Un-
ethical Trials of Interventions to Reduce Perinatal
Transmission of the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus in Developing Countries,” in which they
challenged the use of placebo-controlled trials
in developing countries when a treatment is avail-
able in the country funding the research. In that
paper, they note that “Some officials and re-
searchers have defended the use of placebo-
controlled studies in developing countries by
arguing that the subjects are treated at least
according to the standard of care in these coun-
tries, which consists of unproven regimens or no
treatment at all. This assertion reveals a funda-
mental misunderstanding of the concept of the
standard of care.”4(p854-855)

The absence of care, they point out, is not a
standard of care. The standard is the effective
treatment that should be provided, regardless
of whether it is universally available in the host
country.

In the current case, although the researchers knew
that some women in the no-screening arm would
die precisely because they were not screened, the
authorsargue that theplaceboarmwaspermissible
because no universal cervical cancer screening
program exists; thus, “no treatment” may be
regarded as the local standard of care.

The standard screeningmethod, the Papanicolau
test, has been available and offered to women free
of charge in tertiary public hospitals in Mumbai
and in other cities since the early 1970s, including
in the Tata Memorial Hospital, which conducted
the VIA trial with a no-screening arm.

We suggest that there are critical ethical concerns
that the study authors would have become aware
of from the year 1997 onward. The Declaration of
Helsinki (DoH) in 20005 took a firm stand on this
matter, and subsequently in 20016 provided a
clarification that instead resulted in confusion,
remedied in 2008. Article 33 of the current DoH
on the use of placebo reflects the position adopted
by the DoH since 2008. It states: “...patients who
receiveany intervention lesseffective than thebest
proven one, placebo, or no intervention will not be
subject to additional risks of serious or irreversible
harm as a result of not receiving the best proven
intervention.”7

Furthermore, longstanding ethical principles are
neatly summarized in the DoH of 2013.7 Articles 8
and 9 state that, “while the primary purpose of
medical research is to generate new knowledge,
this goal cannever takeprecedenceover the rights
and interests of individual research subjects”; and
that “it is the duty of physicianswho are involved in
medical research to protect the life… of research
subjects. The responsibility for the protection of
research subjects must always rest with the phy-
sician or other health care professionals and never
with the research subjects, even though they have
given consent.”
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The substance of the issues addressed by these
Articles has not changed greatly over time.

Taken together, it would seem that when death
is a foreseeable outcome for participants and it is
possible to prevent death, the potential for social
good should not be the overwhelming consid-
eration. This principle lies at the heart of re-
search ethics. When compared with this, the
justifications given for the study design in this

case and in other similar trials of VIA8,9 fall
disturbingly short.

We agree with the authors that there is a need to
design and conduct research that is locally relevant
and will be used to benefit the community. However,
the importanceof the researchdoesnotpermitputting
the participants at foreseeable risk of significant harm.
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Beyond Me, Too

TO THE EDITOR:

The article by Gyawali1 highlights the important
issue of rising costs associated with the cancer
treatment that is important to our part of the world.
The article rightly enumerates challenges facedby
the health care system in low- and low-middle–
income countries (LLMICs). Increasing financial
burden associatedwith cancer treatment is a cause
of concern not only in developing countries, but
in the developed world as well. The author has
highlighted the current paradox that plagues the
medical fraternity. On one hand, we discuss
breakthrough research at premier scientific
meetings (eg, those of the American Society of
Clinical Oncology), while on the other, the major-
ity of the world is unable to provide basic cancer
care for patients.1

The author has correctly identified LLMICs as
being fertile ground for conducting trials. It is
surprising, however, that Gyawali limits this to
the conduct of phase I and II trials only. A large
patient pool, low overhead costs, and trained
manpower make a compelling case for the con-
duct of phase III trials in these countries.2,3 It is a
well-known fact that more than half of phase III
trials sponsored by US-based pharmaceutical
companies are conducted outside the United
States—a large number of them in LLMICs.4 Such
an approach seems attractive because it should
reduce the cost of research anddrug development,
with a resultant impact on entry pricing of new
treatments. There will also be an added ethical

responsibility among drug developers tomake the
newmoleculeavailable incountrieswhere the initial
research was conducted.

High-impact research from the developing world
has received global attention in the recent past.5,6

Importantly, all of these studies have low-cost
innovations at the core of their design with re-
sults that have global applicability7 and impli-
cations for health expenditures, which is a concern
in developed countries as well.8 This makes a case
in point for research to focus on cost-effective in-
novations rather thanhigh-end “me too”molecules
only. Exploiting the unique biologic characteristics
of cancer with simple approaches such as drug
repurposing, metronomic chemotherapy, and us-
ing the critical perioperative period to improve
long-term cancer outcomes are other attractive,
cost-effective options.9-11

With the increasing burden of cancer, a large pro-
portion of health expenditures is on its treatment.
The ability to deliver high-quality, affordable cancer
care with its increasing cost is a challenge in de-
veloped countries as well.8 Practice-changing,
well-conducted randomized controlled trials
need not focus only on high-end, costly targeted
molecules. The need of the hour is to incorporate
cost-effectiveness analysis in research toward the
goal of equitable cancer care for all.
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case
report

Zika Virus in a Patient With Cancer: How
Much Do We Know?

In the past 20 years, arbovirus infections, caused
by RNA viruses transmitted by arthropods, have
become a major concern in the Western Hemi-
sphere; examples include dengue, West Nile
virus, and chikungunya.1 Recently, infection with
Zika virus, a flavivirus first discovered incidentally
in Uganda in the mid-1940s, has reached pan-
demic status. Zika virus is transmitted to humans
via the bite of an infectedAedes speciesmosquito,
but maternal fetal and sexual transmissions have
also been described.2 The most common symp-
toms are fever, maculopapular rash, arthralgia
(especially in small joints of the extremities), and
conjunctivitis, usually beginning 2 to 7 days after
the infection.Other commonly reportedsymptoms
are myalgia, headache, and asthenia. Treatment
includes rest, fluids to avoid dehydration, and ad-
ministration of acetaminophen to relieve pain and
fever. Patients should be cautioned against the use
of aspirin or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
to reduce the risk of hemorrhage.2

In the last 13months,more than30countrieshave
reported active Zika virus transmission in the
Americas, Oceania, and Africa.3 In April 2015,
the first identified case in Brazil was reported.
Since then, according to the Brazilian Ministry
of Health, between 490,000 and 1,400,000 new
cases may have occurred.4 Although approxi-
mately 80% of infected persons do not develop
signs or symptoms, an explosive epidemic of mi-
crocephaly and Guillain-Barré syndrome has
raised concerns about an etiologic association.5

On February 1, 2016, the World Health Organiza-
tion announced that the cluster of neurologic
disorders and congenital anomalies reported
in Brazil constitutes a public health emergency
of international concern.3 To the best of our
knowledge, there are no data on Zika virus in-
fection in patients with cancer. Here we report
the first case.

A 58-year-old white woman, currently on treat-
ment with anastrozol for a locally recurrent,
hormone receptor–positive breast cancer, spent
the New Year’s holiday in a coastal area of

Sao Paulo State. In early January, she reported
important tiredness, myalgia, headache, and retro-
orbital pain. Two to 3 days later, she developed
suddenepisodes of high feverwith intense sweat-
ing, which lasted 4days. The patient soughtmedical
assistance twice and was submitted to an extensive
number of complementary examinations, the
findings of which, besides a hemoglobin level
of 10.0 g/dL (previously 13.5 g/dL), were normal.
Approximately 10 days after the onset of the
symptoms, the patient was referred to her on-
cologist in a tertiary center hospital, who noticed a
mild abdominal maculopapular rash and ordered
some serologic tests. Dengue virus immunoassays
were negative, but indirect immunofluorescence
assays for Zika virus demonstrated both immu-
noglobulin M (IgM) and IgG high titers. The pa-
tient is now recovered and had no neurologic
symptoms.

This case illustrates some difficulties in diag-
nosing Zika virus infection in patients with cancer.
As already highlighted in previous studies, cross-
reactions with related flaviviruses are common
and, unfortunately, Zika-specific tests are expensive
and not widely available.1

Clinicians should be aware of the importance of
including arboviruses as differential diagnoses
of fever in patients with cancer, especially in
epidemic areas. In doing so, patients would be
less likely to be submitted to unnecessary and
costly examinations. In addition, some patients
with cancer who already have reduced platelet
counts, secondary to the primary disease, che-
motherapy, or other specific treatments, are at
great danger of bleeding if not promptly advised
not to take aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-inflam-
matory drugs if the infection is suspected. Also, a
Guillain-Barré syndrome in a patient with cancer
should be interpreted with caution in areas of the
ongoing Zika virus transmission because it could
easily be misdiagnosed as a paraneoplastic man-
ifestation of the underlying disease.

The Zika outbreak is evolving rapidly and the
expected number of new cases in patients with
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cancer should increase. The course of the disease
in immunosuppressed persons and in patients
presenting with significant comorbidities is still

uncertain. Therefore, close follow-up is required
to identify late or chronic symptoms.
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erratum

Erratum

The meeting abstract by Mantzavinou et al enti-
tled “Implants for Cost-Effective and Accessible
Treatment of Gynecologic and Gastrointestinal
Cancer Metastasis by Local and Sustained Low-
Dose Chemotherapy” (J Glob Oncol 10.1200/
JGO.2016.004630), published online in the 4th
Annual Symposium on Global Cancer Research
supplement, has been updated.

The author order was given incorrectly as Aikaterini
Mantzavinou, Michael J. Cima, and Laura Melanie
Tanenbaum. The correct author order is Aikaterini
Mantzavinou, Laura Melanie Tanenbaum, and
Michael J. Cima.

This has been corrected as of August 10, 2016.
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